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Chapter 1 
 

 

General Introduction 
 
 

Our brains are marvelous systems. They make sure we do everything necessary to survive. 

They make us breathe and eat, fight and fear. They tell us when we need to rest, and when 

we need to use the restroom. They teach us how to walk and talk. They give us plenty of 

room to think. Also, they make us read, an important skill in today’s society. However, 

before they do so, we need to teach them how to read first. After all, contrary to breathing, 

eating and sleeping, the ability to read is not something our brain bestows us with upon 

birth, nor do we learn it automatically over time. Thankfully, we are equipped with the tools 

that we need in order to learn to read: eyes, ears, and a mechanism that will integrate and 

combine all the incoming visual, auditory and linguistic information with stored concepts in 

memory. Though sometimes a tedious process, once you have taught your brain how to 

read, you cannot un-teach it. And as an added bonus, your brain will now make you read 

every single letter you encounter. Whether you like it or not, you will involuntarily read 

text, everywhere, and anytime. And you will do it very swiftly, too. At least, on the premise 

that your eyes are open and it is not too dark.  

 

Infants are able to extract rules on form, sound, and meaning of their native tongue from 

spoken language input (Kuhl, 2010). Although oral language skill is acquired automatically, 

the ability to read and write in our native language is not. The mapping of sounds onto 

letters, a process fundamental to reading skill, is something that needs to be taught 

explicitly. Therefore, in school, much attention and time is devoted to learning to read. 

Fortunately, most of us do not encounter any problems in the process. Some, however, have 

severe difficulties in acquiring reading skill, with widespread consequences for daily life 

pertaining to, for example, education and their professional career. Unfortunately, this is 

reality for approximately three to ten percent of readers (Snowling, 2013). Despite elaborate 

instruction, normal cognitive ability, and good practice, they fail to successfully acquire 

literacy skill and remain slow readers and less accurate spellers. In these cases we speak of 
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dyslexia; a specific reading disorder typically characterized by severe and persistent 

difficulties in reading and spelling (Snowling, 2000).  

 

The reading system in the brain encompasses a large and complex network of visual, 

auditory, and language areas that interact when reading. Mostly, these networks operate in 

the left-hemisphere, which is known to be dominant for language processing (Dehaene, 

1997). Components of the reading system, such as visual and language areas, are already in 

place at birth, but need to be finetuned during development. For example, before reading 

onset, relevant visual areas for reading are mainly involved in visual object recognition. 

They eventually become attuned to processing print through exposure. As literacy emerges, 

enhanced responses to print rather than to other visual stimuli, such as faces or checkers, 

are recorded (Dehaene et al., 2010). The main area associated with print processing is 

referred to as the Visual Word Form Area (VWFA; McCandliss, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2003; 

Schlaggar & McCandliss, 2007), and is located in an anterior, ventral site of the 

occipitotemporal region. It is predominantly left lateralized. Next to processing print, the 

VWFA has also been implicated to fulfill a role in integrating print and auditory 

information (Schlaggar & McCandliss, 2007) – though it is not activated by auditory words 

alone (Cohen, Jobert, Le Bihan, & Dehaene, 2004). Not only visual brain areas specialize as a 

consequence of emerging literacy. Areas that are involved in processing speech sounds also 

evolve. After all, at some point in development, speech sounds (phonemes) need to be 

associated with letters (graphemes) to cater for reading acquisition. Knowledge of the sound 

structure of a language, or phonology, is crucial for reading, since without it, coupling 

phonemes to graphemes might be impeded (Share, 1995). Dorsal, perisylvian brain regions 

are mostly implicated in these letter-sound binding processes (e.g. Van Atteveldt, 

Formisano, Goebel, & Blomert, 2004). Dehaene and colleagues (2010) have demonstrated 

frontal areas, encompassing for example bilateral premotor cortices and left hemispheric 

inferior frontal gyrus and anterior, middle and posterior superior temporal sulcus, to 

become equally activated to spoken as to written language as a function of emerging 

reading skill. Moreover, their results also indicate enhanced speech processing activity in 

the planum temporale, an area implicated in phonological coding. Enhanced activity in the 

planum temporale as a result of having learnt how to read might reflect a reciprocal relation 

between phonological coding and reading: Knowledge of the phonological structure of a 

language increases as a result of reading experience, and reading skill increases as a result of 

enhanced knowledge of the phonological structure of language (Blau, Reithler, Van 

Atteveldt, Seitz, Gerretsen, Goebel, & Blomert, 2010; Dehaene et al., 2010).  
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In normal readers, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have found brain 

regions that are typically involved in reading to include the areas of Broca and Wernicke. 

Additionally, a ventral ‘visual’ pathway, running through a white matter tract named the 

inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, and dorsal, ‘phonological’ pathway (through the arcuate 

fasciculus), have been identified, connecting all areas to each other and to the VWFA 

(Schlaggar & McCandliss, 2007; Vandermosten et al., 2015). In dyslexic readers, different 

patterns of processing activity have been found compared to normal readers. Specifically, 

underactivation is seen in the VFWA in the left hemisphere (McCandliss & Noble, 2003), 

suggesting that print processing is hampered in dyslexia. In some studies, it has been found 

that in people with dyslexia right hemispheric networks are activated to a relatively greater 

extent than the left hemispheric networks when reading (for a review, see Sandak, Mencl, 

Frost, & Pugh, 2004). For example, Shaywitz and colleagues (1998) have demonstrated 

underactivation in left posterior regions, such as the VWFA, and an increase of activation in 

the right hemispheric posterior regions. Similar patterns are observed by Pugh et al. (2008). 

Shaywitz et al. (1998) suggest it likely that this type of more symmetrical processing is 

reflective of a disrupted reading system. Left hemispheric specialization for linguistic 

processes like reading might thus be hampered in dyslexia. Another different pattern of 

activity that has been reported in dyslexia, is an increase in activity in anterior regions like 

the inferior frontal gyrus (Shaywitz et al., 1998). Sandak and colleagues (2004) suggest this 

type of activity to be associated with increased effort to analyze phonological information 

when reading. Structural neuroimaging studies have tried to explain functional differences. 

For example, using diffusion tensor imaging, Vandermosten and colleagues (2015) have 

shown white matter anomalies in the ventral and dorsal networks to precede reading 

problems. Some other structural neuroimaging studies have shown people with dyslexia to 

have differently sized plana temporale (e.g. Galaburda, Sherman, Rosen, Aboitiz, & 

Geschwind, 1985) in the left- and right hemisphere auditory cortex, which may have 

consequences for language (phonology in particular) and music processing (Blau et al., 2010; 

Wise, Scott, Blank, Mummery, Murphy, & Warburton, 2001). In most right-handed people, 

a larger left planum temporale is observed, which has been associated with language 

laterality. A larger right- or smaller left planum temporale has been related to reading 

difficulties (Galaburda et al., 1985), although not every study finds differences between 

normal and dyslexic readers in this regard (e.g. Heiervang et al., 2000). Other anatomical 

abnormalities associated with reading problems that have been found, are ectopias: small, 

focal cortical malformations as a result of erroneous neuronal migration. In fact, some of the 

genes that have been related to reading ability are involved in neuronal migration and 
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axonal outgrowth (for a review, see Carrion-Castillo, Franke, & Fisher, 2013). Possibly, this 

causes disturbances in brain connectivity with hampered reading processes as a result 

(Galaburda, 1999). Taken together, this large body of studies clearly suggests 

neuroanatomical and processing anomalies to be present in poor readers.  

 

We have now seen that brain networks for reading do not only employ brain areas that 

process visual information, but also ones that process phonological information. Since 

phonological information is extracted from a speech signal, there is considerable anatomical 

and functional overlap between processes needed for reading, and for auditory- and speech 

perception (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Price, 2012). Indeed, current models of speech 

perception show involvement of bilateral superior temporal gyri at an early processing 

stage, and the involvement of a left hemispheric ventral and dorsal network in processing 

speech (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007), similar to the networks involved in reading. The ventral 

pathway is situated in the temporal lobe and maps sound input to words. The dorsal 

pathway, encompassing areas in the frontal and parietal lobe, relates to the mapping of 

sound onto articulatory representations, facilitating speech output (Hickock & Poeppel, 

2004, 2007; Poeppel, Emmorey, Hickok & Pylkkänen, 2012). Bearing in mind this 

anatomical and functional overlap, it is not surprising that a large body of behavioral, 

neuroimaging and neurophysiological studies has focused on auditory- and speech 

processing as one of the proximal causes of dyslexia (e.g. Hämäläinen, Salminen, & 

Leppänen, 2013; Hornickel & Kraus, 2013). Some theories even propose a bottom up 

cascading relation, where deficits in auditory- or speech perception cause deficits in 

phonological skills, which in turn cause deficits in reading (e.g. Tallal, 1980; Goswami et al., 

2002; Goswami, 2015).  

 

However, the behavioral evidence linking auditory- and speech processing deficits to 

dyslexia is divergent (e.g. Noordenbos & Serniclaes, 2015; Goswami, 2015). Behavioral 

deficits have been found in several domains of auditory and speech processing, such as 

speech in noise perception, categorical speech perception, and amplitude rise time 

processing (e.g. Manis et al., 1997; Noordenbos & Serniclaes, 2015; Goswami et al., 2002). 

Yet, sometimes, deficits are only found in subgroups of dyslexics (e.g. Messaoud-Galusi et 

al., 2011), or deficits disappear as reading skill progresses (e.g. Noordenbos, Segers, 

Serniclaes, Mitterer, & Verhoeven, 2012a). On behavioral measures of lateralization of 

speech processing, such as dichotic listening, outcomes also diverge. Some findings suggest 

dyslexia to be associated with more symmetrical processing (e.g. Hugdahl, Helland, 
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Fӕrevaag, Lyssand, & Asbjørnsen, 1995), whereas other studies observe no differences 

between typical readers and dyslexic readers (e.g. Brunswick & Rippon, 1994). Possibly, 

divergent behavioral findings stem from the complex psychophysical nature of behavioral 

tasks. Attentional processes might confound the outcomes, which is less likely to occur 

when pre-attentive neurophysiological methods are used (Näätänen, 2000). Inevitably, 

however, the divergent results pull the link between dyslexia and auditory- and speech 

processing, as well as the proposed cascading relation between auditory- and speech 

processing, phonology and reading, into question. 

 

The relation between phonology and reading, on the other hand, has proven to be more 

stable. It is now widely acknowledged that phonological skills relate to reading problems 

(Protopapas, 2014; Thompson, Hulme, Nash, Gooch, Hayiou-Thomas, & Snowling, 2015; 

De Bree, Wijnen, & Gerrits, 2010). Apt phonological skills are important to the 

development of reading skill, because of their role in mapping the sounds of a language to 

the corresponding letters of the alphabet. A large body of studies has shown deficits in 

phonological awareness (PA; e.g. Moll, Loff, & Snowling, 2013; De Jong & Van der Leij, 

2003; Van der Leij, Van Bergen, Van Zuijen, De Jong, Maurits, & Maassen, 2013; Vellutino, 

Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004) in dyslexia, evidencing poor readers’ difficulty with 

the recognition and manipulation of individual phonemes within words. Next to deficits in 

PA, research has also evidenced deficits in other phonological skills like rapid automatized 

naming (RAN) and verbal short-term memory (e.g. Moll et al., 2013). However, even in the 

area of phonology, relations are not completely clear-cut. It seems that the deficits in 

phonological skills are not sufficient to lead to problems in reading, since not all children 

with deficits in phonological skills develop severe reading problems (e.g. Torppa, Lyytinen, 

Erskine, Eklund, & Lyytinen, 2010). This implies that deficits in phonological processing 

cannot be viewed as a single cause for dyslexia (Pennington, 2006), especially taking into 

account that not every person experiencing reading problems has a phonological deficit. 

Extending this line of reasoning to auditory- and speech processing, the same could be true 

for deficits in this domain. Possibly, findings in this field of study diverge, because impeded 

auditory- or speech processing may not be factors that contribute to a reading deficit in 

every single case. Auditory- and speech processing deficits could be considered risk factors 

that, combined with other risk factors, lead to reading problems. So far, findings regarding 

phonological skills and auditory and speech processing are in support of the multiple deficit 

model of dyslexia: the idea that there are multiple risk factors - cognitive, environmental, 
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and genetic - that underlie dyslexia. A combination and interaction between these factors 

eventually determines who becomes dyslexic (Pennington, 2006).  

In order to further our knowledge of auditory- and speech perception factors as contributors 

to a reading problem, it is of interest to look at their role in people at genetic risk for 

dyslexia. After all, the problems that people with dyslexia experience are highly heritable 

(for a review see Carrion-Castillo et al., 2013). Dyslexia manifests itself in 30 to 60% of 

children who have a dyslexic parent. Although all familial risk (FR) children share a genetic 

risk, not all of them develop severe reading impairments: FR dyslexic (FRD) children and 

FR nondyslexic (FRND) children differ in their ultimate reading ability. However, despite 

the superior reading ability of FRND children, they share deficits in processes that underlie 

reading ability, among which PA deficits. For example, a range of studies with Dutch and 

English children have shown both FRD and FRND groups to be impaired in PA, despite 

superior reading abilities of the FRND group (Moll et al., 2013; Van Bergen, De Jong, 

Plakas, Maassen, & Van der Leij, 2012). Rapid automatized naming (RAN), however, has 

been demonstrated to be impaired in FRD children, but not in FRND and controls (Van 

Bergen et al., 2012; Moll et al., 2013). This suggests that RAN may play a protective role 

for reading since deficits are specific to FRD children. Impaired RAN is thus a characteristic 

of the FRD group, whereas phonological awareness deficits relate to familial risk because 

deficits are found in both FR groups. Taking these outcomes into account, it is of interest to 

investigate auditory- and speech processing in children at FR for dyslexia. This would 

bridge a gap in the body of studies available, because not all studies have dissociated FR 

from non-FR dyslexic participants. Including this factor into experimental designs might be 

beneficial, because it aids in determining which factors ultimately contribute to reading 

problems. Thus, by investigating differences in auditory- and speech processing between the 

two FR groups, studies can provide more insight into factors that contribute to the 

development of dyslexia, versus factors that are shared between FRD and FRND children 

and which thus relate to familial risk.  

 

Many of the previous studies assessing auditory processing are carried out on a behavioral 

level, meaning their results could have been confounded by task-related processes such as 

attention. Event-related potentials (ERPs) can be used to address auditory- and speech 

perception on a neurophysiological level. A great advantage of ERPs, mismatch negativity 

(MMN; Näätänen, 1995) and late discriminative negativity (LDN; Cheour et al., 2001) in 

particular, is that they can be recorded without the requirement (and thus, possible 

confounds) of attention. Indeed, previous studies using ERP have found processing 
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differences on a neural level that were not observed behaviorally (e.g. Noordenbos et al., 

2012a; 2012b, Rispens, Been, & Zwarts, 2006). It is therefore of interest to address auditory 

and speech processing on a neural as well as a behavioral level.  

 

Current studies 

 

The studies in this thesis aim to investigate whether auditory and speech processing are 

factors that contribute to the manifestation of dyslexia. One way to gain more insight into 

the link between auditory processing and speech processing and reading, is to take FR into 

account. By disentangling the relation between familial risk and dyslexia, we can identify 

whether these factors contribute to reading fluency, or whether they relate to familial risk 

for dyslexia. As such, in this thesis we investigate three groups of children who took part in 

the longitudinal Dutch Dyslexia Programme (DDP; Van der Leij et al., 2013): a control, 

FRND, and FRD group. All studies thus assess differences between controls, FRND and 

FRD children. If deficits in auditory- or speech processing are found only in familial risk 

children with dyslexia, then they can be considered to specifically relate to dyslexia. If a 

stepwise pattern (i.e. controls vs. FRND vs. FRD) is found, deficits may play a role in 

reading ability and be a characteristic of FR. If deficits occur in both groups of familial risk 

children (i.e., FRND and FRD vs. controls), then they are a characteristic of familial risk 

and not related to reading. Additionally, to control for attentional confounds, we included 

pre-attentive measures of auditory and speech processing, next to behavioral ones. 

 

First, pre-attentive basic auditory processing is assessed in 11-year-old control, FRD and 

FRND children (Chapter 2). Using ERPs, MMN and LDN in particular, the processing of 

amplitude rise time, frequency and intensity were assessed. Several behavioral studies have 

demonstrated a connection between amplitude rise time processing and dyslexia. Amplitude 

rise time detection is implicated in the perception of rhythm in speech, which provides 

important cues about syllable onset and rime. This may influence the perception of 

phonemes, and therefore affect reading skill (e.g. Goswami et al., 2002). A recent DDP 

study by Plakas, Van Zuijen, Van Leeuwen, Thomson, & Van der Leij (2013) shows, 

however, that pre-attentive rise time processing impediments at 41 months of age are a 

characteristic of FR children as a group, and not of FRD children per se. Our study sets 

forth to investigate basic auditory processing pre-attentively at the end of primary school in 

FR children with and without dyslexia, to assess whether difficulties in processing basic 

auditory information persist in both groups of FR children.  
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Next, pre-attentive speech processing is investigated in 11-year old control, FRND and 

FRD children (Chapter 3). A previous DDP study by Van Zuijen, Plakas, Maassen, Maurits, 

and Van der Leij (2013) has shown deficits in speech processing to surface in FRD children 

at 2 months, whereas FRND and controls did not perform poorly. The current study 

investigated whether the same pattern was visible at age 11. Processing of vowels and 

inflected words was examined by measuring MMN and LDN. Including two different types 

of speech stimuli gave the opportunity to investigate whether complexity of the stimulus, 

i.e. lexicality and grammatical inflection versus a simple phoneme contrast; affected 

processing. Moreover, the ERP method allowed to investigate lateralization of speech 

processing, which is relevant since more symmetrical processing has previously been 

associated with inefficient processing networks that may give rise to dyslexia (e.g. Sandak et 

al., 2004).  

 

Chapter 4 addresses lateralization of speech processing on a behavioral level, using the 

dichotic listening method (Kimura, 1961). More symmetrical processing as measured by 

dichotic listening has previously been related to reading problems (e.g. Hugdahl et al., 

1995), in line with neuroimaging studies that have indicated right hemisphere networks to 

be activated when processing speech in poor readers (e.g. Sandak et al., 2004). Dichotic 

listening can provide a behavioral index of lateralization of speech processing, and as such 

can extend neuroimaging findings and add to the current knowledge of speech processing. 

Since the method has never been used in familial risk children with and without dyslexia 

before, it will also add to our knowledge of the relation between familial risk, dyslexia, and 

lateralization of speech processing on a behavioral level. Dichotic listening was measured at 

two time points, in Grade 3, and in Grade 5/6. Measuring at two different time points gives 

insight into hemispheric specialization at different ages, which may aid in charting 

developmental patterns of the three groups.  

 

Finally, in Chapter 5, a behavioral study on categorical speech perception in 8-year old 

children is reported. Poorer categorical perception has previously been related to dyslexia, 

and some studies demonstrated FR children to have poorer categorical perception at a pre-

reading age, indicating it is a possible precursor of dyslexia (Boets, Vandermosten, 

Poelmans, Luts, Wouters, & Ghésquiere, 2011; Gerrits & De Bree, 2009). The current study 

investigated categorical perception in FR children in Grade 3, when reading level could 

already be determined. In this way, we were able to assess whether poorer categorical 

perception was present in both groups of FR children or in FRD children only, and as such 
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determine whether it is a contributor to the manifestation of reading problems. 

Additionally, given the overlap in neural networks that are responsible for processing 

speech and for reading, we attempted to deepen our understanding of the role of speech- and 

phonological processing as risk factors for dyslexia by investigating whether cascading 

relations between speech processing, phonological processing and reading were present.   

 

Taken together, the studies reported in this thesis will contribute to the existing knowledge 

about auditory- and speech processing in dyslexia, both on a neural as well as a behavioral 

level. By assessing the relations between speech processing, phonology, and reading, the 

studies in this thesis will also provide insight into the extent to which these factors relate to 

each other, which is of theoretical importance given the possible presence of a cascading 

relation. Finally, this thesis will also answer the question whether auditory and speech 

processing factors are correlates of familial risk, or whether they contribute to the 

manifestation of dyslexia, by investigating familial risk children with and without dyslexia. 
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Chapter 2 
 

 

Basic auditory processing is related to familial risk, not to 
reading fluency: an ERP study 

 
 

 

Less proficient basic auditory processing has been previously connected to dyslexia. 

However, it is unclear whether a low proficiency level is a correlate of having a familial risk 

for reading problems, or whether it causes dyslexia. In this study, children’s processing of 

amplitude rise time, intensity and frequency differences was measured with event-related 

potentials (ERPs). ERP components of interest are components reflective of auditory 

change detection; the mismatch negativity (MMN) and late discriminative negativity 

(LDN). All groups had an MMN to changes in amplitude rise time and frequency, but not to 

intensity. Our results indicate that fluent readers at risk for dyslexia, poor readers at risk for 

dyslexia and fluent reading controls have an LDN to changes in amplitude rise time and 

frequency, though the scalp activation of frequency processing was different for familial risk 

children. On intensity, only controls showed an LDN. Contrary to previous findings, our 

results suggest that neither amplitude rise time nor frequency processing is related to 

reading fluency. Furthermore, our results imply that diminished sensitivity to changes in 

intensity and differential lateralization of frequency processing should be regarded as 

correlates of being at familial risk for dyslexia, that do not directly relate to reading fluency.  

 

Adapted from  

Hakvoort, B., van der Leij, A., Maurits, N., Maassen, B., and van Zuijen, T. L. (2015). Basic  

auditory processing is related to familial risk, not to reading fluency: An ERP 

study. Cortex, 63, 90-103. doi:10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.013 

  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.08.013
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Introduction 

 

Developmental dyslexia is characterized by persistent difficulties in word reading and/or 

spelling that are discrepant with intelligence and that are not attributable to sensory deficits 

or environmental factors such as poor educational opportunities (e.g. Snowling, 2000; 

Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004). Dyslexia is known to run in families, 

suggesting an active genetic component (for a review see Carrion-Castillo, Franke, & 

Fisher, 2013). A phonological processing deficit is generally considered to be at the core of 

reading problems (Pennington & Lefly, 2001; de Jong & van der Leij, 2003). Poor awareness 

of the phonological structure of language is thought to hamper reading acquisition, as it 

may compromise the mapping of speech sounds to letter symbols (phoneme to grapheme 

mapping; Elbro, 1996). What underlies the phonological deficit is still debated, but it has 

been hypothesized that a decreased ability to process basic (non-speech) auditory 

information may underlie the phonological problems (Farmer & Klein, 1995; Hämäläinen, 

Salminen, & Leppänen, 2013; MacAnally, & Stein, 1996; Tallal, 1980).  

 

One aspect of basic auditory processing that is thought to affect phonological processing, is 

the processing of amplitude rise time (ART) (Goswami et al., 2002). ART refers to the speed 

with which the amplitude of an acoustic signal rises from sound onset. The hypothesis that 

ART influences phonological processing stems from the idea that speech units can be 

segmented into parts like syllables. An important factor underlying segmentation of speech 

is stress- or rhythm processing, which is specifically influenced by modulation of ART, for 

modulations in ART will lead to perceived differences in rhythm (Goswami et al., 2002). 

Perception of rhythm aids speech segmentation because it is thought to be important to the 

perception of onset (the word initial phoneme), and rime (the string of phonemes that follow 

the onset), in a syllable. Hence, if subtle differences in ART are not registered, then this may 

affect the perception of speech sounds, which, in turn, may have negative consequences for 

the acquisition of phonological skills because speech segmentation into meaningful 

phonological units is hampered (Goswami et al., 2002).  

 

The theory that problems in ART processing underlie literacy problems is supported by 

empirical data from several studies. Goswami and colleagues (2002) found that dyslexic 

readers were poorer at detecting amplitude envelope modulations. Moreover, they showed 

that amplitude modulation detection was related to individual differences on phonological 

processing measures, such as performance on rhyme oddity tasks. Participants who 
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performed poorly on this task, also performed poorly on tasks tapping phonological skills. 

Richardson, Thomson, Scott, and Goswami (2004) examined ART processing in school-

aged children with and without reading disability and found that controls were better at 

discriminating between differences in ART compared to the dyslexic group. A study with 

adult participants by Hämäläinen, Leppänen, Torppa, Müller and Lyytinen (2005), found 

similar results. They found correlations between ART processing and (syllable level) 

phonological awareness tasks, and between ART processing and reading. Deficits in ART 

processing do not appear to be dependent on mother tongue and may thus be universal, as 

differences have been found in a variety of languages, both in transparent and opaque 

orthographies, i.e., languages in which there is a simple one-to-one mapping of speech sound 

to letters and languages in which this is not the case (Muneaux, Ziegler, Truc, Thomson, & 

Goswami, 2004; Richardson et al., 2004; Surányi et al., 2009).  

 

Most studies investigating sensitivity to subtle differences in rise time have focused on the 

behavioral level. In order to meet the task demands, attention from the participants is 

required. Attention may, therefore, have been a confound in these studies, mediating the 

perception of, and the response to amplitude modulations. Given the high comorbidity 

between dyslexia and ADHD (e.g. Gillis Light, Pennington, Gilger, & DeFries, 2009), it is 

important to disentangle the relationship between attention and ART processing to be able 

to assess the relationship between ART processing and reading ability directly. 

Neurophysiological measures may provide a solution by means of the mismatch negativity  

(MMN, Näätänen, 1995; Näätänen et al., 2012), an ERP component which reflects pre-

attentive auditory discrimination. The MMN is considered to be a pre-attentive measure of 

discrimination because the MMN can be recorded without subjects attending to the stimuli: 

they can for instance perform an unrelated primary task or watch a video (e.g. Näätänen et 

al., 2012). Nevertheless, MMN amplitude, duration and onset latencies are related to 

(subsequently measured) behavioral discrimination skills (e.g. Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 

2005; Tiitinen, May, Reinikainen, & Näätänen, 1994). The MMN typically occurs after an 

occasional deviant stimulus is presented in a train of repeated standard stimuli. It is thought 

that the repetition of the standard stimulus leads to the buildup of an auditory memory trace 

of sound features (e.g., frequency, intensity) contained in the standard. When a sound 

feature in the deviant stimulus does not match the memory trace, the auditory system 

detects this change and an MMN is elicited (Näätänen, 1995). The MMN is characterized 

by a frontally negative deflection in the ERP waveform, around 200 ms after stimulus onset 

in adults. 
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In addition to MMN, another ERP component can be identified that reflects processing of 

deviance: the late discriminative negativity (LDN, sometimes also referred to as “late 

MMN”; e.g. Cheour, Korpilahti, Martynova, & Lang, 2001). It is elicited under the same 

circumstances as the MMN, but typically only occurs between 300-600 ms after stimulus 

onset (e.g. Schulte-Körne, Deimel, Bartling, & Remschmidt, 2001). LDN is suggested to 

reflect automatic processing of change in auditory and linguistic stimuli (Cheour et al., 

2001). It occurs in both adults and children, though its amplitude appears to decrease 

throughout development (Ceponiene, Lepistö, Soininen, Aronen, Alku, & Näätänen, 2004). 

Several studies have shown LDN to be attenuated in dyslexia (e.g. Schulte-Körne et al., 

2001; Neuhoff, Bruder, Bartling, Warnke, Remschmidt, Müller-Myshok, and Schulte-Körne, 

2012). 

 

If ART processing is indeed related to reading fluency, it follows that the MMN and/or 

LDN of poor readers to changes in ART will be smaller or absent compared to the MMN 

and/or LDN to changes in ART of good readers. Hämäläinen, Leppänen, Guttorm and 

Lyytinen (2008) investigated the effects of rise-time changes on sensory processing in 9 

year-old children with reading problems using the MMN. Differences in processing were 

found between good and poor readers, as reflected in MMN amplitude. However, it was 

larger in poor readers compared to control children, reflecting enhanced processing of ART 

information. However, when looking at LDN, Hämäläinen et al. (2008) found control 

children to show enhanced processing of ART stimuli. Several other studies provide 

neurophysiological support for abnormal processing of rise time changes in dyslexia as they 

find smaller amplitudes of the N1 ERP component (also reflecting sensory processing) in 

the dyslexic group (see for example Hämäläinen, Leppänen, Guttorm, & Lyytinen, 2007; and 

Stefanics et al., 2011; for a review see Hämäläinen et al., 2012).  

 

From the studies mentioned above it seems that there is a relation between ART processing 

and reading although the picture is not completely clear. In addition, these studies have 

compared children or adults with and without dyslexia, but did not control for heritability. 

This may lead to a confound given the heritable component of dyslexia, as most children in 

the poor reading group will have a familial risk (FR, i.e., one or more close relatives have a 

history of dyslexia), whereas children with the same genetic risk but no poor reading were 

not included in these studies. Control children typically do not have a familial risk. The lack 

of differentiation between at risk children who do or do not develop dyslexia influences the 

interpretation of the results, since it remains unknown whether poorer ART processing is a 
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characteristic of familial risk children, or whether it is related to reading skill directly. To 

support the notion that an impairment in ART processing is causing reading problems, it is 

important to disentangle this and include at risk children who do not develop dyslexia (e.g. 

van der Leij et al., 2013).  

 

Longitudinal studies on good and poor reading at risk children have been executed to 

investigate basic auditory processing at a pre-reading age retrospectively, once it is known 

which children became good and poor readers. Leppänen et al. (2010), using data of the 

Jyväskylä Longitudinal Dyslexia (JLD) project, showed that less proficient frequency 

processing was related to being at risk for reading problems, but not to reading directly. 

They found that at risk newborns could not process differences in frequency as opposed to 

typically developing controls, as indicated by the mismatch response (MMR; the MMN can 

be both frontally positive [e.g. He, Hotson, & Trainor, 2007] as well as negative in infants 

[e.g. Alho, Sainio, Sajaniemi, Reinikainen, & Näätänen, 1990], when positive it is called the 

MMR). As part of the Dutch Dyslexia Programme (DDP), Plakas, van Zuijen, van 

Leeuwen, Thomson, and van der Leij (2013) studied ART processing differences in 41-

month-old children at risk of dyslexia and controls. Differences in MMN amplitude were 

found between children at risk of dyslexia and controls. Typically developing children were 

able to discern differences in ART, as indicated by MMN presence, whereas at risk children 

did not show an MMN. However, in both studies the differences were independent of 

whether the at risk children developed into good and poor readers later on. The findings 

support the view that atypical basic auditory processing is related to having a familial risk 

for reading problems but not causally related to deficiencies in reading fluency.   

 

However, the absence of differences in early auditory processing does not exclude the 

possibility that the influence of certain factors contributing to reading problems may 

gradually change over time, or that the influence of these factors becomes manifest later on. 

From this perspective, it is not unlikely that the influence of neurophysiological factors as 

investigated by Leppänen et al. (2010) and Plakas et al. (2013) would change over time. To 

investigate this issue, the present study has investigated basic auditory processing skills in 

children with a familial risk of dyslexia. Pre-attentive sensitivity to changes in ART were 

studied at the end of primary school using MMN and LDN. Of particular interest, and 

unique to this study, was the intention to disentangle characteristics of children with a 

familial risk from factors that relate directly to reading by investigating differences in 
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MMN and LDN amplitude elicited by modulations in rise time between good and poor 

reading at-risk children.  

 

To reach our aim, we investigated children at risk of dyslexia with and without dyslexia and 

control children, who participate in the Dutch Dyslexia Programme. A basic auditory multi 

feature paradigm (Kujala, Lovio, Lepistö, Laasonen & Näätänen, 2006; Lovio et al., 2009; 

Pakarinen, Takegata, Rinne, Huotilainen, & Näätänen, 2007) was used to record MMN and 

LDN to changes in ART. Two control measures were included to investigate whether poor 

ART processing was specifically related to reading, in contrast to other aspects of auditory 

processing. Changes in frequency (FREQ) were included in the paradigm to assess whether 

an ART deficit is specific to reading, or whether multiple aspects of basic auditory 

processing relate to fluent reading, as some studies have shown that children with dyslexia 

have difficulty discerning changes in frequency (e.g. Bishop, 2007; Hämäläinen et al., 2013). 

Including both these deviant types enables us to disentangle the influence of both aspects of 

basic auditory processing on reading fluency. Additionally, intensity (INT) manipulations 

were included in the paradigm to control for the possibility of an ART processing 

impairment being due to problems in processing of intensity information, because a 

relatively longer ART results in an overall softer sound (Stefanics et al., 2011). In a multi 

feature paradigm, a feature deviant is presented after each standard. The feature deviant 

differs from the standard on one out of three features ART, FREQ or INT, but serves as a 

standard for the other features. Each feature change is, therefore, in itself rare. Each of these 

deviant types has three levels of deviance, resulting in a total of 9 deviants in our study. The 

brain builds a representation of all features of the stimuli, and if one of the features deviates, 

an MMN is elicited (Pakarinen et al.; 2007). Following the MMN elicitation, an LDN is 

expected as well. A great benefit of the multi feature paradigm over the classic oddball 

paradigm (Näätänen, 1995) is that a great amount of information can be recorded in a short 

amount of time.  

Methods 

Participants  

The children who participated in this study comprised a sub-sample of the children who 

participated in the Dutch Dyslexia Programme (DDP). Fifty-five children were invited to 

take part in the current study based on the following inclusion criteria.  
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Children were assigned to the familial risk group if one or both parents were dyslexic. 

Whether parents experienced reading difficulties was assessed by presenting them with 

Dutch norm-referenced tests for word- and pseudoword reading (Brus & Voeten, 1973; Van 

den Bos, Lutje Spelberg, Scheepstra, & de Vries, 1994; see Materials). If parents scored 

below the 15th percentile on either test and not higher than the 50th on the other, or below 

the 20th percentile on both tests, their children were assigned to the familial risk group. 

Children were assigned to the control group if their parents scored above the 50th 

percentile on both the word- and pseudoword reading tests.  

In order to be assigned to the familial risk group of children who develop dyslexia (FRD), 

children from the familial risk group had to perform poorly on a word- and pseudoword 

reading test the last time that these tasks were administered in Grade 5 or 6 and at least one 

out of the two times these tasks were administered earlier: at the end of 2nd grade and in 

Grade 3. A poor performance was defined as a score below the 10th and 40th percentile on 

either the word or the pseudoword reading test, or below the 25th percentile on both tests.  

ERP data from one child had to be omitted due to technical problems while recording the 

EEG. Five children (1 control, 1 FRND, and 3 FRD) had an ADD diagnosis, for which they 

used medication. Exclusion of these children did not influence the results. In total, data from 

54 children were included in the analysis.  

Materials 

Word-reading fluency. To measure and assess word reading fluency (WRF), the “Een-

minuut-test” (one minute test; Brus & Voeten, 1973) was used in Grade 3 and in Grade 5/6. 

In Grade 2, the second list of the “Drie Minuten Toets” was used (three minutes test; 

Verhoeven, 1995). The one minute test consists of a list of 116 mono- and polysyllabic 

words, increasing in difficulty. The administered list of the three minutes test consists of 

150 monosyllabic words. For both tests, the score was the number of words read correctly 

in one minute. 
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Table 1 

Background Characteristics 

Measure  
Controls 

(N = 15) 
 

FR no dyslexia 

(N = 24) 
 

FR dyslexia 

(N = 15) 

Age (months)  143.60 (7.18) a  142.87 (7.64) a  142.06 (6.18) a 

WRF  76.33 (11.06)a  69.42 (9.38)a  48.40 (8.03)b 

PWF  63.87 (18.05)a  48.58 (14.49)b  34.53 (9.79)c 

PA  11.13 (1.12)a  9.33 (3.14)a  9.06 (2.60)a 

Nonverbal IQ  43.06 (10.83) a  44.16 (11.77) a  43.06 (10.87) a 

Note. WRF: number of words read accurately within one minute, PWF: number of pseudowords read 
accurately within two minutes. PA: Phonological awareness, measured by a phoneme deletion task and 
displayed in items correct. Nonverbal IQ was measured in Grade 3 by the block design subtest of the WISC. For 
a description of these tasks, see Materials. All values are given as Mean(standard deviation). Group differences 
were attested using ANOVAs. Shared subscripts are indicative of no significant difference. Significant 
differences are all p < .01. 

 

Pseudoword-reading fluency. Pseudoword-reading fluency (PWF) was measured with the 

Dutch norm-referenced task De Klepel (Van den Bos et al., 1994). It consists of a list of 116 

mono- and polysyllabic pseudowords. The score was the number of words read correctly 

within two minutes.  

Phonological awareness. Phonological awareness was measured by a computerized 

version of the phoneme deletion task (De Jong & Van der Leij, 2003). The test comprised 

three parts. First, participants were presented with four monosyllabic pseudowords and 

were asked to delete one consonant phoneme, resulting in another pseudoword. 

Subsequently, they were presented with four bisyllabic pseudowords of which they also had 

to delete one consonant. Next, they were presented with four bisyllabic pseudowords and 

asked to delete one consonant phoneme twice, again resulting in a new pseudoword. The 

first and third parts of the test were preceded by two practice items. The score on this task 

was the total number of items correct.  

Nonverbal IQ. The Block Design subtest of the WISC (Wechsler, 1992) was used to 

measure nonverbal IQ in Grade 3. Children were asked to complete block designs using 

coloured blocks, using an example presented to them on a card. The experimenter first 

demonstrated the task, after which the participant was asked to complete the design 
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according to the card. Each trial had a time limit of 45 seconds. The number of blocks that 

had to be used per trial increased. The maximum number of trials was 15. If the child failed 

or exceeded the time limit on two consecutive trials, the task ended.  

Stimuli 

Stimuli were offered using a Multi-Feature paradigm (Pakarinen et al., 2007). Stimuli were 

tones with a duration of 400 ms and an inter stimulus interval of 250 ms, synthesized using 

Audacity for Windows (Audacity, Pittsburgh, USA) and edited using Adobe Audition 

(Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, USA) . The standard stimulus had a rise time of 15 ms and a 

fall time of 50 ms, a frequency of 523 Hz and an intensity of 80 dB. The deviant stimuli 

deviated on the features amplitude-rise time (ART), frequency (FREQ) and intensity (INT). 

Each deviant type had 3 sublevels; resulting in a total of 9 deviants. The three ART 

deviants had rise times of 90, 180 and 270 ms respectively. The FREQ deviants had a 

frequency of 554, 587 and 622 Hz, and the INT deviants had an intensity of -2.5, -5 and -7.5 

dB compared to the standard stimulus. One experimental block contained 612 stimuli. Each 

participant was offered 3 blocks of stimuli. The beginning of each experimental block was 

marked by a sequence of 4 standard stimuli, after which standards and deviants were 

presented in an alternating pattern with the constraint that no deviant of the same type 

occurred twice in a row. In total, the standard stimulus occurred 308 times per block. 

Deviant features had a probability of 50% (rise time 16,67%, frequency 16,67% and intensity 

16,67%, each type therefore being represented 100 times per block). Each feature deviant’s 

levels had a probability of 5.5%, totaling approximately 33 presentations of each deviant 

level per block. Figure 1 depicts a schematic overview of the paradigm.  

 

Figure 1. A simplified presentation of the Multi Feature paradigm. Shapes represent standard and deviant 
tones with certain features. Deviant levels of each type are not represented in this image.  
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Procedure 

Data collection. The EEG recording took about twenty minutes and was part of a longer 

recording session of approximately 3 hours. After they were familiarized with the 

procedure, children were seated in a comfortable chair and watched a silent movie with 

subtitles. During the recording, the experimenter monitored the child in an adjacent room 

and attended to the child between blocks. Breaks were taken when necessary. Behavioral 

tasks were administered in a separate session in a quiet room. This session took 

approximately two hours. Our research procedures were approved by the Ethics Committee 

of the Child Development and Education Department, Faculty of Social and Behavioural 

Sciences, of the University of Amsterdam. 

EEG recording & analysis. The EEG was recorded at a sampling rate of 1024Hz/channel 

applying an online band pass filter of 0.01-100 Hz using ActiView (BioSemi, Amsterdam, 

The Netherlands). Children were wearing a 64-electrode EEG cap. The electrodes were 

positioned according to the international 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958). A total of four 

electro-oculogram (EOG) electrodes were used to register eye blinks and eye-movements. 

Additionally, electrodes were attached to the mastoids and nose. The latter was used as a 

reference.  

Data were analyzed using Brain Vision Analyzer (Brain Vision Analyzer software, Brain 

Products GmbH, Munich). The EEG was bandpass filtered offline between 1 Hz (12 

dB/oct) and 30 Hz (12 dB/oct). Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was used to 

identify and remove eye-blink artifacts. The signal was segmented between –150 and 650 

ms relative to stimulus onset and baseline corrected (-150 – 0 ms relative to stimulus onset). 

Any trial with amplitudes exceeding +/- 150 µV was seen as containing artefacts and not 

included for further analysis. Next, averages were calculated for the standard stimulus and 

for each deviant type. The minimum number of deviants of combined difficulty levels 

included per participant was 137 for ART (M = 235.40), 133 for FREQ (M = 238.35) and 

139 for INT (M = 238.16). Additionally, difference waves (deviant minus standard) were 

calculated for each deviant ERP and difference waves of the control group were examined to 

determine MMN and LDN peak latency, i.e. the moment in time at which the average 

difference in amplitude between standard and deviant stimuli was largest. Around this 

grand-average peak latency a symmetric window of 40 ms was taken to calculate MMN and 

LDN amplitude and compare the response to differences in amplitude rise time, frequency 

and intensity between participants.  
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Results 

Grand average waveforms for standard and deviants for all groups are displayed in Figure 

2. All groups showed a positive deflection around 100 ms in response to the standard and all 

three deviants (P1), followed by a negative deflection peaking around 260 ms (MMN). The 

second negative deflection seen in the waveforms of the deviant stimuli was identified as the 

LDN, peaking around 420 ms.   

MMN 

To establish whether an MMN was elicited for each deviant type in each group, mixed 

ANOVAs were run per deviant type (ART, FREQ, INT) with factors stimulus type 

(standard, deviant) , electrode (F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, inverted P9, inverted P10, inverted left 

mastoid [LM], inverted right mastoid [RM] [the signal from the mastoids and P9 and P10 

was inverted because of a polarity reversal]) and between factor groups (FRND,FRD,C). 

Prior to further analysis, the effect of deviance level on MMN amplitude was addressed. No 

effects of deviance level were found for either of the three deviant types, possibly due to too 

few collected deviants per level. To improve signal-to-noise ratio for our further analyses, 

we averaged across the levels of each type of deviant. 

A main effect of stimulus type (F(1,51) = 7.99, p = .003) was found for ART. No Group x 

Stimtype interactions were found. Looking at the standard and deviant waveforms, it can be 

observed that the ART deviant was more positive than the standard for all groups. For  

FREQ, a main effect of Stimtype (F(1,51) = 44.37, p < .001) was also found, as well as a 

Group x Stimtype interaction (F(2,51) = 4.57, p = .015). Planned post-hoc tests on the 

MMN amplitude (deviant – standard) revealed a significant difference between controls and 

the FRND group (p = .016) and a marginal difference between controls and the FRD group 

(p = .076). For INT, no main effects of stimulus type were found. We found main effects for 

electrode for ART (F(1.58,80.92) = 59.49, p < .001), FREQ (F(1.53,78.10) = 68.60, p < .001) 

and INT (F(1.44,73.55) = 59.34, p < .001). Post hoc t-tests were administered to identify 

electrodes at which MMN amplitude was significantly different from zero, per group. 

Results are displayed in Table 2.  
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Figure 2. ERP responses on electrodes F1, Fz and F2. Lines represent elicited ERPS for the standard (gray), ART 
deviant (red), FREQ deviant (blue) and INT deviant (green) for (A) control children (N = 15), (B) the FRND group 
(N = 24) and (C) the FRD group (N = 15). The x-
y-axis.



 

 

 

 Table 2 

Mean amplitude per electrode, per condition, per group 

  

Controls (N = 15) 

 

FR no dyslexia  (N = 24) 

 

FR dyslexia (N = 15) 

Electrode  ART FREQ INT  ART FREQ INT  ART FREQ INT 

Fz 
 

.47(1.98) -1.64(1.53)** -.68(1.63) 
 

.47(1.28) -.34(1.93) .23(1.70) 
 

.49(1.26) -.60(1.61) .71(1.28)* 

F1 
 

.34(2.24) -1.38(1.54)** -.61(1.62) 
 

.38(1.21) -.45(1.70) .15(1.50) 
 

.31(1.21) -.50(1.55) .64(1.21) 

F2  .51(2.01) -1.71(1.40)*** -.77(1.66)  .61(1.28)* -.47(1.95) .01(1.57)  .54(1.26) -.74(1.47) .69(1.27) 

F3 
 

.46(2.39) -1.72(2.02)** -.79(1.64) 
 

.29(1.08) -.49(1.74) .17(1.61) 
 

.11(1.17) -.72(1.62) .43(1.27) 

F4  .48(1.80) -1.82(1.46)*** -.99(1.70)*  .68(1.29)* -.48(1.43) .02(1.57)  .30(1.27) -.84(1.32)* .60(1.11) 

P9  .25(1.77) -.64(1.82) .55(1.66)  .27(1.49) -.44(1.48) .17(1.87)  .36(1.60) -.43(1.13) .01(1.67) 

P10 
 

.12(1.52 -.64(1.67) .53(1.03) 
 

.12(1.39) -.66(1.37)* .26(1.89) 
 

.04(1.62) -.37(1.17) -.09(1.23) 

LM  .08(1.40) -.93(1.52)* .29(1.02)  .23(1.52) -.17(1.73) .31(2.15)  -.06(1.42) -.44(1.05) -.34(1.39) 

RM  -.02(1.33) -.36(1.84) .43(1.12)  .25(1.15) -.51(1.35) .19(1.74)  -.07(1.53) -.17(1.01) -.26(1.18) 

Note. Asterisks reflect MMN amplitudes to be significantly different from zero. Note: * p < .05 *, ** p < .01,   
*** p < .001 . 
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Scalp distributions between 240 and 280 ms per condition and participant group are 

presented in Figure 3. The scalp activity underlying the ART and FREQ MMN looks 

similar in all three groups, with a negative polarity on frontal electrodes and a bilateral area 

of positive polarity around the mastoids. All three groups exhibit a negative frontal polarity. 

We addressed group differences in scalp lateralization of MMN activity in two mixed 

ANOVAs by comparing right hemisphere (inverted RM, inverted P10, F4) and left 

hemisphere (inverted LM, inverted P9, F3) electrodes across three groups for ART and 

FREQ, because an MMN was found in all three groups for these two conditions. There 

were no main effects of hemisphere, suggesting bilateral processing. Furthermore, no 

significant differences between the groups were found in hemispheric activity for either 

ART or FREQ, suggesting no differences in lateralization across groups.  

LDN 

To assess whether an LDN was present in all groups, mixed ANOVAs were run for each 

deviant type (ART, FREQ, INT) with factors stimulus type (standard, deviant), electrode  

(F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, inverted P9, inverted P10, inverted left mastoid [LM], inverted right 

mastoid [RM] [the signal from the mastoids and P9 and P10 was inverted because of a 

polarity reversal]) and between factor groups. Prior to further analysis, we investigated the 

effect of deviance level on LDN amplitude. No effects of deviance level were found for all 

three deviant types, presumably due to too few collected deviants per level. Hence, to 

improve signal-to-noise ratio for our further analyses, we averaged across the levels of each 

type of deviant. 

Main effects of stimulus type were found for ART (F(1,51) = 39.16, p < .001) and FREQ 

(F(1,51) = 106.51, p < .001). No Group x Stimulus type interactions were found, indicating 

that an LDN was elicited for ART and FREQ in all three groups. For INT, we found a main 

effect for Stimulus type (F(1,51) = 12.85, p =.001) and a Group x Stimtype interaction 

(F(2,51) = 3.78, p =.029). Planned post-hoc tests showed that an LDN was only elicited in 

the control group (F(1,14) = 10.47, p =.006) but not in the FR groups. We also found main 

effects for electrode for ART (F(1.65,84.14) = 66.54, p < .001), FREQ (F(1.50,76.47) = 

64.17, p < .001) and INT (F(1.60,81.69) = 57.25, p < .001). Post hoc t-tests were 

administered to identify electrodes at which LDN amplitude was significantly different from 

zero, per group. Results are displayed in Table 3.  
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Figure 3. Top, left, and right scalp distributions of the mismatch response per deviant type displayed in voltage 
maps. (A) represents the scalp distributions of the ART MMN, (B) shows the scalp distribution of the FREQ 
MMN and (C) represents the scalp distribution of the INT MMN. Scalp distributions of control children are 
displayed in the left column, of the FRND children in the middle column and of the FRD children in the right 
column. The time window represented is 240 to 280 ms.   
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 To assess whether LDN amplitude differed in size between groups, a mixed ANOVA with 

factors Deviant type (ART, FREQ, INT), electrode (F1, F3, Fz, F2, F4) and group (C, FRD, 

FRND) was run. There was a main effect for Deviant type (F(2,102) = 6.30, p = .003) and a 

marginal interaction effect for Group x Deviant type (F(4,102) = 2.15, p = .080). 

Subsequently, we pooled over the two at-risk groups to assess amplitude differences in 

controls versus children at risk of dyslexia regardless of their reading level. There was a 

main effect for Deviant Type (F(4,102) = 3.50, p = .034) and a Group x Deviant type 

interaction was found (F(2,104) = 3.29, p = .023). It appears that the INT LDN is larger in 

control children, and absent in both groups of at-risk children. There are no group 

differences in LDN amplitude for ART and FREQ, indicating that the elicited LDNs are not 

different in size. 

Scalp distributions between 400 and 440 ms per condition and participant group are 

presented in Figure 4. The scalp activity underlying the ART LDN looks similar in all three 

groups, with a negative polarity on frontal electrodes and a bilateral area of positive polarity 

around the mastoids. For FREQ, a positive potential near the left mastoid can be observed 

in the control group. In both FR groups, a bilateral scalp distribution around mastoid sites 

is seen. All three groups exhibit a negative frontal polarity. We addressed group differences 

in scalp lateralization of activity in two mixed ANOVAs by comparing right hemisphere 

(inverted RM, inverted P10, F4) and left hemisphere (inverted LM, inverted P9, F3) 

electrodes across three groups for ART and FREQ, because an LDN was found in all three 

groups for these two conditions. No significant differences were found between the groups 

in hemispheric activity for ART, suggesting no differences in lateralization across groups. 

We found a significant Laterality x Group interaction for FREQ (F(2,51)= 4.60, p = .015). 

A within-subjects post-hoc mixed ANOVA yielded a main effect of laterality for control 

children only (F(1,14) = 6.52, p = .023). This suggests that although all groups show an 

LDN in this condition, the scalp distribution of the response is different. Bilateral activation 

patterns are found in both at risk groups, whereas a left lateralized scalp distribution is seen 

in typically reading controls (see Figure 4).  

 



 

 

 

Table 3 

 

Mean LDN amplitude per electrode, per condition, per group 
 

  Controls (N = 15)  FR no dyslexia  (N = 24)  FR dyslexia (N = 15) 

Electrode  ART FREQ INT  ART FREQ INT  ART FREQ INT 

Fz  -.80(1.16)*  -1.41(2.18)*  -1.39(2.05)*   -.75(1.47)* -1.23(1.44)*** .11(1.43)  -1.29(2.02)* -1.45(1.00)*** -.07(1.54) 

F1   -.97(1.56)* -1.33(2.38)*  -1.27(2.29)*   -.72(1.33)* -1.12(1.49)*** .12(1.34)   -1.47(1.74)** -1.31(1.04)*** -.04(1.63) 

F2  -.73(1.11)* -1.45(2.38)*  -1.44(2.05*   -.71(1.59)*  -1.25(1.68)*** -.08(1.40)   -1.31(1.83)* -1.54(1.11)*** -.10(1.59) 

F3  -.45(1.41) -1.42(2.20)* -.79(2.91)  -.68(1.38)* -1.05(1.27)*** .14(1.32)  -1.51(1.58)** -1.55(.85)*** -.14(1.50) 

F4  -.53(1.00) -1.62(2.52)* -1.51(2.04)*  -.75(1.63)* -1.33(1.61)*** -.15(1.48)  -1.42(1.61)** -1.71(1.19)*** .01(1.54) 

P9  -1.06(1.99) -.81(1.89) .22(2.16)  -.47(1.19) -.79(1.55)* -.61(1.67)  -.32(1.53) -.79(1.69) -.18(1.92) 

P10  -.66(1.93) -.08(1.66) -.04(1.71)  -.52(1.24)* -.89(1.02)*** -.20(1.43)  -.31(1.57) -.82(1.57) -.44(1.63) 

LM  -1.27(1.87)*  -1.19(1.51)**  -.43(1.61)  -.31(.99) -.61(1.56) -.19(1.52)  -.57(1.16)** -.93(1.18) -.64(1.56) 

RM  -.57(1.76) -.12(1.63) .14(1.64)  -.29(1.25) -.78(1.30)* -.17(1.35)  -.66(1.37) -.61(1.30) -.68(1.41) 

Note. Asterisks reflect LDN amplitudes to be significantly different from zero. Note: p < .05 *, p < .01 **,  p < .001 ***
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Figure 4. Top, left, and right scalp distributions of the mismatch response per deviant type displayed in voltage 
maps. (A) represents the scalp distributions of the ART LDN, (B) shows the scalp distribution of the FREQ LDN 
and (C) represents the scalp distribution of the INT LDN. Scalp distributions of control children are displayed in 
the left column, of the FRND children in the middle column and of the FRD children in the right column. The 
time window represented is 400 to 440 ms.   
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Additionally, Pearson correlations were used to investigate the relationship between MMN 

and LDN amplitude, reading fluency (PWF, WRF) and phonological awareness (PA). 

Correlation analyses examining the relation between MMN and LDN amplitude and 

reading fluency yielded no significant results. No significant relations were found between 

MMN and LDN amplitude and phonological awareness either. We found, however,  

significant correlations between PA and WRF (r = .30, p = .024) and PWF (r = .71, p < 

.001).  

Discussion 

We investigated sensitivity to changes in amplitude rise time in typically developing 

control children versus children at risk of dyslexia who did or did not become fluent 

readers. We found that all three groups showed a sensitivity to amplitude rise time and 

frequency changes as indicated by MMN. For ART, the deviant stimulus unexpectedly had 

a more positive polarity compared to the standard, similar to results of Hämäläinen et al., 

2008. For FREQ, differences in amplitude could be observed between controls and FRND 

children. For intensity, none of the groups showed an MMN. With regard to LDN 

elicitation, all groups were sensitive to changes in ART and FREQ. No group differences 

were found in LDN amplitude for ART and FREQ, though frequency processing appeared 

less lateralized in the LDN window in both groups of at risk children. Interestingly, in the 

LDN window, neither good nor poor reading at risk children discriminated changes in 

intensity. Only control children showed an LDN for the intensity deviant. Taken together, 

these results suggest that proficiency of processing of amplitude rise time and frequency is 

not related to reading at age 11, whereas deficits in intensity processing as reflected by an 

absent LDN, may be related only to being at risk for dyslexia. Differential lateralization of 

the LDN of frequency processing also seems related to being at risk of dyslexia. 

 

Looking at the pattern of results regarding MMN and LDN, it must be noted that the 

component we labeled MMN seems to displays functional properties of an adult auditory 

N1 wave, which emerges around age 10 (Csépe, Dieckmann, Hoke, and Ross, 1992; 

Kurzberg, Vaughan, Kreuzer, and Fliegel, 1995). Support for this interpretation especially 

comes from the observation that the ART and INT deviants are more positive compared to 

the standard at this latency. This could be explained by a lack of afferent stimulation, 

because the ART and INT stimuli overall sounded softer. In contrast, a more negative peak 

for the FREQ deviant can be seen, reflecting more afferent stimulation resulting from the 
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higher frequency of the deviant compared to the standard. In this light, it may be inferred 

that what we call MMN reflects the characteristics of adult obligatory component N1, and 

what we call LDN is actually reflecting a change discrimination similar to adult MMN 

functionality. However, an interpretation where the first peak is labelled an MMN and the 

second LDN is in concordance with the literature (e.g. Schulte-Körne et al., 2001; Neuhoff 

et al., 2012; Hämäläinen et al., 2008; Cheour et al., 2001) and will therefore be adopted.  

 

Our findings regarding ART processing are interesting in light of the previous DDP-study 

of Plakas et al. (2013). It was found that 41-month-old children with a familial risk for 

dyslexia were less proficient in processing differences in ART compared to controls, 

suggesting that at younger age, poor ART processing is a characteristic of children who 

have a  familial risk for dyslexia. There was, however, no relation with differences in reading 

within the at risk group. The present study investigated ART processing at age 11 (with a 

different subgroup of DDP children) and we found that all three groups were equally 

proficient at processing ART, both in an early and later stage. Our results suggest that at 

age 11, ART processing does not relate to reading skill and— in contrast to Plakas et al.,— 

it does not relate to being at familial risk of dyslexia. Possibly, previous impairments in 

ART processing in at risk children have been overcome during the years of reading 

instruction.  

 

Our results are in contrast with other studies with school-aged children between 9 and 11 

years old, which do report differences between good and poor readers in ART processing 

(e.g. Goswami et al., 2002; Richardson et al., 2004; Surányi et al., 2009). However, as has 

been suggested in the introduction, these outcomes may have been confounded by not 

controlling for two factors. First, in contrast to the tasks used in the behavioural studies, 

MMN paradigms do not require attention from participants which may explain our 

diverging results, showing that when attention is not crucial, proficiency of ART processing 

is not related to reading fluency. Second, in contrast to our study, the possibility that ART 

processing level in these behavioural studies relates to family risk status of the compared 

groups and not to differences in reading, was not addressed. 

 

To be able to investigate whether ART processing specifically relates to reading, the 

present study also included a frequency deviant in the paradigm. The results show that all 

three groups process frequency adequately in the LDN window, suggesting that frequency 

processing does not relate to reading fluency at all. This is in line with other studies 
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investigating pre-attentive responses to frequency changes in dyslexia (e.g. Heim et al., 

2000; Schulte-Körne et al., 1998). Regarding the MMN window, we found a slight 

attenuation in MMN amplitude in at risk children compared to controls despite significant 

MMN elicitation in all groups. Yet, no correlates with reading measures were found. There 

are studies that find an attenuated MMN to frequency changes in dyslexia, especially when 

the deviation is less than 10% and when the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) is short (e.g. 

Baldeweg et al., 1999; for an overview, see Bishop, 2007). It is possible that a deficit in 

frequency processing thus only becomes apparent when differences are small.  

 

Though our groups were all able to process changes in frequency, a differential scalp 

distribution in reaction to frequency deviants was found in our at risk groups compared to 

our control group in the LDN window. No difference in laterality of the scalp activation was 

observed in at risk children whereas control children showed left lateralized scalp 

activations. This finding is in line with previous studies that have reported differential 

processing circuits for language and reading in dyslexics (Helenius, Tarkiainen, 

Cornelissen, Hansen, & Salmelin, 1999; for a review, see Pugh et al., 2000) and differential 

hemispheric activation in dyslexic participants of various ages for tone- and speech 

processing (Kujala, Belitz, Tervaniemi, & Näätänen, 2003; Lovio, Näätänen, & Kujala, 2010; 

Lyytinen et al., 2005; van Herten et al., 2008; van Zuijen, Plakas, Maassen, Maurits, & van 

der Leij, 2013). However, it was unexpected that our control group showed left lateralized 

scalp activation when processing frequency, as previous results suggest a right lateralized 

scalp activation to changes in pitch in newborns that later turned out to be fluent readers 

(Leppänen et al., 2010). In our study, FR children show a bilateral pattern compared to 

controls. It is possible that a different frequency processing network underlies these 

differences, or perhaps that the lateralization of processing of frequency information follows 

a different developmental trajectory in FR children compared to controls.  

 

Our study yielded a novel finding regarding intensity processing. We included an intensity 

deviant to control for intensity confounds, as ART deviants can in general be perceived as 

having a different loudness. Including an intensity deviant allowed us to distinguish 

between effects caused by intensity versus amplitude rise time. Although we did not find 

poor ART processing in any of the groups and no indications of an intensity MMN, the 

intensity LDN was impaired in both groups of at risk children, but not in controls. Hence, 

these results provide support for the idea that amplitude rise time and intensity processing 

do not tap the same processing mechanisms. Additionally, this suggests that a deficit in 
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intensity processing may be a characteristic of being at familial risk for dyslexia. Several 

studies have investigated intensity processing on a behavioural level. Contrary to our 

results, the larger part of these studies have not found any differences in intensity 

processing between dyslexic participants and controls, both in adult and child populations 

(for a review, see Hämäläinen et al., 2013). Good and poor readers did not differ in their 

intensity discrimination threshold. Only three out of 16 reviewed studies by Hämäläinen 

and colleagues found differences in intensity processing. Goswami et al. (2010) investigated 

intensity processing in multiple languages, but only found impaired intensity processing for 

English dyslexic participants and not for Spanish and Chinese. Thomson, Fryer, Maltby, 

and Goswami (2006) found a significant difference in intensity discrimination between 

dyslexic participants and controls. Poor readers had a higher perceptual threshold than 

fluent readers. Results from a study by Amitay, Ben-Yehudah, Banai, and Ahissar (2002) 

partly support our findings. They found that a subgroup of adults with dyslexia performed 

poorer on an intensity discrimination test compared to controls. Taken together, evidence 

suggests that in general, good and poor readers are equally able to discriminate intensity 

differences on a behavioural level. To our knowledge, only a few studies investigated pre-

attentive intensity processing. In a study with typically developing children, Sussman and 

Steinschneider (2011) found that the intensity MMN was dependent on active attention. 

Children only discriminated intensity differences when aided by behavioural cues. Kujala et 

al. (2006) investigated pre-attentive intensity processing without behavioural cues in adults. 

They found no significant differences in MMN amplitude for intensity between poor readers 

and controls. Children in our study did not receive any behavioural cues. The MMN results 

obtained are thus in concordance with Sussman and Steinschneider (2011) and Kujala et al. 

(2006). However, the intensity deviant yielded a clear LDN difference in the at risk children.  

Though we found differences in pre-attentive intensity processing at age 11, it is possible 

that intensity processing normalizes as children mature as the LDN gradually diminishes 

throughout development (e.g. Ceponiene et al., 2004). It is unlikely that our results 

regarding intensity can be attributed to hearing deficits. None of the participating children 

reported hearing problems and if there were slight differences in hearing thresholds, we 

assume these are randomly divided over groups. 

 

An alternative explanation for the pattern of results described, is that the FRND group had 

slight subclinical reading deficits because they scored poorer on pseudoword reading than 

controls. In this light, results could be interpreted as being a consequence of the 

pseudoword reading deficit and thus, impairments in pre-attentive processing could be 
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related to reading skill, instead of family risk. Nonetheless, the pseudoword deficit of the 

FRND group is merely subclinical (scores still fall within the average range) and word 

reading fluency was not affected in this group. Moreover, the absence of correlations 

between reading and ERP measures (both MMN and LDN) provide little support for this 

interpretation.  

 

The fact that both good and poor readers have proficient amplitude rise time processing 

questions the relationship between ART processing, phonological awareness and reading. If 

it were true that unimpaired ART processing relates to the development of phonological 

awareness, which in turn predicts reading skill, we would expect to find a relation between 

ART and PA and ART and reading fluency. However, results from Plakas et al. (2013) and 

our own study do not indicate such a relation. Combining the results from these DDP 

studies suggests that impaired ART processing is a characteristic of FR children in early 

childhood, which normalizes by the time they reach puberty. In addition, both studies have 

shown that ART processing is not directly related to reading skill, and, therefore, does not 

qualify as a cause of dyslexia.  

 

Conclusion 

 

We conclude that ART processing, when measured independent of attention, is not related 

to reading as it is unimpaired in both good and poor reading FR children. The same holds 

for frequency processing. We found group differences in the scalp distribution of frequency 

processing but the distinction was between at risk children versus controls. We found 

bilateral frequency processing in FR children versus left lateralized frequency processing in 

controls. This may indicate that FR children employ different processing networks 

compared to controls. Intensity processing was impaired in FR children regardless of their 

reading level. Taken together, our results suggest that differential scalp lateralization when 

processing frequency and impaired intensity processing are correlates of being at familial 

risk for dyslexia. Furthermore, abnormal basic auditory processing deficits—ART 

included—are not associated with reading skill, because we cannot discriminate between FR 

children who do and do not develop reading problems. Rather, we consider impairments of 

basic auditory processing skills to be characteristic of a group of FR children.  
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Chapter 3 
 

 

Neural processing of  natural speech phonemes and words 
is related to reading problems and not to familial risk at the 

end of  primary school: an ERP study 
 
 

 

This study investigated speech processing and its lateralization in children with a familial 

risk (FR) of dyslexia who have become good (FRND) and poor readers (FRD) and controls 

at the end of primary school. By comparing these three groups, factors that relate to FR and 

factors that relate to reading can be discerned. Processing of phonemes and words was 

investigated using event-related potentials (ERP). ERP components of interest are 

components reflective of auditory change detection; the mismatch negativity (MMN) and 

late discriminative negativity (LDN). Attenuated LDNs to phonemes and words were 

observed in FRD children, compared to controls and FRND children. Reading status was 

predictive of LDN amplitude, not FR status. There were no differences in hemispheric 

lateralization between groups; the left hemisphere was dominant in processing speech. 

Overall, attenuations in speech processing are associated with poor reading.  

 

 

 

 

Adapted from 

Hakvoort, B., van der Leij, A., Maurits, N., Maassen, B., and van Zuijen, T. L. (submitted). Neural 

processing of natural speech phonemes and words is related to reading problems and not to familial 

risk at the end of primary school: an ERP study.  
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Introduction 

 

To be able to become a fluent reader, a child needs apt reading related skills such as rapid 

automatized naming and phonological processing (Pennington & Lefly, 2001; De Jong & 

Van der Leij, 2003) in order to be able to swiftly and accurately connect speech sounds 

(phonemes) to their written counterparts, graphemes (letters). Low awareness of the 

phonological structure of language can ultimately lead to persisting reading difficulties. If 

poor reading skills are not attributable to a low intelligence, sensory deficits or 

environmental factors such as poor educational opportunities, we speak of dyslexia (e.g. 

Snowling, 2000; Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004). Research has shown that 

children whose parents have dyslexia have an increased risk of developing dyslexia, 

suggesting a genetic influence on the development of reading skill (for a review, see 

Carrion-Castillo, Franke & Fisher, 2013). 

 

The idea that a deficit in phonological awareness is instrumental in the manifestation of 

dyslexia is widely accepted (Vellutino et al., 2004). It has been suggested that a decreased 

ability to process speech may be at the core of phonological problems; since a deficit therein 

would impede the formation of accurate representations of phonemes. This may in turn 

result in problems with phonological awareness and ultimately with reading (Tallal, 1980; 

Tallal, Miller and Fitch, 1993; Boets, Wouters, van Wieringen, de Smedt, and Ghesquière, 

2008; MacAnally & Stein, 1996; Hämäläinen, Salminen, and Leppänen, 2013; Farmer & 

Klein, 1995).  

 

Though previous research has brought forward the important role of genetics in reading 

problems (e.g. Carrion-Castillo et al., 2013), not all studies investigating speech processing 

and dyslexia distinguished participants with a familial risk background from participants 

without a familial risk. Taking this approach would be beneficial, especially after familial 

risk children have learned to read, as from that moment familial risk children with and 

without reading problems can be identified. This may provide the field with the opportunity 

to tease apart factors that are correlates of being at familial risk for dyslexia versus factors 

that directly influence reading fluency. In the first case, familial risk children with and 

without dyslexia will be affected, whereas in the latter case, only poor readers are affected. 

Therefore, the aim of the current study is to provide insight into the role of speech 

processing in familial risk children who became fluent readers, versus those who did not.  
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Speech processing in dyslexia 

 

Several studies have looked into the relations between speech processing and reading on a 

behavioral level. Poor readers are often found to be impaired in detecting speech rhythm 

which is important for the segmentation of speech into words and syllables (Goswami et al., 

2002), speech in noise perception (Boets et al., 2011), and categorical speech perception 

indicating poorer neural representations of phonemes (Boets et al., 2011; Manis et al., 1997). 

Their performance on these tasks is significantly weaker than that of fluent readers.  

Multiple aspects of speech processing in dyslexia have also been investigated using event-

related potentials (ERPs) (e.g. Schulte-Körne, Deimel, Bartling, & Remschmidt, 1998; 

Hämäläinen, Leppänen, Guttorm, & Lyytinen, 2008; Noordenbos, Segers, Serniclaes, & 

Verhoeven, 2013), such as the Mismatch Negativity (MMN; Näätänen, 1995; Näätänen et 

al., 2012), and late discriminative negativity (LDN; e.g. Cheour, Korpilahti, Martynova, & 

Lang, 2001). The MMN is used as an index of auditory (speech) discrimination. It is 

considered a pre-attentive measure because it can be recorded while participants perform an 

unrelated primary task or watch a video (e.g. Näätänen et al., 2012), hence attentional 

confounds are minimized. MMN is typically elicited after an occasional deviant stimulus is 

presented in a train of repeated standard stimuli. It is thought that the repetition of the 

standard stimulus leads to the buildup of an auditory memory trace of regular sound 

features contained in the standard, such as pitch or a phoneme. The auditory system 

compares incoming sounds to the memory trace of the standard, and when a change is 

detected an MMN is elicited (Näätänen, 1995). The MMN is characterized by a frontally 

negative deflection in the ERP waveform, around 200 ms after deviance onset in adults. The 

LDN is related to MMN elicitation and is thought to reflect automatic processing of change 

in auditory and linguistic stimuli (Cheour et al., 2001). LDN is also characterized by a 

frontally negative deflection, which typically occurs between 300-600 ms after stimulus 

onset (Schulte-Körne, Deimel, Bartling, & Remschmidt, 2001). LDN is observed in adults 

and children, though its amplitude appears to decrease throughout development (Ceponiene, 

Lepistö, Soininen, Aronen, Alku, & Näätänen, 2004). 

 

Previous studies that use ERPs to investigate pre-attentive speech processing in poor 

readers seem to consistently find differences between poor readers and controls. For 

example, Noordenbos et al. (2013) show, in a study investigating phonotactic probabilities 

(i.e. the likelihood that a certain speech sound occurs in a given context) in dyslexic adults, 

that adults with dyslexia possibly do not have a neural system that is specifically tuned for 
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their ambient language. Dyslexic adults respond similarly to deviant stimuli with a high 

phonotactic probability as compared to ones with a low phonotactic probability, whereas 

controls show a larger MMN only to the first category. Such a deficit in extracting 

information from spoken language may lead to improper detection of speech features, which 

may ultimately result in poor reading skill. Lachmann, Berti, Kujala, and Schröger (2005) 

found 9-year-old dyslexic participants to have no MMN to speech stimuli compared to 

controls. Meng et al. (2005) found that in Chinese 11-year old dyslexic children, syllable 

processing was impeded. Furthermore, Schulte-Körne et al. (1998) found that poor reading 

children at age 12 had an attenuated MMN to speech stimuli but not to tone stimuli, 

compared to fluent readers. To investigate whether this speech processing deficit persisted 

into adulthood, Schulte-Körne et al. (2001) assessed speech processing in adults with 

dyslexia and showed that poor readers had an attenuated LDN to speech processing. 

Results from these studies thus suggest an attenuated MMN or LDN amplitude to speech 

stimuli to be present in poor readers of various ages.  

 

A small number of familial risk studies addressing pre-attentive speech processing is 

available, though unfortunately not all studies could distinguish good- and poor reading at 

risk children. For example, Lovio, Näätänen, and Kujala (2010) investigated speech sound 

encoding in children at risk for dyslexia using ERPs in first grade. They found that children 

at risk for dyslexia had an attenuated MMN for several aspects of speech processing, such as 

vowel processing, vowel duration and intensity changes. Maurer et al. (2009) found that 

familial risk children in kindergarten had a less left lateralized LDN to phoneme changes 

compared to typical readers. These neurophysiological results uniquely contributed to 

predicting reading ability in fifth grade. Within the Dutch Dyslexia Programme (DDP; Van 

der Leij et al., 2013), pre-attentive speech processing has been studied as well. Van Zuijen, 

Plakas, Maassen, Maurits, and Van der Leij (2013) assessed processing of /bAk/ and /dAk/ 

at 2 months. They were able to retrospectively distinguish between good and poor readers 

in the at risk group after their reading skill was assessed in Grade 2. It turned out that 

fluent readers at risk of dyslexia and controls outperformed poorly reading children at risk 

of dyslexia in processing of speech at young age. When teasing apart familial risk and 

reading fluency, it thus appears that proficient speech processing is a characteristic of fluent 

readers. Our study aims to test whether attenuated speech processing of DDP children at 

the age of 12 is still related to poor reading skill, and not a correlate of being at familial risk 

for dyslexia. 
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Lateralization of speech and language processing in dyslexia 

 

Research has not only focused on the proficiency level of speech processing in dyslexia, but 

also on possible differences in the networks underlying speech processing between good and 

poor readers. Language is typically dominant in the left hemisphere (LH; Dehaene et al., 

1997). Indeed, functional imaging studies investigating reading processes in typical readers 

consistently show the involvement of LH ventral- and dorsal networks in phonological 

decoding and visual word recognition (for a review, see Sandak, Mencl, Frost, and Pugh, 

2004). However, in dyslexia, several studies have shown that both the dorsal and ventral 

systems in the LH are less activated during reading compared to typical readers (Richlan, 

Kronbichler, and Wimmer, 2009; Sandak et al., 2004; Simos et al., 2002). Moreover, dyslexic 

readers show a heightened activation in the right hemisphere instead of the left hemisphere 

during reading and reading related phonological tasks (Shaywitz et al., 2002; Simos et al., 

2002; Dufor, Serniclaes, Sprenger-Charolles, & Démonet, 2007). It thus appears that in poor 

readers, linguistic functions are less lateralized, possibly explaining more effortful reading 

(Sandak et al., 2004). Based on these neuroimaging results, one may expect similar patterns 

in ERP studies, such as a less lateralized MMN in dyslexia (Sebastian & Yasin, 2008). 

However, results from ERP studies addressing lateralization diverge. Although several 

studies underline the neuroimaging results in that they have shown that poor readers of 

various ages employ different processing networks (Helenius, Tarkiainen, Cornelissen, 

Hansen, & Salmelin, 1999; for a review, see Pugh et al., 2000), ERP results have shown both 

left-, right-, and bilateral hemispheric activation for tone- and speech processing in dyslexia 

and children at risk (Kujala, Belitz, Tervaniemi, & Näätänen, 2003; Lovio et al., 

2010, Lyytinen et al., 2005, van Herten et al., 2008, van Zuijen et al., 2013; Sebastian & 

Yasin, 2008; Schulte-Körne et al., 1998; Hakvoort, van der Leij, Maurits, Maassen, & van 

Zuijen, 2015; Maurer, Bucher, Brem, & Brandeis, 2003, Maurer et al., 2009). It is possible 

that these mixed findings are a result of the types of paradigm and stimuli used (Sebastian & 

Yasin, 2008). Shtyrov, Pihko, and Pulvermüller (2005) also addressed lateralization of 

speech (not in a clinical population) using ERPs and found that there was a reliable left 

lateralization only when the speech was comprised of words, not pseudowords or speech-

like spectral sounds. Verbs specifically yielded a strong left lateralization of the MMN 

(Shtyrov et al., 2005), possibly because of the use of inflectional affixes (Pulvermüller, 

Lutzenberger, & Birbaumer, 1995; Shtyrov & Pulvermüller, 2002). Therefore, the current 

study addresses possible differential lateralization of speech processing in dyslexia by 

including an inflected verb paradigm. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010945214002664#bib23
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010945214002664#bib23
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010945214002664#bib44
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010945214002664#bib35
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010945214002664#bib24
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010945214002664#bib58
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 The current study 

 

The aim of the current study is to discern the role of familial risk versus that of reading 

fluency in pre-attentive speech processing and lateralization of speech processing. We did 

this by analyzing the performance of children at risk for dyslexia versus controls, and of 

fluent readers (controls and fluently reading familial risk children) versus poor readers. We 

assessed whether pre-attentive speech processing is related to deficits in reading at the age 

of 12, by measuring the ERPs of control children and familial risk children with and 

without reading problems enrolled in the DDP. We addressed speech processing through 

MMN and LDN using an oddball paradigm (Näätänen, 1995). We investigated differential 

lateralization of speech processing by comparing processing of natural speech phonemes and 

processing of spoken inflected verbs by using a phoneme contrast (/a:/ vs. /o:/), and the 

verb zie (“see”) versus its inflected form ziet (“sees”). Including a verb in our word paradigm, 

following Shtyrov et al. (2005), may lead to a more distinctly lateralized MMN or LDN 

compared to the phoneme condition. By including this paradigm we expect possible 

differences between groups to become more pronounced.   

 

Methods 

Participants  

Fifty-five children, who comprised a sub-sample of children who previously participated in 

the DDP participated in the current study based on the following inclusion criteria.  

If one or both parents were dyslexic, children were assigned to the familial risk (FR) group. 

The DDP parents in this sample have an above average educational background; 51% have  

successfully completed higher vocational or university, compared to 34% in the general 

population in the Netherlands (Centraal Bureau voor de Statisiek, 2013). Parents were 

presented with Dutch norm-referenced tests for word- and pseudoword reading to assess 

their reading fluency (Brus & Voeten, 1973; Van den Bos, Lutje Spelberg, Scheepstra, & De 

Vries, 1994; see Materials). Children were assigned to the familial risk group if their parents 

scored below the 15th percentile on either test and not higher than the 50th on the other, or 

below the 20th percentile on both tests. If parents scored above the 50th percentile on both 

the word- and pseudoword reading tests, children were assigned to the control group.  

The development of children’s reading skills was monitored and children were included in 

the familial risk group with dyslexia (FRD), if the FR children performed poorly on a word- 
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and pseudoword reading test the last time that these tasks were administered in Grade 5 or 

6 and at least on one out of the two times these tasks were administered earlier: at the end 

of 2nd grade and in Grade 3. Scores below the 10th percentile on one test and below the 40th 

percentile on the other test, or below the 25th percentile on both tests, was defined as a poor 

performance. If FR children did not match these criteria, they were included in the familial 

risk group without dyslexia (FRND) (Hakvoort et al., 2015). 

ERP data from one child had to be omitted due to technical problems while recording the 

EEG. Incomplete data from two children had to be omitted from the phoneme condition. In 

total, data from 52 children were included in the analysis of the phoneme condition, and of 

54 children for the word condition (32 boys). Informed consent was obtained from the 

parents of the participants. Information on background variables can be found in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Background Characteristics 

  Controls  

(n = 15) 

 FRND 

 (n = 24) 

 FRD 

 (n = 15) 

Variable  M(SD)  M(SD)  M(SD) 

Age (years)  11.9 (0.6)a  11.8 (0.6)a  11.1 (2.7)a 

WRF grade 6  76.33 (11.06)a  69.42 (9.38)a  48.40 (8.03)b 

PWF grade 6  63.87 (18.05)a  48.58 (14.49)b  34.53 (9.79)c 

PA grade 3  78.77(14.23)a  61.42(24.25)b  56.35(18.95)b 

PA grade 6  92.85(9.72)a  81.16(25.40)a  74.44(20.77)a 

Nonverbal IQ grade 3  43.06 (10.83)a  44.16 (11.77)a  43.06 (10.87)a 

Verbal IQ grade 3  33.60(4.76)a  33.46(4.86)a  30.20(6.06)a 

Note. FRND: Familial risk no dyslexia, FRD: familial risk dyslexia, WRF: number of words read accurately within 
one minute, PWF: number of pseudowords read accurately within two minutes. PA: Phonological awareness, 
measured by a phoneme deletion task and displayed in proportion of items correct. Nonverbal IQ and Verbal 
IQ are displayed in total number of points (raw score). All values are given as Mean(standard deviation). 
Shared subscripts are indicative of no significant difference. Significant differences are all p < .05. 
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Materials 

Word-reading fluency. The “Een-minuut-test” (one minute test; Brus & Voeten, 1973) was 

used in Grade 3 and in Grade 5/6, and the second list of the “Drie Minuten Toets” was used 

(three minutes test; Verhoeven, 1995) in Grade 2 to measure and assess word reading 

fluency (WRF). The one minute test consists of a list of 116 mono- and polysyllabic words 

(e.g. “weg” [road], “vluchten” [to flee]) increasing in difficulty. The administered list of the 

three minutes test consists of 150 monosyllabic words. The score was the number of words 

read correctly in one minute for both tests.  

Pseudoword-reading fluency. The Dutch norm-referenced task De Klepel (Van den Bos et 

al., 1994) measured pseudoword-reading fluency (PWF). It consists of a list of 116 mono- 

and polysyllabic pseudowords, such as “taaf”. The score was the number of words read 

correctly within two minutes.  

Phonological awareness. Phonological awareness was assessed using a phoneme deletion 

task (De Jong & Van der Leij, 2003). In Grade 3, the task was administered orally; stimuli 

were read by the experimenter. The test comprised three parts. The first and the second 

part consisted of 9 mono- and 9 bisyllabic pseudowords, respectively. Children were asked 

to delete one consonant phoneme. For example, the word “skoom” without /k/ would 

become “soom” and “memslos” without /l/ would become “memsos”. During the third part, 

children were presented with 9 bisyllabic pseudowords. The consonant they were asked to 

delete occurred twice; for example “gepgral” without /g/ would become “epral”. When six 

consecutive items were answered incorrectly in the first, or three in the second part, the test 

ended. The score on this task was the total number of items correct. 

In Grade 6, the test was computerized and shortened; four trials were presented per part. 

Stimuli were similar to those in the Grade 3 test and presented through headphones. Two 

practice items preceded the first and third parts of the test. The score on this task was the 

total number of items correct.  

Nonverbal IQ. To measure nonverbal IQ in grade 3, the Block Design subtest of the WISC 

III (Wechsler, 2005) was used. Children completed block designs with coloured blocks, 

using an example presented to them on a card. First, an experimenter demonstrated the 

task. Then the participant was asked to complete the design according to the card. Each 

trial had a time limit of 45 seconds. The number of blocks that had to be used per trial 
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increased. The maximum number of trials was 15. The task ended when the child failed or 

exceeded the time limit on two consecutive trials.  

Verbal IQ. To measure productive vocabulary in grade 3, the Vocabulary subtest of the 

WISC III was used (Wechsler, 2005). The children were asked to give the meaning of 

words (e.g. What is a tree?). In total, there were 35 items. Each item was awarded with 0, 1, 

or 2 points depending on the description given. If four subsequent items rendered a score of 

0, the task was aborted. The maximum score was 70.  

Stimuli 

Stimuli were all pronounced by a native speaker of Dutch and edited using Adobe Audition 

(Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, USA). Stimuli were presented by using an oddball paradigm. 

In the phoneme condition, stimuli were natural speech phonemes /a:/ and /o:/, as previous 

work by Csépe (2003) has suggested that the rounding feature elicits the clearest mismatch 

response. The standard stimulus, /a:/, had a duration of 234 ms and the deviant stimulus, 

/o:/, a duration of 312 ms. The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 750 ms. In the word 

condition, the standard stimulus was the word “zie” (see) and the deviant stimulus the word 

“ziet” (sees). To keep the stimuli as constant as possible, the standard was created by using 

the deviant stimulus ziet and removing /t/ from the recording. The deviant /t/ was 

pronounced at 420 ms. resulting in deviant onset at 420 ms. The SOA was 950 ms. In both 

the phoneme and word condition, deviants were presented randomly and had a probability 

of 13%. Each participant was offered 3 blocks per condition. The beginning of each 

experimental block was marked by a sequence of 4 standard stimuli, after which standards 

and deviants were presented randomly with the constraint that no deviant occurred twice in 

a row. In total, the standard stimulus occurred 641 times per block. In total, 96 deviants 

were presented per block. 

 

Procedure 

Data collection. The EEG recording took approximately thirty minutes per condition and 

was part of a longer recording session of approximately 3 hours including preparation time, 

in which a total of four paradigms were offered in a fixed order. The paradigms described in 

this study were recorded second (words) and last (phonemes). Upon arrival, the children 

were familiarized with the procedure. During the EEG recording they were seated in a 

comfortable chair and watched a silent movie with subtitles, while being presented with the 
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stimuli through headphones. The child was monitored by the experimenter in an adjacent 

room. The experimenter attended to the child between blocks. Breaks were taken when 

necessary. Behavioral tasks were administered in a separate session on a separate day in a 

quiet room. This session took approximately two hours. Our research procedures were 

approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, Child 

Development and Education Department of the University of Amsterdam. 

EEG recording & analysis. The EEG was recorded using ActiView (BioSemi, Amsterdam, 

The Netherlands), at a sampling rate of 1024Hz/channel with an online band pass filter of 

0.01-100 Hz. Children wore a 64-electrode EEG cap (BioSemi, Amsterdam, The 

Netherlands). The electrodes were positioned according to the international 10-20 system 

(Jasper, 1958). A total of four electro-oculogram (EOG) electrodes registered eye blinks and 

eye-movements. Additionally, electrodes were attached to the mastoids and nose. The latter 

was used as a reference.  

Brain Vision Analyzer (Brain Vision Analyzer software, Brain Products GmbH, Munich) 

was used to analyze the data. Data were first downsampled to 512 Hz. The EEG was 

bandpass filtered offline between 1 Hz (12dB/oct) and 30 Hz (12 dB/oct). Independent 

Component Analysis (ICA) on all channels (64 and reference) was used to identify eye-blink 

artifacts. Presence of eyeblinks was verified by checking the frontal scalp distributions, 

which had to have a positive polarity, and by making ICA Backtransforms. Only 

components that contained blinks were removed. The signal in the phoneme condition was 

segmented between –150 and 750 ms relative to stimulus onset and baseline corrected (-150 

– 0 ms relative to stimulus onset). For the word condition, the signal was segmented 

between -150 to 950 ms relative to stimulus onset and baseline corrected until deviance 

(/t/) onset (-150-400 ms). 

 

Any trial with amplitudes exceeding +/- 150 µV was seen as containing artefacts and not 

included for further analysis. Next, averages were calculated for the standard and deviant 

stimulus. The minimum number of deviants included per participant in the phoneme 

condition was 93 (M = 191) and 106 (M = 193) in the word condition. Additionally, 

difference waves (deviant minus standard) were calculated for each condition and grand 

average difference waves of the control group were examined to determine peak latencies of 

MMN and LDN, i.e. the moment in time at which the average difference in amplitude 

between standard and deviant stimuli was largest. To assess the role of familial risk versus 

reading fluency in speech processing, we addressed potential differences between familial 
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risk children (FRND and FRD children) and controls, and consequently addressed potential 

differences between fluent readers (controls and FRND children) and poor readers (FRD 

children) using planned contrasts.  

 

Results 

LDN 

ERPs in the phoneme condition (Figure 1) show a positive deflection around 100 ms for the 

standard stimulus /a:/, followed by a negative deflection starting around 200 ms. A positive 

deflection can be seen around 150 ms for the deviant stimulus /o:/, followed by a negative 

deflection starting around 300 ms. In the phoneme condition, no clear MMN could be 

identified. However, visual inspection of the ERP waveforms suggests an LDN to be 

present and to stretch from 510 to approximately 590 ms, peaking around 550 ms at 

electrode F4. A window of 80 ms around the peak (510-590 ms) was chosen for analysis.  

 

ERPs in the word condition (Figure 2) show a positive deflection starting around 150 ms, 

followed by a negative peak starting around 450 ms. In the word condition, visual 

inspection of the ERP waveforms again does not point toward a clear MMN, but suggests 

an LDN to be present and to start around 300 ms after deviance onset advancing all the way 

to approximately 500 ms after deviance onset (from 700-900 ms, peaking around 800 ms at 

electrode F4). Therefore, a window of 200 ms around the peak was chosen to address LDN 

presence (700-900 ms).  

 

Significant LDNs were elicited in both conditions (see Table 2). Group differences in LDN 

amplitude (deviant minus standard) were addressed using a mixed design repeated measures 

ANOVA with factors Condition (phonemes, words), Electrode (F3, Fz, F4, inverted P9, 

inverted P10, inverted LM, inverted RM [inverted because of a polarity reversal]) and 

between subjects factor Group (controls, FRND, FRD children). The analysis yielded no 

main effects for Condition, but a main effect for Electrode was present (F(1.36,66.85) = 

19.29, p < .001). Post hoc results indicate differences between frontal and parietal sites and 

RH and LH electrodes, specifically. Planned contrasts for comparing controls against 

familiar risk children yielded no significant effect. Planned contrasts for comparing fluent 

readers against FRD children, however, yielded an effect bordering significance (p = .06). 

Furthermore, no differences in LDN amplitude were found when comparing controls and 
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FRND children. Taken together, these results suggest a trend when comparing fluent and 

poor readers, irrespective of condition. No further main effects or interactions were found.  

 

Lateralisation of LDN 

Scalp distributions are presented in Figure 3. Results of the phoneme condition for each 

participant group are presented in Figure 3(A). The scalp activity of the LDN looks similar 

across groups, with negative polarity on frontal electrodes and positive polarity around the 

mastoids. Scalp distributions of the word condition for each participant group are presented 

in Figure 3(B). The scalp activity of the LDN looks similar in all groups, and is similar to 

the activity in the phoneme condition: negative polarity can be observed on frontal 

electrodes and positive polarity around both mastoids.  

We addressed potential differences in lateralization of phonemes versus words between 

groups. Since the previous analyses yielded a marginal effect of reading fluency and not of 

familial risk, and no differences between controls and FRND children, the following 

analysis was carried out with Fluent as a between-subjects factor. RH electrodes F4, P9 and 

RM were averaged, as well as LH electrodes F3, P9, and LM. A repeated measures ANOVA 

was run with within factors Condition (phonemes, words) and Hemisphere (LH, RH) with 

between subjects factor Fluent (fluent readers, poor readers). This yielded no main effect for 

Condition, but a significant main effect was found for Hemisphere (F(1,50) = 9.40, p = .004). 

Overall, LDN is larger in the LH. The absence of a main effect for Condition and the 

absence of an interaction effect between Hemisphere and Condition suggests that no 

differential processing of phonemes and words takes place, thus the LDN appears to be 

lateralized to the left hemisphere in both conditions. Lastly, a trend was found for Fluent, 

(F(1,50) = 3.23, p = .078)), indicating that the LDN tends to be larger in amplitude for 

fluent readers. No interaction effects were found. Specifically, an interaction 

Fluent*Hemisphere was absent, which indicates that both fluent and poor readers have a 

left lateralized LDN to speech processing.  
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Figure 1. ERP responses of the phoneme condition on electrodes Fz, F3, F4, P9, P10, RM and LM. Lines 
represent elicited ERPS for the standard (black, solid line), and deviant (red, dotted line) for control children (N 
= 15), the FRND group (N = 22) and the FRD group (N = 15). Control children are displayed in the left column, of 
the FRND children in the middle column and of the FRD children in the right column. 
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Figure 2. ERP responses of the word condition on electrodes Fz, F3, F4, P9, P10, RM and LM. Lines represent 
elicited ERPS for the standard (black, solid line), and deviant (red, dotted line) for control children (N = 15), the 
FRND group (N = 24) and the FRD group (N = 15). Control children are displayed in the left column, of the FRND 
children in the middle column and of the FRD children in the right column. 
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Figure 3. Top, left, and right scalp distributions of the LDN response for phonemes and words displayed in 
voltage maps. (a) represents the scalp distributions of the phoneme condition, (b) shows the scalp distribution 
of the word condition. Scalp distributions of control children are displayed in the left column, of the FRND 
children in the middle column and of the FRD children in the right column. The time window represented is 
510 to 590 ms in the phoneme condition, and 700 to 900 ms in the word condition.   



 

 

 

Table 2 

 

Mean LDN amplitude per electrode, per condition, per group 

 

 Controls  

(n =15) 

 FRND  

(n =24) 

 FRD  

(n =15) 

Electrode Phonemes Words  Phonemes Words  Phonemes Words 

Fz -1.01(1.76)* -2.06(1.84)***  -1.16(1.15)*** -1.09(1.99)*  -1.09(1.03)*** .86(1.31)* 

F3 -.82(1.55) -1.72(1.72)**  -1,.29(.95)*** -.98(1.91)*  -.93(1.11)** -.65(1.36) 

F4 -1.30(1.89)* -2.21(2.06)***  -1.27(1.20)*** -1.13(1.81)**  -1.13(.91)*** -.58(1.31) 

P9 -.04(1.61) -.05(1.61)  .75(1.36)* -.62(1.39)*  -.10(.98) -.27(1.63) 

P10 .33(1.21) .26(1.34)  -.37(1.17) -.09(1.51)  .21(1.11) .21(1.53) 

LM -.21(1.44) -.24(1.02)  -.84(1.33)** -.29(1.24)  .07(1.07) -.56(1.70) 

RM .30(1.17) .42(1.15)  -.55(1.13)* .07(1.52)  .20(.93) -.04(1.44) 

Note. Asterisks reflect LDN amplitudes to be significantly different from zero. Note: p < .05 *, p < .01 **,  p < .001 ***.  
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FR and reading status as predictors of overall LDN amplitude 

 

The relation between LDN amplitude and family risk and reading was further investigated 

by means of a hierarchical regression analysis. To this end, dummy variables were created, 

indicative of the reading status (fluent or dyslexic) and the FR status of the child. Because 

no effects of condition were found in the previous analyses, the total LDN amplitude was 

averaged over conditions and electrodes. Following, a hierarchical regression analysis with 

LDN amplitude as a dependent variable was carried out, with the predictors FR status 

entered in step 1, and reading status entered in step 2.  

 

Table 3  

Hierarchical regression analysis with dependent variable LDN amplitude 

  LDN Amplitude 

Predictor  ΔR
2
 β 

Step 1   .00  

 FR   -.01 

Step 2   .10*  

 FR   -.14 

 Dys   -.34* 

Note. * p < .05 

Results indicate that reading status significantly predicts LDN amplitude, but not FR.  

 

Discussion 

 

We investigated pre-attentive processing of natural speech phonemes and words in poor 

and fluent readers at risk for dyslexia and fluently reading controls, to tease apart its 

relation with reading directly versus its relation with familial risk for dyslexia. No clear 

MMN could be identified in our waveforms, neither in the phoneme- nor in the word 

condition. However, we did observe clear LDNs in both conditions. The results of contrast 

analyses show a trend towards FRD children having attenuated processing of both 
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phonemes and words compared to fluent readers, who have a marginally higher LDN 

amplitude. These results gain further support by the finding that reading status, but not FR 

status, is predictive of LDN amplitude. Moreover, the LDN amplitude of controls and 

FRND children did not differ. Reading status is thus predictive of LDN amplitude when 

processing both less complex information such as a phoneme contrast, and more complex 

lexical items such as an inflected verb. These results suggest that deficits in pre-attentive 

speech processing are not related to familial risk for dyslexia, but to reading fluency 

specifically. The choice for a paradigm targeting pre-attentive processing diminishes the 

possibility that the outcomes regarding speech processing were confounded by attention.  

 

Our results regarding the FRD group are in line with other studies that have looked into 

speech processing on phoneme or syllable level. Schulte-Körne et al. (1998) found that 

dyslexic children did not have an LDN to speech processing compared to controls, and 

Lachmann et al. (2005) show that poor readers have no MMN to syllable changes. Meng et 

al. (2005) found an attenuated MMN to speech processing in Chinese children with 

dyslexia, both in phoneme and lexical-syllabic context. However, our results contrast with 

those of Neuhoff et al. (2012). They looked into differences between dyslexic participants 

and their unaffected siblings at age 12 and found the LDN to be attenuated in both familial 

risk groups. In our study, we found lower LDN amplitudes to be associated with reading 

status, not FR. Possibly, the incongruent outcomes can be attributed to methodological 

differences. The stimuli used in the German study were not natural speech vowels or lexical 

items carrying grammatical information, but synthesized CV syllables /ba/ and /da/. A 

study by Blomert and Mitterer (2004) demonstrated that poor readers are worse at a 

categorization task when the stimuli are comprised of synthesized speech items versus 

natural speech items, which could explain the differential findings.  

 

No differences were found in lateralization between the phoneme and word condition: the 

LDN was not more left lateralized in the word condition than in phoneme condition. Both 

types of speech stimuli seemed to elicit a clear left lateralized LDN, though we had expected 

the grammatical change in the word condition to elicit a stronger left lateralized response 

(see Shtyrov et al., 2005). Possibly, as previously suggested by Shtyrov and colleagues 

(2005), the absence of laterality differences between conditions could be explained by 

familiarity: if the listener is familiar with the (pronunciation of) the stimuli, left 

lateralization for these items will occur. This idea is supported by their finding that 

processing of nonwords was less lateralized (Shtyrov et al., 2005). Similarly to Schulte-
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Körne et al. (2001), we did not find any differences in lateralization between poor and fluent 

readers.. Our findings are not in line with previous studies that have reported differential 

hemispheric activation in dyslexic participants (Kujala et al., 2003; Lovio et al., 2010; 

Lyytinen et al., 2005; van Herten et al., 2008; van Zuijen et al., 2013). However, the general 

finding that speech processing is left lateralized, is in line with the idea that language 

functions are dominant in the left hemisphere (Dehaene et al., 1997).  

 

The outcomes of the current study are in close relation with outcomes of a DDP study by 

Van Zuijen et al. (2013). Similar patterns of speech processing were observed: 2 month old 

infants who would later be poor readers had an attenuated MMN compared to control 

children and FRND children. It thus seems that for poor readers, deficits in speech 

processing are visible in early development. Reading status is predictive of the LDN 

amplitude as observed in early adolescence, suggesting the deficit to persist. Furthermore, 

our results are interesting in light of previous DDP studies looking into basic auditory 

processing (Plakas et al., 2013; Hakvoort et al., 2015). These studies show that basic 

auditory processing is impeded in both FRD and FRND children. Therefore, deficits in 

basic auditory processing are considered correlates of being at risk for dyslexia (Plakas et 

al., 2013; Hakvoort et al., 2015). Processing of acoustically more complex and qualitatively 

different information like speech, however, seems to be specifically related to reading ability 

and not to being at risk for dyslexia. Participants in the study by Hakvoort and colleagues 

(2015) were the same as the ones in the current study. However, to draw a firmer conclusion 

about basic auditory processing versus speech processing. both paradigms would have to be 

addressed in the same groups in one analysis.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The current study investigated speech processing in familial risk children with and without 

reading problems and controls. Reading status, not FR, significantly predicts LDN 

amplitude of speech processing. Both poor- and fluent readers show a predominantly left 

lateralized LDN to speech stimuli. Attenuated speech processing can be seen as a factor that 

directly relates to poor reading ability, and not to being at familial risk for dyslexia.  
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Chapter 4 
 

 

Dichotic listening as an index of  lateralization of  speech 
perception in familial risk children with and without 

dyslexia  

 

Atypical language lateralization has been marked as one of the factors that may contribute 

to the development of dyslexia. Indeed, atypical lateralization of linguistic functions such as 

speech processing in dyslexia has been demonstrated using neuroimaging studies, but also 

using the behavioral dichotic listening (DL) method. However, so far, DL results have been 

mixed. The current study assesses lateralization of speech processing by using DL in a 

sample of children at familial risk (FR) for dyslexia. In order to determine whether atypical 

lateralization of speech processing relates to reading ability, or is a correlate of being at 

familial risk, the current study compares the laterality index of FR children who did and did 

not become dyslexic, and a control group of readers without dyslexia. DL was tested in 3rd 

Grade and in 5/6th grade. Results indicate that at both time points, all three groups have a 

right ear advantage, indicative of more pronounced left-hemispheric processing. However, 

the FR-dyslexic children are less good at reporting from the left ear than controls and FR-

nondyslexic children. This impediment relates to reading fluency.  

 

 

 

Adapted from 

Hakvoort, B., van der Leij, A., van Setten, E., Maurits, N., Maassen, B., & van Zuijen, T.L. (revised 

and resubmitted). Dichotic listening as an index of lateralization of speech processing in familial risk 

children with and without dyslexia. 
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Introduction 

Dyslexia, or developmental reading disorder, is characterized by slow, effortful reading 

despite adequate instruction and a normal intelligence (Snowling, 2000). A poor awareness 

of the phonological structure of language is generally thought to be at the root of the 

reading problems (Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004). This may impede the 

process of mapping of speech sounds onto letter symbols, required for reading. What 

underlies this phonological deficit is still debated. Over the past decades, research has 

increasingly focused on finding the origin of dyslexia and its underlying problems in 

phonology, in neurobiological development (Habib, 2000; McCandliss, Cohen, & Dehaene, 

2003; Schlaggar & McCandliss, 2007). The organization of linguistic processes in the brain, 

such as speech perception, has been of great interest, as it is thought that atypical 

organization of underlying functions related to reading may result in less efficient 

processing networks, giving rise to literacy problems (Price, 2012).  

 

Neurophysiological evidence as well as evidence from structural and functional 

neuroimaging shows a predominant role for the left hemisphere (LH) in processing spoken 

language in right-handed individuals (Dehaene et al., 1997; Price, 2012; Tervaniemi & 

Hugdahl, 2003). Current models of speech perception identify ventral- and dorsal streams in 

the LH that are involved in speech perception, relating to speech recognition and 

production, respectively (Hagoort & Indefrey, 2014; Hickok & Poeppel, 2004; 2007). 

Language functions that contribute to literacy skill also appear to be predominantly located 

in the LH. Dehaene and colleagues (2010) have found reading to activate a large portion of 

the LH networks for speech processing and literacy skill to enhance phonological activation 

to speech input. In right-handed typical readers, the involvement of LH ventral- and dorsal 

networks for phonological decoding and visual word recognition has been demonstrated 

(Price, 2012; McCandliss et al., 2003; Sandak, Mencl, Frost, & Pugh, 2004). In dyslexia, 

however, the LH networks are less activated during reading compared to typical readers 

(McCandliss et al., 2003; Richlan, Kronbichler, & Wimmer, 2009; Sandak et al., 2004; Simos 

et al., 2002). Some studies have observed a heightened activation in the right hemisphere 

(RH) instead of the LH during reading and reading-related phonological tasks (Dufor, 

Serniclaes, Sprenger-Charolles, & Démonet, 2007; Pugh et al., 2000; Pugh et al., 2008; 

Shaywitz et al., 2002; Simos et al., 2002). Taken together, the results from these 

neuroimaging studies suggest that more symmetrical activation possibly reflects suboptimal 

processing, resulting in slower reading (Sandak et al., 2004).  
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Lateralization of speech processing has not only been addressed on a neurobiological level, 

but also behaviorally. In the past few decades, many researchers have made use of the 

dichotic listening (DL) method to assess hemispheric specialization for speech processing 

(Hugdahl, Carlsson, Uvebrant, & Lundervold, 1997; Obrzut & Mahoney, 2011). It was first 

applied in 1961 by Kimura, who showed that right handed subjects reported significantly 

more from their right ear. The method rests on the idea that speech presented to the right 

ear is processed in the contralateral hemisphere, i.e. the LH. When presented with stimuli to 

both ears simultaneously, information from the right ear is more prone to be processed than 

information from the left ear because of the LH dominance for language processing, thought 

to be facilitated by a larger number of structural connections from the right ear to the LH 

via the corpus callosum (Obrzut & Mahoney, 2011). This LH dominance is reflected in a 

larger number of items reported from the right ear, the so-called right ear advantage (REA). 

The REA is commonly tested in a free-recall condition, where the participants can freely 

report what they heard from either ear. The presence of the REA has been demonstrated in 

several studies (Hugdahl, Carlsson, & Eichele, 2001; Obrzut, Boliek, & Obrzut, 1986; 

Obrzut, Boliek, & Bryden, 1997), and neuroimaging studies have shown a link between the 

REA and LH speech processing. Using magnetoencephalography (MEG), Alho, Salonen, 

Rinne, Medvedev, Hugdahl, and Hämäläinen (2012) have shown the REA as measured by 

DL to be associated with processing of speech sounds in the contralateral hemisphere. It has 

also been associated with a processing speed advantage of the contralateral hemisphere 

(Eichele, Nordby, Rimol, & Hugdahl, 2005). The fact that an REA has been found in several 

studies does not automatically imply that speech processing is exclusively processed in the 

LH. Evidence from lesion studies has led models of speech perception to include bilateral 

processing networks (see Hickok & Poeppel, 2007). However, although bilateral activation 

is observed, the incoming speech signal is not analyzed identically. Hickok and Poeppel 

(2004) suggests that right hemisphere networks may play a different role in speech 

perception compared to the LH, resulting in a more dominant role for the LH. The REA 

phenomenon thus corroborates current neurobiological models of speech perception, in 

which a dominant role is proposed for LH networks (Hickok & Poeppel, 2004; 2007).  

 

Although the REA is relatively robust in free recall tasks, it might be influenced by 

attentional processes. Its stability can be tested in a directed attention (DA) condition, 

where the participant is instructed or primed to focus on the input presented to either the 

right- or left ear. A left ear advantage may surface on trials that require left ear reporting. 

Indeed, several studies found a left ear advantage when participants were told to attend to 
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the left ear, as the number of right ear reports on these trials decreased (Alho et al., 2012; 

Asbjørnsen & Hugdahl, 1995; Morton & Siegel, 1991). This suggests that the output can be 

directed by top down attentional processes. In addition, Obrzut and colleagues (1986) 

demonstrated, in a study with 10-year-old children, that the type of stimuli might affect the 

recall. The REA was stable in a DA to the left condition when using consonant-vowel (CV) 

syllables, but when using words, a left ear advantage was found on trials that required left 

ear reports. In all, the presence of the REA in DL tasks appears to be dependent on several 

factors including age (Bryden, 1970; Hugdahl et al., 2001; Moncrieff, 2011; Morris, Bakker, 

Satz, & Van der Vlugt, 1984), stimulus type, and on whether the task requires free recall or 

directed attention (e.g. Alho et al., 2012). Nevertheless, the REA is considered to be a robust 

behavioral measure of language lateralization (Hugdahl, 2011). 

 

In the search for risk factors that contribute to the development of dyslexia, the DL method 

has been used in order to assess possible attenuation in hemispheric specialization for 

language (Obrzut, Boliek, & Bryden, 1997). Some, but not all studies have shown impeded 

REA performance on DL tasks in individuals with dyslexia when using the free recall 

paradigm. In a study with adults, Hugdahl, Helland, Fӕrevaag, Lyssand, and Asbjørnsen 

(1995) showed that right-handed participants with dyslexia have a decreased REA 

compared to normal readers. In dyslexic children between Grades 2 and 6, a less 

pronounced REA has been found as well (Bryden, 1970; Thomson, 1975). The outcomes of 

these behavioral tasks corroborate the findings of neuroimaging studies, that suggest 

hypoactivation of language processing areas in the LH when, for example, processing words 

and pseudowords (Sandak et al., 2004). However, Brunswick and Rippon (1994) and 

Heiervang and colleagues (2000) found no differences in performance between dyslexic and 

normal readers. Interestingly, Morton and Siegel (1991) and Moncrieff and Black (2008) 

found a lower report from the left ear in 10-year old children with dyslexia compared to 

controls, but not from the right ear. Similar patterns were found in a subgroup of dyslexics 

in a study by Cohen, Hynd, and Hughdahl (1992). Given the findings of several 

neuroimaging studies that homologous right hemisphere areas are more activated in 

dyslexia when reading or processing speech (e.g. Pugh et al., 2000), reduced left ear reports 

are unexpected. Possibly, however, these findings are task dependent: Most of the DL 

studies made use of either a dichotic digit task, or a task where participants had to report 

CV syllables. Moncrieff and Black (2008) have shown that the direction of the ear advantage 

depended on the type of stimuli that were used: When tested on digits and words, children 

with dyslexia showed a poorer left ear performance, whereas they showed poorer 
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performance from their right ear when tested on CV syllables. Only when words were used, 

a robust REA was found in all participants, though dyslexic participants still obtained lower 

scores overall due to lower left ear scores. The authors suggest that the experimental 

paradigms may have influenced these findings; since their dichotic word task required 

participants to focus attention and CV condition did not. Alternatively, the more sub-lexical 

CV condition might rely on other neural circuits than the more lexically oriented digit and 

words test (Hickok & Poeppel, 2004). Another possibility is that meaningless CV syllables 

evoke a similar response as pseudowords do, in which case hypoactivation of LH processing 

networks could explain this finding (Pulvermüller, Kiff, & Shtyrov, 2012). Possibly, these 

unfamiliar syllables only become strongly left lateralized after articulatory learning, which 

draws on a greater involvement on LH networks (Pulvermüller, et al., 2012).  

 

Studies have also focused on the relation between attentional control and dyslexia using the 

DA paradigm, to address the stability of the REA. Kershner (2014) found that adults with 

dyslexia showed a more persistent REA than controls, even when asked to focus their 

attention on the left ear. Similarly, studies by Moncrieff and Black (2008) and Hugdahl, 

Heiervang, Nordby, Smievoll, Steinmetz, Stevenson, and Lund (1998) showed that dyslexic 

children are unable to enhance their left ear performance when instructed to direct their 

attention to this ear. Taken together, these findings suggest that, in addition to stimulus 

type and age, performance on DL tasks in people with dyslexia may be affected by 

attentional processes. 

 

From the studies mentioned above it can be derived that a smaller REA and poor reading 

are related, although the nature of this relation is not clear-cut. In order to shed more light 

on the relation between DL and reading ability, it is firstly important to note that previous 

studies compared children or adults with and without dyslexia without controlling for 

familial risk (FR; i.e., one or both parents have a history of dyslexia). This may lead to a 

confound given the heritable component of dyslexia (for a review, see Carrion-Castillo, 

Franke, & Fisher, 2013), as most children in the poor reading groups that were measured 

will have an FR whereas control children usually do not have an FR. From studies that 

examine FR children with dyslexia (FRD) and FR children without dyslexia (FRND), it can 

be observed that FRND children often show subclinical deficits in, for example, 

phonological awareness (PA; e.g. Snowling, Gallagher, & Frith, 2003; Van Bergen, Plakas, 

De Jong, & Van der Leij, 2012) and nonword repetition (NWR; De Bree, Rispens, & Gerrits, 

2007; De Bree, Wijnen, & Gerrits; 2010; Melby-Lervåg & Lervåg, 2012; Moll, Loff, & 
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Snowling, 2013). Deficits in these areas are therefore not exclusively linked to reading 

ability, but rather to FR. Deficits in rapid automatized naming (RAN), however, are 

typically associated with reading status, as these are not found in FRND children and thus 

may play a protective role (Moll et al., 2013). Hence, in order to investigate the role of 

lateralization of speech processing in the development of reading problems, it is important 

to disentangle the relation between dyslexia and FR and thus to include at risk children 

who do not develop dyslexia in addition to at risk children who do (e.g. van der Leij et al., 

2013). 

 

 Secondly, to shed more light onto the underlying development of children with (FR of) 

dyslexia, it is of interest to investigate the relations between lateralization of speech 

processing and reading-related phonological skills such as PA, RAN, and NWR (Wagner & 

Torgesen, 1987), because scores on phonological tasks have long since been known to 

predict reading fluency (e.g. Thompson, Hulme, Nash, Gooch, Hayiou-Thomas, & Snowling, 

2015) and because neuroimaging studies have shown atypical organization of reading 

related processes such as print- and phonological processing in dyslexia (e.g. Dufor et al., 

2007; Pugh et al., 2000; Simos et al., 2002). A secondary aim of this study is therefore to 

investigate the relation between lateralization of speech processing as measured by DL, and 

phonological skills.  

 

The current study 

 

The current study aimed to investigate the role of hemispheric asymmetry in the 

development of dyslexia. This was done by assessing speech perception as measured by 

dichotic listening performance in FRND and FRD children and controls who took part in 

the longitudinal Dutch Dyslexia Programme (Van der Leij et al., 2013). If more symmetrical 

processing of linguistic information is a factor in dyslexia, and thus relates to reading status, 

we expect to find a reduced REA in FRD children but not in controls and FRND children. 

Such a finding would imply networks underlying speech processing in dyslexia to be more 

symmetrical and to rely more on right hemisphere involvement, in line with findings of 

recent neuroimaging studies (e.g. Dufor et al., 2007). If more symmetrical processing is 

found in FRD and FRND children but not in controls, then we conclude that more 

symmetrical processing relates to FR status. A larger role for the right hemisphere in 

processing speech in such a case would then not be a factor that drives reading skill, since 
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FRND children show normal reading ability. It is possible, however, that FRND children 

are able to compensate using higher-order linguistic processes.   

 

To investigate language laterality at different points in development, and the effects of  

attention on the DL performance of the children, participants completed two DL tasks. In 

Grade 3, a free recall dichotic digit test was administered. In Grade 5/6, a DL task with CV 

syllables was administered. This task included a free recall and directed attention condition 

to assess the stability of the REA. Additionally, information on participants’ reading-related 

phonological skills in Grade 3 (PA, NWR, and RAN) and Grade 6 (PA, RAN) were 

collected, in order to investigate the concurrent relations between language laterality as 

measured by the DL tasks, reading-related phonological measures, and reading fluency 

using correlation analyses. 

 

Methods 

Participants  

 

A sample of 69 right-handed children (26 controls, 26 FRND, and 17 FRD children) was 

included in this study. These children comprised a sub-sample of children who participated 

in the Dutch Dyslexia Programme (DDP; Van der Leij et al., 2013). They were included 

here because they had taken part in the measurements that took place in Grade 2, Grade 3, 

and Grade 5 or 6. Based on these measurements, their reading status was assessed as 

follows.   

 

If one or both parents were dyslexic, children were assigned to the familial risk group. In 

order to assess parents’ reading fluency, they were presented with Dutch norm-referenced 

tests for word- and pseudoword reading (Brus & Voeten, 1973; Van den Bos, Lutje Spelberg, 

Scheepstra, & De Vries, 1994; see Materials). If parents scored below the 15th percentile on 

either test and not higher than the 50th on the other, or below the 20th percentile on both 

tests, their children were assigned to the familial risk group.  

 

In order to be assigned to the familial risk group of children who develop dyslexia (FRD), 

FR children had to perform poorly on a word- and pseudoword reading test the last time 

that these tasks were administered in Grade 6 and at least on one out of the two times these 

tasks were administered earlier: at the end of 2nd grade and in Grade 3. Poor performance 

was defined as obtaining a score below the 10th percentile on one of the tests, and 40th 
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percentile on the other test, or below the 25th percentile on both tests. These criteria were 

set as such to ensure a severe and persistent deficit in reading fluency (Hakvoort, Van der 

Leij, Maurits, Maassen, & Van Zuijen, 2015).  

 

Materials 

 

Word reading fluency. The Een-minuut-test (EMT; Brus & Voeten, 1973) was used in 

Grade 3 and in Grade 5/6, and the second list of the Drie Minuten Toets was used (DMT; 

Verhoeven, 1995) in Grade 2 to measure and assess word reading fluency. The EMT 

consists of a list of 116 mono- and polysyllabic words, increasing in difficulty. The 

administered list of the DMT consists of 150 monosyllabic words. The score used for the 

analyses was the number of words read correctly in one minute for both tests. Standardized 

scores were used for the selection of participants. 

 

Pseudoword reading fluency. The Dutch norm-referenced task De Klepel (Van den Bos et 

al., 1994) was used to measure pseudoword-reading fluency. It was administered in Grade 2, 

3 and 5/6. It consists of a list of 116 mono- and polysyllabic pseudowords. The score used 

for the analyses was the number of words read correctly within two minutes. Standardized 

scores were used for the selection of participants. 

 

Phonological awareness. PA was assessed in Grade 3 and Grade 5/6 using a phoneme 

deletion task (De Jong & Van der Leij, 2003). The task consisted of three parts and was 

administered using paper and pencil in Grade 3. The first part consisted of nine 

monosyllabic pseudowords (e.g. tral), and the second and third part consisted each of nine 

bisyllabic pseudowords (e.g. memslos). Items were presented orally. Children were asked to 

delete one consonant phoneme (e.g. what is memslos without /l/?) in the first and second 

part. During the third part, the consonant they were asked to delete occurred twice in each 

word (e.g. what is gepgral without /g/?). The test ended when six consecutive items were 

answered incorrectly in the first, or three in the second part. The score on this task was the 

total number of items correct. The maximum score was 27. 

 

In Grade 5/6, the test was computerized and shortened. Items were presented via 

headphones. Each of the three parts now consisted of four items. Two practice items 

preceded the first and third parts of the test. The score on this task was the total number of 
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items correct. The maximum score was 12. For the purpose of comparing scores on both PA 

tasks, scores were transformed to proportion correct.  

 

Nonword repetition. NWR is used as a measure of verbal short term memory, and was 

measured in Grade 3. Children listened to 36 nonwords, which they were asked to repeat as 

accurately as possible. The nonwords consisted of at least 3 (e.g. kummigar) and at most 5 

syllables (e.g. nammonniffumnem) and were presented in a fixed order (Scheltinga, Van der 

Leij, & Struiksma, 2010). The score was the total number of words repeated correctly. 

 

Rapid automatized naming. RAN in Grade 3 and Grade 5/6 was assessed using a digit-

naming task. Children named a total of 50 digits as quickly and as accurately as they could. 

The digits 2, 4, 5, 8, and 9 were presented in five columns of ten digits each. Time in 

seconds and errors were recorded and used to calculate the total number of digits read 

correctly within one minute. 

 

Dichotic digit test Grade 3. A dichotic listening task (Neijenhuis, Snik, Van den Broek, & 

Neijenhuis, 2003) was administered in Grade 3 to address the listener’s capacity to process 

two simultaneously presented stimuli. Children were presented with three monosyllabic 

digits (e.g. two, three, four) in one ear, and three in the other. The stimuli were presented at 

70 dB. Participants were instructed to name as many items as possible (free recall). In total, 

they completed 5 practice items and 20 trials. The score was the total number of correctly 

reported digits from the right ear and the correctly reported digits from the left ear. 

 

Dichotic listening test Grade 6. A dichotic listening task with speech-sound syllables was 

developed for Grade 5/6, similar to the task used by Hugdahl et al. (1998). A free recall 

condition as well as a directed attention condition was added to the paradigm. Natural 

speech syllables /bɑ/, /dɑ/, /ɡɑ/, /pɑ/, /tɑ/ and /kɑ/ were recorded, read by a female 

native speaker of Dutch with intonation held constant. Recordings were volume-adjusted to 

80dB/mono using Audacity for Windows (Audacity, Pittsburgh, USA ) and Adobe Audition 

(Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, USA).  

 

In the free recall condition, participants were presented with trials that consisted of two 

different stimuli, where one stimulus was presented to the right ear, and one to the left. 

Each combination of stimuli was presented twice. The ear in which each stimulus was 
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presented was reversed on the second presentation, so that each stimulus was presented 

once in each ear, e.g., pa(left)_ta(right) and ta(left)_pa(right). This resulted in a total of 30 

trials. Additionally, six control items were added that consisted of two of the same stimuli, 

e.g. ba_ba. Participants were asked to report the item which they had heard best. The order 

of the trials was random. The sum of correctly reported items from the left ear and the sum 

of correctly reported items from the right ear were used in the analyses. 

 

In the directed attention condition (DA), participants were first presented with a probe in 

either the left (DA-left condition) or the right ear (DA-right condition), and then with a 

trial. They were asked to report the stimulus that was presented to them in the probed ear. 

Stimuli were identical to the ones in the free recall condition. Each participant was offered 

one of three randomized lists, consisting of 60 test trials of which 30 had a right ear probe, 

and 30 had a left ear probe. The test items were interspersed with 12 control items. The 

total number of correct reports per ear for left- and right-probed items were used in the 

analyses. 

 

Nonverbal IQ. To measure nonverbal IQ in Grade 3, the Block Design subtest of the WISC 

(Wechsler, 2005) was used. Children completed block designs with coloured blocks, using 

an example that was presented to them on a card. First, an experimenter demonstrated the 

task. Then the participant was asked to complete the design on the presented card. Each 

trial had a time limit of 45 seconds. The number of blocks that had to be used increased per 

presented trial. The maximum number of trials was 15. The task ended when the child 

failed or exceeded the time limit. 

 

Verbal IQ. To measure vocabulary in Grade 3, the Vocabulary subtest of the WISC was 

used (Wechsler, 2005). The children were asked to give the meaning of words (e.g. What is 

a tree?). In total, there were 35 items. Each item was awarded with 0, 1, or 2 points 

depending on the description given. If four subsequent items rendered a score of 0, the task 

was aborted. The maximum score was 70.  
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Results 

Data screening 

 

Prior to analysis, data were checked for multivariate and univariate outliers on the variables. 

No multivariate outliers were detected. Univariate outliers were identified based on z-

transformed scores of the dependent variables (i.e., scores exceeding -3.29 or +3.29) and 

found on the total number of correct items in the Grade 6 DL task, both in the Free recall 

and DA condition. Two children from the FRD group and one child from the FRND group 

were excluded. An additional two children (one FRD, one control) were excluded because 

their data on the free recall condition was not available. In total, 25 controls, 25 FRND, and 

14 FRD children were included.  

 

Phonological skills, reading skills and IQ 

 

Group differences in reading skill, PA, RAN, NWR, and IQ were addressed using ANOVAs 

with post-hoc Bonferroni tests. Effect sizes were addressed using Cohen’s d, where effects 

below .30 are regarded as small, between .30 and .50 as moderate, and above .50 as large 

(Cohen, 1988). On all word- and pseudoword reading tests, controls and FRND children 

obtained scores that were significantly higher than those of FRD children. Similar patterns 

were observed on PA and RAN. On NWR and IQ, no significant group differences were 

observed. Results are displayed in Table 1. 



 

 

 

Table 1  

Information on Participants’ Average Reading Scores, Phonological, IQ and Group Comparisons 

 C  

(n = 25) 

 FRND  

(n = 25) 

 FRD 

 (n = 14) 

 

 

 Cohen’s d 

 M(SD)  M(SD)  M(SD)  (df) F  C vs. FRND  C vs. FRD  FRND vs. FRD 

Age 3 8.72 (.32)  9.00(.37)  8.92(.42)  -  -  -  - 

Age 5/6 11.71(.60)  11.85(.60)  11.59(.56)  -  -  -  - 

WRF 2 70.76(17.18)a  65.76(17.69)a  29.86(12.37)b  (2, 61)32.25***  0.29  2.73  2.35 

PWF 2 39.00(11.61)a  37.48(14.07)a  16.29(6.49)b  (2, 61)18.96***  0.05  2.41  1.93 

WRF 3 62.04(10.87)a  57.84(13.20)a  31.50(10.88)b  (2, 61)32.33***  0.35  2.81  2.18 

PWF 3 47.04(13.88)a  43.12(16.21)a  21.14(7.26)b  (2, 61)16.96***  0.26  2.34  1.75 

WRF 6 80.28(12.31)a  75.84(10.97)a  47.71(10.28)b  (2, 61)39.85***  0.38  2.87  2.65 

PWF 6 67.96(17.75)a  62.44(18.48)a  34.50(8.80)b  (2, 61)19.52***  0.30  2.39  1.93 

PA 3 76.44(15.15)a  66.82(20.80)a  51.32(15.64)b  (2, 61)9.07***  0.53  1.63  0.84 

PA 6 90.67(12.10)a  86.67(19.25)a  76.19(16.62)b  (2, 61)3.63*  0.25  0.99  0.58 

NWR 3 17.12(4.09)a  14.40(5.42)a  13.64(13.18)a  (2, 61)3.48*  0.57  0.36  0.08 

RAN 3 109.22(21.67)a  116.13(15.80)a  87.02(15.00)b  (2, 61)11.77***  -0.36  1.19  1.89 

RAN 6 137.45(22.90)a  138.79(20.96)a  112.57(17.49)b  (2,61)8.06***  -0.06  1.22  1.36 

NV-IQ 3 41.48(10.48)  42.68(11.43)  41.86(7.88)  (2,61).08  -0.11  -0.04  0.08 

V-IQ 3 32.84(5.76)  31.96(5.86)  29.64(4.91)  (2,61)1.46  0.15  0.60  0.43 

Note. WRF = word reading fluency, PWF = pseudoword reading fluency, PA = phonological awareness, displayed in proportion correct, NWR = nonword repetition, RAN = 

rapid automatized naming, NV-IQ = Nonverbal IQ, V-IQ = Verbal IQ, C = control children, FRND = familial risk, non-dyslexic children, FRD = familial risk dyslexic children.
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Dichotic Listening Grade 3 

 

To address differences in preferred ear between groups, a repeated measures ANOVA with 

within subject factor Ear (Left, Right) and between subjects factor Group (Controls, FRD, 

FRND) was conducted. Results are shown in Figure 1. A main effect was found for Ear, 

F(1,61) = 23.91, p < .001. Overall, more items were reported correctly from the right, than 

from the left ear. A main effect for Group was found, F(2,62) = 10.17, p < .001. Planned 

post-hoc Bonferroni tests showed that control children in total reported more items 

correctly compared to FRD (p < .001) and FRND children (p = .029). No differences were 

found between the two FR groups. Note, that this result shows that overall recall scores are 

higher for control children and that the overall recall performance is related to FR, but this 

result does not relate to lateralization. To address lateralization differences, the presence of 

interaction effects between Group and Ear are of importance, specifically. Indeed, an 

interaction effect was found for Group and Ear, F(2,61) = 3.59, p = .033. Post-hoc 

Bonferroni tests indicated that control and FRND children reported significantly more 

items from the left ear than FRD children (p < .001; and p = .029, respectively). No 

differences were found in the reports from the right ear. Taken together, the results suggest 

that each group has a right ear advantage, and that the FRD group has a disadvantage on 

left ear reports compared to both groups of fluent readers. This indicates that for each 

group, the left hemisphere is dominant for processing but that in the FRD group, right 

hemispheric processing is suppressed.  

 

 

Figure 1. Total reports from the left- and right ear, per group. The Group x Ear interaction effect is indicated by 
letters: Shared letters indicate no significant differences.  
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Dichotic listening Grade 5/6 

 

In Grade 5/6, differences in scores on the free recall and DA condition were addressed 

using a repeated measures ANOVA with factors Ear (left, right), Condition (free recall, DA 

Left Probe, DA Right Probe) and between factor Group (Controls, FRND, FRD). 

Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied where necessary. Results are displayed in 

Figure 2. A main effect was found for Ear, F(1,61) = 33.17, p  < .001. Generally, more items 

were reported from the right than from the left ear. An interaction was found between 

Group and Ear, F(2,61) = 5.84, p = .005, where controls and FRND children reported more 

from the left ear compared to FRD children (p = .031 and p = .013, respectively), and FRD 

children reported more from the right ear than FRND children (p = .015). This indicates 

that for FRD children, language processing is more asymmetrical because of their lower left 

ear (as for the Grade 3 results) and higher right ear report. Lastly, an interaction was found 

between Condition and Ear, F(1.45,88.66) = 8.85, p = .001. The number of correct left ear 

reports was significantly higher in the DA-left probe condition than in the DA-right probe 

condition (p = .011). Conversely, the number of right ear reports was significantly higher in 

the DA-right probe condition compared to the left probed condition (p = .003). This is the 

case for all groups. No other main effects or interactions were found. Taken together, these 

results indicate that, overall, regardless of condition, right ear reports were most frequent 

for all groups, and that controls and FRND children reported more from their left ear than 

FRD children. The number of left ear reports and right ear reports increased as a function 

of probe.  

 

Laterality Index 

 

To assess the magnitude of lateralized processing, a laterality index (LI; Eichele et al., 2005) 

was calculated for Grade 3 and the Grade 5/6 free recall conditions, by subtracting the 

number of left ear reports from the number of right ear reports, divided by the total number 

of correct responses. The resulting measure is a proxy of left-lateralized processing: when 

the score is positive, processing is more left-lateralized. When the score is more negative, it 

is more right-lateralized. LI scores were standardized for the purpose of comparing Grade 3 

and Grade 6 scores.  
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Figure 2. Total reports from the left- and right ear, per group, per condition. The Group x Ear interaction effect 
is indicated by letters: Shared letters indicate no significant differences.  

 

 

A repeated measures ANOVA with within-subjects factor Grade (3, 5/6) and between-

subjects factor Group (Controls, FRND, FRD) was conducted to attest laterality index 

differences. No differences between Grade 3 and 5/6 were found, and interactions with 

Group were absent. It thus seems that language laterality is stable from Grade 3 to Grade 

5/6 across groups. A main effect was found for Group, F(2,61) = 7.71, p < .001. Post-hoc 

tests showed controls (M = -.14) and FRND children (M = -.18) to differ significantly from 

FRD children (M = .57, p = .003 and p = .002, respectively). In poor readers, language 

processing is more left lateralized than in good readers and language processing is thus 

more symmetrical in good than in poor readers.  

 

Correlations between lateralization indices, reading, and phonology 

 

Correlations (Table 2) were calculated between Grade 3 and Grade 5/6 reading-, 

phonological-, and lateralization indices. Significant correlations were found between al 

reading- and reading related measures in Grade 3 and 6. Additionally, correlations were 

found between word- and pseudoword reading fluency and the lateralization index of Grade 

3, where more symmetrical processing relates to higher word reading fluency scores.  
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Table 2  

Correlations between reading, phonology, and lateralization index   

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

1.WRF 3           

2. PWF 3 .84***          

3. RAN 3 .51*** .48***         

4. PA 3 .54*** .55*** .16        

5.NWR 3 .31** .24 .12 .41***       

6. WRF 5/6 .84*** .78*** .66*** .47*** .32**      

7. PWF 5/6 .75*** .83*** .50*** .50*** .25* .79***     

8. RAN 5/6 .44*** .49*** .72*** .20 .10 .66*** .56***    

9. PA 5/6 .51*** .45*** .24 .50*** .53*** .45*** .41*** .18   

10. LI 3 -.30* -.26* -.15 -.16 -.12 -.24 -.17 -.17 -.19  

11. LI 5/6 -.12 -.04 -.08 .15 .07 -.18 -.18 -.07 .16 -.09 

Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. WRF = word reading fluency, PWF = pseudoword reading fluency, RAN = rapid automatized naming, PA = phonological awareness, 

NWR = nonword repetition, LI = lateralization index.
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Discussion 

 

This study investigated the role of lateralization of speech processing in dyslexia, by 

examining whether more symmetrical processing of language is a characteristic of familial 

risk, or whether it is related to reading status. To this end, the dichotic listening method 

was used in Grade 3 (free recall) and in Grade 5/6 (with a free recall condition, as well as 

directed attention conditions) in controls and FR children who did and did not become 

dyslexic from the Dutch Dyslexia Programme (Van der Leij et al., 2013). The findings of a 

right-ear advantage indicate that language is predominantly processed in the left 

hemisphere in all groups. If more symmetrical processing indeed related to reading fluency, 

FR children with dyslexia were expected to show a smaller right-ear advantage based on 

the idea that language is processed in the contralateral hemisphere (Kimura, 1961; Obrzut & 

Mahoney, 2011). However, this was not the case. Instead, FR children who have dyslexia 

report less from their left ear across conditions indicating smaller involvement of the right 

hemisphere. These results are found at both time points. Because only the FRD group 

showed this pattern, we conclude that diminished right hemispheric processing relates to 

reading status. A second aim of our study was to investigate whether lateralized processing 

as measured by DL related to phonological processing. No relations were found between 

lateralization indices in Grade 3 and 5/6, and phonological processing. 

 

LH dominance for speech processing is found in Grade 3 children and persists into early 

adolescence in Grade 5/6. No differences were found in laterality indices of Grade 3 and 

5/6, suggesting the REA to be stable. This result is in line with previous results that show 

left lateralization of language in children from age 7 to 12 (e.g. Obrzut et al., 1980) and with 

previous findings in the field of speech perception that ascribe an important role to the LH 

in speech processing (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Price, 2012). However, our results are not in 

line with the idea that more symmetrical language processing might contribute to literacy 

problems (e.g. Sandak et al., 2004). We did not find a diminished REA in the FRD group, all 

groups showed a similar REA. This suggests that, both in normal readers and in dyslexic 

readers, the LH is dominant in processing speech.  

Instead of finding a diminished REA in the FRD group, we found that FRD children report 

less from their left ear. As a consequence of a diminished left ear report and a normal right-

ear report, the lateralization index for the FRD group was higher compared to the controls 

and FRND children, suggesting that linguistic processing is more asymmetrical in dyslexic 

children. This result is in line with previous findings by Morton and Siegel (1991), 
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Moncrieff and Black (2008), and Cohen and colleagues (1992). Since it was the case in 

Grades 3 as well as 5/6, the pattern of reduced right hemisphere processing seems to persist 

throughout development. Neuroimaging studies have previously evidenced a larger right 

hemisphere activation in dyslexia (e.g. Dufor et al., 2007). A lower left ear report does not 

appear to corroborate these findings. Yet, it appears that they cannot be ascribed to task 

specificity: Despite the use of different tasks and stimuli, the results are consistent. Based on 

Hickok & Poeppel’s model of speech perception (2007), the left ear deficit could point 

towards a differential role of speech processing networks in the right hemisphere that leads 

to impoverished speech recognition. Possibly, communication from the right auditory 

cortex to lexical processing mechanisms in the LH is impeded, or right hemisphere speech 

processing could be slower in dyslexia. It is important to note that FRND children do not 

show impoverished right hemispheric processing, which suggests that this phenomenon is a 

characteristic of dyslexia, and not of FR. However, it is unclear whether this phenomenon 

precedes the reading impairment, or whether it is a consequence of the reading impairment. 

Longitudinal studies measuring DL performance at a pre-reading age could further shed 

light on this issue.  

 

In Grade 5/6, a DA paradigm was included to address the effect of directed attention on ear 

reports. Children were either probed to report from their right, or from their left ear. 

Overall, the REA was stable, even when attention was forced, although the number of right 

ear reports increased as a function of a probe in the right ear compared to the left probe 

condition, and left ear reports increased in number when the left ear was probed compared 

to the right probe condition. The presence of a Group x Ear interaction and the absence of a 

Group x Ear x Condition interaction suggests that, across conditions, the FRD group 

obtained lower left ear scores than controls and FRND children – irrespective of whether 

they were probed to report from their left ear. Similar results were found by Hugdahl et al. 

(1998). Again, this finding could be explained by right hemisphere underactivation in 

response to spoken language. Another possible interpretation for these findings is that 

children in the FRD group have a processing bias toward the LH, because of a poor ability 

to activate attentional control in the RH or a poorer response-inhibition which may lead to 

less efficient processing (Kershner & Morton, 1990). As a result, they report less from the 

left ear which causes the REA to persist (Kershner, 2014). Using fMRI, Jäncke and Shah 

(2002) in fact observed different activation patterns in a DA-right versus a DA-left 

condition. They suggest that different strategies are used when focusing on the left or right 

ear. This may further support the idea that attentional shifts are more difficult for FRD 
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children, though this remains to be tested. Speculatively, the observed REA advantage in 

dyslexia caused by overall lower left ear reports might thus not be a sign of more left 

lateralized processing, but result from the inability to shift attention or inhibit a right ear 

response (Hiscock & Kinsbourne, 2011). In fact, the obtained free-recall results might also 

be explained in this light. FRD children show a diminished left ear report in this condition 

as well. As Bryden, Munhall, and Allard (1983) noted, free recall paradigms give room for 

the free deployment of attention and, consequently, to report from either ear, thereby 

possibly diminishing an REA in comparison to a DA condition in which participants are 

forced to report from their right ear. If dyslexic participants are indeed less able to freely 

deploy attention, then this might explain their lower left ear performance in the free recall 

condition, too (Hiscock & Kinsbourne, 2011). However, it must be observed that the results 

from the free recall paradigms also suggest that top-down control of attention is not the 

only mechanism that drives an REA, as an REA persistently surfaces in all groups (Hiscock 

& Kinsbourne, 2011). Right-ear reports are still being made more often than left ear reports, 

most likely because of the LH bias for processing of speech (Scott & Wise, 2004).  

 

Interestingly, though unrelated to the lateralization of language, the overall ear report 

scores obtained in Grade 3 were related to familial risk and not to reading status. Control 

children generally reported more items correct in total. Not all studies investigating DL 

and dyslexia note differences in overall report, probably since the focus lies on the ear 

advantage. Obrzut, Hynd, Obrzut and Leitgeb (1980) and Moncrieff and Black (2011) found 

learning disabled and dyslexic participants to obtain overall lower scores compared to 

controls. Our Grade 3 results extend these findings to familial risk, as it appears that 

familial risk status affects overall performance, instead of reading status. In Grade 5/6, 

group differences in overall report were absent. Possibly, the Grade 3 task may have put a 

larger strain on verbal short term memory, which has been shown to be impeded in dyslexia 

(e.g. Torppa, Eklund, Van Bergen, & Lyytinen, 2015) due to the larger amount of stimuli 

per trial compared to the Grade 5/6 task.  

 

We also addressed the relation between DL performance and phonological processing, 

which, to our knowledge, has not been done previously. Relations between reading and 

phonological processing measures were all attested, in line with the literature (e.g. 

Thompson et al., 2015). Additionally, we found significant negative correlations between 

word- and pseudoword reading fluency and the laterality index in Grade 3, but not Grade 

5/6. Kershner and Morton (1990) observed significant negative correlations between a 
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laterality index, and reading and spelling in children at age 12 using a dichotic digit task. 

Possibly, the absence of correlations in Grade 5/6 relates to the experimental design of our 

study, since the observed correlations were yielded with dichotic digit tasks, not CV syllable 

tasks. Although neuroimaging studies have demonstrated lateralized processing when 

completing reading-related tasks (e.g. Sandak et al., 2004), none of our phonological 

processing measures (RAN, NWR, and PA) significantly correlated with the laterality 

indices. This suggests that the different measures of phonological processing and laterality 

of speech processing as measured with the DL task are not related. Possibly, this can be 

explained by the different levels of processing that are addressed in phonological processing 

tasks (primarily lexical), and the DL tasks (primarily sublexical) or the higher task demands 

of the phonological tasks, which likely involve frontal networks as well (e.g. Pugh et al., 

1996). We acknowledge that the DL method might just not be refined enough to be able to 

relate to phonological processes. As expected, in concordance with the literature (e.g. Moll 

et al., 2013), phonological processing and reading were related.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The main aim of this study was to assess differences in lateralization of speech processing in 

children at familial risk of dyslexia who did and did not have dyslexia, and controls. It was 

found that all groups showed left hemispheric dominance for speech processing, both in 

Grade 3 and Grade 5/6. However, FR children with reading difficulties showed a 

diminished left ear report in Grade 3 and Grade 5/6, both in free-recall tasks as well as in 

directed attention tasks. It can be concluded that a diminished left ear report relates to 

reading status, and we speculate that this might be due to the inability of the FRD group to 

shift attention.  
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Chapter 5 
 

 

The role of  categorical speech perception and phonological 
processing in familial risk children with and without 

dyslexia 
 
 

This study assessed whether a speech perception deficit is associated with dyslexia or 

familial risk for dyslexia, by exploring a possible cascading relation from speech perception 

to phonology to reading, and by identifying whether speech perception distinguishes 

familial risk (FR) children with dyslexia (FRD) from those without dyslexia (FRND). Data 

were collected from 9-year-old FRD (n = 37) and FRND (n = 41) children and age-matched 

controls (n = 49) on CP identification and discrimination, and on phonological processing 

measures including rapid automatized naming, phoneme awareness and nonword repetition.  

The FRD group performed poorer on CP than the FRND and control groups. Findings on 

phonological processing align with the literature in that 1) phonological processing related 

to reading and 2) the FRD group showed lowest phonological processing outcomes. 

Furthermore, CP correlated weakly with reading, but this relationship was fully mediated 

by rapid automatized naming. Although CP and phonological skills are related to dyslexia, 

there was no strong evidence for a cascade from CP to phonology to reading. Deficits in CP 

at the behavioral level are not directly associated with dyslexia.    

 
 

Adapted from 

Hakvoort, B., de Bree, E., Van der Leij, A., Maassen, B., van Setten, E., Maurits, N., & Van 

Zuijen, T. (revised and resubmitted). The role of categorical speech perception and 

phonological processing in familial risk children with and without dyslexia. 
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Introduction 

 

Dyslexia is characterized by severe and persistent difficulties in reading fluency and 

accuracy and/or spelling skills that are not caused by sensory deficits, low intelligence or 

environmental factors such as poor educational opportunities (e.g. Vellutino, Fletcher, 

Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004). One of the main factors that is commonly thought to 

contribute to reading problems is a phonological core deficit (Protopapas, 2014; Vellutino et 

al., 2004): poor phonological skills may ultimately impede the phoneme-to-grapheme 

mapping process, which is at the core of reading ability. Phonological deficits can roughly 

be divided in three dimensions (Ramus & Szenkovits, 2008; Wagner & Torgesen, 1987). 

Deficits are found in 1) phonological awareness (PA; e.g., Boets, De Smedt, Cleuren, 

Vandewalle, Wouters & Ghesquière, 2010; De Jong & Van der Leij, 2003), 2) verbal short-

term memory (VSTM; often measured by nonword repetition [NWR]; Snowling, 

Goulandris, Bowlby, & Howell, 1986; De Bree, Rispens, & Gerrits, 2007), and 3) rapid 

automatized naming (RAN), which mainly indicates slower (timed) lexical retrieval (e.g. 

Boets et al., 2010; Wolf, Bowers & Biddle, 2000). Speech perception has been suggested to 

underlie phonological processing skill (Fitch, Miller, & Tallal, 1997; Tallal, 1980; Ziegler, 

Pech-Georgel, George, & Lorenzi, 2009): It has been suggested that deficits in speech 

perception may be at the basis of a cascade of problems ranging from speech perception, 

through phonology, to reading (Goswami et al., 2002; Goswami, 2015; Studdert-Kennedy & 

Mody, 1995). 

 

The relation between speech perception and reading has been investigated extensively, 

targeting, for example, speech in noise perception (e.g. Manis et al., 1997; Boets, 

Vandermosten, Poelmans, Luts, Wouters, & Ghesquière, 2011) and categorical speech 

perception (CP; see Noordenbos & Serniclaes, 2015). CP targets listeners’ capacity to 

categorize or discriminate stimuli on an acoustic continuum, for example from /ba/ to /da/. 

Although the stimuli lie on an acoustic continuum, they are perceptually dichotomous. In 

categorization tasks, listeners indicate whether they hear /ba/ or /da/, from which the 

perceptual category boundary can be identified. In discrimination tasks, the perceptual 

boundary is identified by presenting listeners with pairs of stimuli. The acoustic distance 

between each pair of stimuli is kept constant. This results in pairs that do not cross the 

perceptual category boundary (within-category contrasts, which are difficult to 

discriminate) and pairs that cross the perceptual category boundary (between-category 

contrasts, which are easy to discriminate). Listeners have to indicate whether a pair consists 
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of the same or different stimuli. Both in identification and discrimination tasks, accuracy as 

well as reaction times (RT) are recorded. Often, an increase in reaction times (RT) and a 

decrease in accuracy are found when the presented stimuli include tokens that straddle the 

phoneme boundary, since uncertainty is highest in that area (Noordenbos & Serniclaes, 

2015; Pisoni & Tash, 1974; Poeppel, Guillemin, Thompson, Fritz, Bavelier, & Braun, 2004).  

 

CP has been previously linked to dyslexia: if categorization of a speech sound is inaccurate, 

this may impede the formation of accurate representations of phonemes, which may have a 

detrimental effect on reading ability (Serniclaes, Sprenger-Charolles, Carré, & Demonet, 

2001). Yet, the way in which a CP deficit manifests itself in dyslexia is debated in the 

literature (Bogliotti, Serniclaes, Messaoud-Galusi, and Sprenger-Charolles, 2008; Hazan, 

Messaoud-Galusi, Rosen, Nouwens, & Shakespeare, 2009; Maassen, Groenen, Crul, 

Assman-Hulsmans, & Gabreëls, 2001; Manis et al., 1997; Messaoud-Galusi, Hazan, & 

Rosen; 2011; Noordenbos, Segers, Serniclaes, Mitterer, & Verhoeven, 2012a; Serniclaes, van 

Heghe, Mousty, Carré, & Sprenger-Charolles, 2004; Serniclaes et al., 2001; Serniclaes & 

Sprenger-Charolles, 2003; Serniclaes & Noordenbos, 2015; Vandermosten et al., 2010). On 

the one hand, studies show that (subgroups of) people with dyslexia perform more poorly 

than controls on tasks measuring CP (e.g. Vandermosten et al., 2010; Manis et al., 1997; 

Hazan et al., 2009; Messaoud-Galusi et al., 2011; Maassen et al., 2001). These outcomes 

indicate poor readers to have a diminished ability to categorize and discriminate between 

phonemes, indicating poorer speech perception. This is reflected in lower discrimination- 

and identification scores. On the other hand, some studies demonstrate people with dyslexia 

to have better discrimination of within-category phonemes. They perceive within-category 

tokens as isolated phonemes instead of generalizing them to one phonemic category  – 

which is not useful to the listener, since within-category differences are not phonemic in 

nature. This phenomenon, allophonic perception, is shown through good discrimination and 

shallow identification functions (e.g. Bogliotti et al., 2008; Noordenbos et al., 2012a; 

Serniclaes et al., 2001; Serniclaes et al., 2004; Serniclaes & Sprenger-Charolles, 2003).  

 

The evidence regarding the role of a CP deficit in the cascade of problems from speech 

perception to phonology to reading has been inconclusive. Importantly, in order for a 

cascade to be present, a relation between CP and reading is a prerequisite. Though 

correlations between CP and reading (Maassen et al., 2001) have been found, the observed 

deficits in CP in participants with dyslexia differ across studies (e.g. Hazan et al., 2009; 

Messaoud-Galusi et al., 2011; Noordenbos & Serniclaes, 2015). Defining the relation 
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between CP and reading is therefore challenging. Furthermore, a cascade from CP to 

phonological processing needs to be attested. Although correlations between CP and PA 

have been found (Noordenbos et al., 2012a; Boets, Wouters, Van Wieringen, & Ghesquière, 

2007; Boets et al., 2011; Hazan et al., 2009; Messaoud-Galusi et al., 2011), results are 

inconsistent, as in some studies, correlations were absent (Blomert & Mitterer, 2004; Ramus 

et al., 2003; Serniclaes et al., 2004). Relations between CP and NWR have, to our 

knowledge, not been addressed. Neither have relations between CP and RAN. These are 

perhaps less expected given RAN’s reliance on fast retrieval, which is not necessarily an 

aspect targeted by CP. In the current study, the possible cascade from CP to phonology to 

reading was investigated on the three dimensions of phonological processing previously 

specified: PA, NWR, and RAN. All three of these contribute toward the phonological deficit, 

and, because of the great variability in underlying deficits in speech- and phonological 

processing displayed by children with dyslexia, it is of interest to investigate their 

individual contribution to reading outcomes (e.g. Ramus et al., 2003). In exploring whether 

deficits in CP are associated with reading problems, it is also of interest to address the role 

of CP and phonological processing in the context of familial risk (FR). Dyslexia is a highly 

heritable disorder (for a review see Carrion-Castillo, Franke, & Fisher, 2013); children of 

dyslexic parents have a higher risk of developing (severe) literacy difficulties than children 

of parents without reading problems (Snowling & Melby-Lervåg, 2016; Lyytinen et al., 

2004; Snowling et al., 2003; Van Bergen, de Jong, Plakas, Maassen, & Van der Leij, 2012). 

Whether children at FR of dyslexia indeed succumb to literacy difficulties depends on the 

presence of and interaction between multiple genetic and cognitive risk and protective 

factors (Pennington, 2006). FR-dyslexic (FRD) children often possess multiple risk factors 

of which poor speech perception might be one. In case CP deficits are related to reading 

problems it is expected that a CP deficit shows specifically in FR children with dyslexia but 

not in non-dyslexic FR children (FRND). However, FRND children may still show 

subclinical deficits. This point has been exemplified by studies assessing phonological 

processing in the context of FR. It has been found that FRND children outperform FRD 

children on tasks that measure PA, but perform worse than control children (de Bree, 

Wijnen, & Gerrits, 2010; Boets et al., 2007; Moll et al., 2013; Van Bergen et al., 2012; 

Snowling, Gallagher, & Frith, 2003; Van Bergen, de Jong, Maassen, & Van der Leij, 2014). 

Such stepwise patterns are also observed on NWR (De Bree et al., 2010; Melby-Lervåg & 

Lervåg, 2012; Moll, Loff, & Snowling, 2013). RAN seems to play a different role. Studies 

investigating RAN have shown that it is not impaired in FRND children (e.g. Moll et al., 

2013; Torppa, Eklund, Van Bergen, & Lyytinen, 2015; Van Bergen et al., 2012) and is one of 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10888438.2012.736439#CIT0054
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the main predictors for literacy outcomes past age 6 (Thompson, Hulme, Nash, Gooch, 

Hayiou-Thomas, & Snowling, 2015). The observed differences between FRND and FRD 

children may stem from the fact that RAN taps mechanisms similar to the ones needed for 

fluent reading. Hence, being good at rapid naming might protect against reading difficulty. 

However, the difference may also stem from the fact that RAN could be considered a 

microcosm of reading, since it is reliant on speed as well as accuracy (Norton & Wolff, 

2012), and therefore may even reflect actual reading ability. Based on these studies, it can be 

stated that deficits in PA and NWR are factors that are associated with familial risk status, 

whereas RAN is a factor associated with reading status. It must be noted, however, that the 

presence of stepwise patterns may depend on age and native tongue, as a stepwise pattern 

for PA was not found in 11-year old Dutch children (Hakvoort, Van der Leij, Maurits, 

Maassen, & Van Zuijen; 2015). In the latter study, only FRD children showed deficits in PA, 

i.e., it was associated with reading status.  

 

Previous studies have addressed the role of CP as a possible risk factor for dyslexia, by 

examining FR populations in a pre-reading stage (e.g. Boets et al., 2011; Gerrits & de Bree, 

2009; Noordenbos et al., 2012a). Gerrits and De Bree (2009) showed that 3-year-old FR 

children as a group were less consistent in labelling presented phonemes on a continuum 

from /p/ to /k/, but not all FR children displayed a deficit in CP. Boets et al. (2011) found a 

marginally significant difference on a CP task in favor of the control group at pre-reading 

age. Analyses on individual participants showed a subgroup of FR children to have 

diminished CP. Noordenbos et al. (2012a) suggest allophonic perception to be present in FR 

children in kindergarten, but to disappear after a year of formal reading instruction. 

Findings from Noordenbos, Segers, Serniclaes, Mitterer, and Verhoeven (2012b), however, 

suggest that allophonic perception in dyslexia is still visible on a neural level after reading 

onset. Similar patterns were found in a study investigating the sensitivity to grammatical 

violations in dyslexia, where participants with dyslexia performed at ceiling in a behavioral 

task, but still showed diminished neural responses compared to the control group (Rispens, 

Been, & Zwarts, 2006). This implies that, while differences between groups might not be 

observable on a behavioral level, different neural responses might still be present.    

 

Taken together, results of these studies suggest that not all FR children have a (long-

lasting) deficit in CP that is measurable on a behavioral level. However, these studies did 

not investigate which FR children ultimately became poor readers. It is possible that CP 

problems, like problems in RAN, ultimately only surface in FRD children, in which case 
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deficits in speech perception are associated with reading status. Alternatively, FRND 

children may show subclinical CP deficits similar to the ones observed in phonological 

processing measures NWR, and sometimes PA, in which case a CP deficit is associated with 

familial risk status.  

 

Previous research has indicated the presence of attention deficits (e.g. Moll, Göbel, Gooch, 

Landerl, & Snowling, 2014; Breier et al., 2001) and poorer executive functions in dyslexia 

(e.g. Helland & Asbjørnsen, 2000). For example, Moll et al. (2014) have shown verbal 

memory skills and processing speed in poor readers to vary as a function of varying 

attentional skills. Given the complex nature of psychophysical tasks such as CP 

identification and discrimination tasks, it is not unlikely that behavioral CP outcomes might 

be the result of underlying deficits in attention. It might even (partly) explain the large 

variety of findings. Yet, no studies to date have, to our knowledge, assessed the influence of 

attention on CP performance. Investigating the role of attention in this context is therefore 

of interest to the current study.   

 

Current study 

 

The goal of the current study is to investigate the cognitive underpinnings of dyslexia by 

examining whether there is a relation between speech perception and reading fluency in a 

sample of Dutch 9-year old control, FRND and FRD children who took part in the 

longitudinal Dutch Dyslexia Programme (Van der Leij et al., 2013). If CP is associated with 

reading it is hypothesized that 1) CP is related to reading status and not to FR status and 2) 

that there is a cascading relation from speech through phonological processing to reading. 

Moreover, it is expected that both steps in the cascade behave the same, i.e., if CP relates to 

reading status, phonological processing will also relate to reading status. If these 

expectations hold it would provide substantial evidence for CP to be at the basis of reading 

fluency.  

 

CP performance is measured through accuracy as well as RT. The cascading relation 

between CP and the three dimensions of phonological processing and reading are here 

addressed through correlation- and regression analyses. In order to determine whether CP 

and phonological processing are factors associated with reading or FR-status, a comparison 

is made between FRND, FRD, and control children. Furthermore, to rule out an alternative 

explanation, an additional measure was taken into account: sustained attention (SA). In 
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order to avoid confounding effects of SA on CP outcomes, SA was included as a covariate in 

our analyses. 

 

Methods 

Participants  

 

A sample of 136 children was included, comprising a sub-sample of children who 

participated in the Dutch Dyslexia Programme (DDP; Van der Leij et al., 2013) from birth 

onwards. All children that had taken part in the measurements in Grade 2, Grade 3, and 

Grade 6, and completed all tasks reported in this study were included in our sample. A child 

was assigned to the FR group if (one of the) parents were dyslexic (Hakvoort et al., 2015). 

Parents were presented with Dutch norm-referenced tests for word- and pseudoword 

reading in order to assess their reading fluency (see Materials). A parent was a poor reader 

if he or she scored below the 15th percentile on either test and below the 50th on the other, 

or below the 20th percentile on both tests.  

 

In order to be assigned to the FRD group, FR children had to 1) perform poorly on a word- 

and pseudoword reading test in Grade 6 (i.e., approximately age 12) and 2) have performed 

poorly on these tasks at least on one out of the two times these tasks were administered 

earlier (i.e., end of Grade 2 and Grade 3). Poor performance was defined as a score below the 

10th percentile on either the word or pseudoword reading test and below the 40th 

percentile on the other, or below the 25th percentile on both tests. These criteria were 

considered strict enough to ensure a severe and persistent deficit in word reading fluency. 

 

Background characteristics on reading fluency, verbal and nonverbal IQ and SA results are 

displayed per group in Table 1.  

 

Control and FRND children (fluent readers) differed significantly from the FRD group on 

all reading fluency tasks. Groups did not differ on nonverbal and verbal IQ. A significant 

main effect of group was found for SA. However, Bonferroni-post hoc tests yielded only 

marginally significant differences between C and FRD children (p = .061) and between 

FRND and FRD children (p = .072).  

  



 

 

 

 Table 1  

Background Variables per Group and Statistical Group Comparisons 

 Controls  

(n = 49) 

 FRND  

(n = 41) 

 FRD 

(n = 37) 

   Cohen’s d 

Variable M (SD)  M (SD)  M (SD)  F(2,124)  C-FRND  C-FRD  FRND-FRD 

Age (months) 96.65 (5.08)a  97.73 (4.27)a  97.38 (5.02)a  .59  -0.23  -0.14  0.08 

WRF Grade 2 69.78 (16.74)a  68.59 (18.82)a  31.43 (12.57)b  69.81***  0.07  2.59  2.32 

PWF Grade 2 38.94 (11.57)a  38.76 (12.50)a  16.62 (6.53)b  56.54***  0.01  2.38  2.22 

WRF Grade 3 60.98 (11.02)a  58.83 (13.62)a  34.24 (10.60)b  62.80***  0.17  2.47  2.01 

PWF Grade 3 46.10 (14.04)a  43.56 (13.96)a  20.78 (7.09)b  50.24***  0.18  2.27  2.06 

WRF Grade 6 80.27 (12.12)a  80.29 (11.68)a  56.29 (10.99)b  55.57***  -0.001  2.07  2.12 

PWF Grade 6 71.12 (13.38)a  69.51 (14.42)a  40.76 (9.81)b  70.26***  0.12  2.59  2.33 

Nonverbal IQ 40.25 (10.69)a  44.41 (11.13)a  41.05 (9.03)a  1.94  -0.38   -0.08  0.33 

Verbal IQ 31.90 (5.26)a  32.66 (5.94)a  29.89 (4.66)a  2.78  -0.14  0.40  0.52 

SA 4.00 (.57)a  4.01 (.67)a  3.69 (.62)a  3.48*  -0.02  0.52  0.50 

Note.  C = controls FRND = familial risk non-dyslexic children, FRD = familial risk dyslexic children, WRF = word reading fluency PWF = pseudoword reading fluency, SA = 
sustained attention. Group differences were attested using ANOVAs with Bonferroni post hoc comparisons. Shared subscripts indicate no significant difference. *** = p < 
.001. * = p < .05.  
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 Materials 

Word-reading fluency. Word reading fluency (WRF) was measured by the “Een-minuut-

test” (one minute test; Brus & Voeten, 1973) in parents and in children in Grade 3 and in 

Grade 6. In Grade 2, it was measured by the second list of the “Drie Minuten Toets” (three 

minutes test; Verhoeven, 1995). The one minute test consists of a list of 116 mono- and 

polysyllabic words, increasing in difficulty. The administered list of the three minutes test 

consists of 150 monosyllabic words. The score was the number of words read correctly in 

one minute for both tests. Standardized scores were used for the categorization of 

participants (see Participants section). 

 

Pseudoword-reading fluency. The Dutch norm-referenced task De Klepel (Van den Bos, 

Lutje Spelberg, Scheepstra, & De Vries, 1994) measured pseudoword-reading fluency 

(PWF) in parents and children. It was administered in Grade 2, 3 and 6. It consists of a list 

of 116 mono- and polysyllabic pseudowords. The score was the number of words read 

correctly within two minutes. Standardized scores were used for the categorization of 

participants. 

 

Phonological awareness. PA was assessed in Grade 3 and Grade 6 using a phoneme 

deletion task (De Jong & Van der Leij, 2003). In Grade 3, the task consisted of three parts 

and answers were given orally. The first part consisted of 9 monosyllabic pseudowords (e.g. 

deleting /t/ from tral), and the second part consisted of 9 bisyllabic pseudowords (e.g. 

deleting /l/ from memslos). Children were asked to delete one consonant phoneme. During 

the third part, children were presented with 9 bisyllabic pseudowords. The consonant they 

were asked to delete occurred twice (e.g. deleting /g/ from gepgral). When six consecutive 

items were answered incorrectly in the first, or three in the second part, the test ended. The 

score on this task was the total number of items correct. The maximum score was 27. 

 

In Grade 6, the test was computerized and shortened. Each of the three parts now consisted 

of four items. Two practice items preceded the first and third parts of the test. The score on 

this task was the total number of items correct. The maximum score was 12. For the 

purpose of comparing scores on both PA tasks, scores were transformed to percentage 

correct.  
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Rapid automatized naming. RAN in Grade 3 was assessed using a digit-naming task. 

Children were asked to name a total of 50 digits as quickly and as accurately as possible. 

The digits included on the list were 2, 4, 5, 8, and 9. They were presented in five columns of 

ten digits each. Time in seconds and errors were recorded. These were used to calculate the 

total number of digits read correctly within one minute. 

 

Nonword repetition. NWR is used as a measure of VSTM, and was measured in Grade 3. 

Children were asked to listen to 36 nonwords. They had to repeat each item as accurately as 

possible. The nonwords consisted of at least 3 (e.g. kummigar) and at most 5 syllables (e.g. 

nammonnniffumnem) and were presented in a fixed order. The score was the total number of 

words repeated correctly (Scheltinga, Van der Leij, & Struiksma, 2010). 

 

Categorical perception. CP in Grade 3 was measured using a 10-step continuum of stimuli 

ranging from /bAk/ ‘bak’ [container] to / dAk/ ‘dak’ [roof]. The stimuli were recorded by 

a female native speaker of Dutch. In order to create the steps within the continuum, the 

second formant was manipulated using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 1996). For a more 

detailed description of the phoneme manipulation and intermittent steps, see Van Beinum, 

Schwippert, Been, Van Leeuwen, and Kuijpers (2005). Two tasks were administered using 

these stimuli; a discrimination task and an identification task.  

 

The identification task required children to identify one stimulus from the continuum that 

was presented to them as /bAk/ or /dAk/, by pressing a button that corresponded to an 

image of a box and one of a roof. In total, participants completed 20 trials. Each step of the 

continuum was presented twice. Both accuracy and RT were recorded.   

 

In the discrimination task, children were presented with two words from the continuum 

(either always 3 steps apart [called different trials, e.g., from step 7 to step 10], or identical 

[called same trials, e.g., two times step 1]) via a computer. They had to indicate whether 

these two stimuli were the same or different, by pressing the corresponding button. Both 

accuracy and RT were recorded. Pairs were presented randomly in a non-adaptive design. 

In total, participants completed 48 trials, 20 of which were same trials, and 28 were different 

trials. Each pair of different trials was presented 4 times (7 contrasts, stimuli from steps 1-4, 

2-5, 3-6, 4-7, 5-8, 6-9, and 7-10 of the continuum). The proportion of accurate responses on 

different trials (i.e. the percentage of times participants answered “different” on trials like 1-

4, 4-1) and times that participants answered “same” on trials that consisted of identical 
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stimuli (e.g. 1-1, 4-4) per stimulus pair was calculated, in this manner accounting for 

response bias, which is the tendency to favor one response over the other (e.g. Bogliotti et 

al., 2008; Wood, 1976). For RT, categories were created following the same procedure, but 

additionally split into RTs for items that were correct versus items that were not.   

 

On the endpoint trials (1 and 7), a lower percentage of accurate responses is reflective of a 

better performance, since these trials are within-category. Control children are ideally 

expected to identify them as being the same, resulting in a lower percentage of “different” 

answers. Thus, for the purpose of comparing performance on within-category and between-

category items, the percentages obtained on contrasts 1 and 7 were averaged to form a 

Within Phoneme Category score, and items on contrasts 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 were averaged to 

form a Between Phoneme Category score (Messaoud-Galusi et al., 2011). The choice for 

these categories was supported by carrying out a mixed design repeated measures 

ANCOVA on the identification data of the control group, with within subject factor 

percentage bak answers per Stimulus type (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 and 10) and SA as a covariate. A 

significant main effect for Stimulus type was found, F(5.92, 278.61) = 3.07, p = .006. Post 

hoc comparisons revealed stimuli 1 and 4 to not differ from each other significantly. Both 

yielded a similar amount of bak classifications. The same held true for stimuli 7 and 10.  

 

Sustained attention. In order to address the possible influence of sustained attention (SA) 

on CP, a continuous performance task was administered in Grade 3. Children completed 4 

blocks each containing 100 trials, comprising a total of 400 trials. Each trial was presented 

for 150 ms, at a slow pace with an ISI of 1650 ms. The task took approximately 15 minutes. 

The assignment throughout the task was to press the spacebar when an X was preceded by 

an O (Go condition). Individual O’s and X’s were also presented to measure response 

inhibition (No go condition). Other letters in the task served as distractors. Accuracy and 

reaction times were recorded on both target trials and trials that could elicit false alarms 

(isolated O’s, targets immediately following isolated O’s, and isolated X’s). Scores on the 

continuous performance task were determined as follows. First, the total number of hits (Go 

trials) and false alarms (NoGo trials) were calculated. These were transformed into 

proportional values and standardized using a z-transform. The standardized proportion of 

false alarms on NoGo trials was subtracted from the standardized proportion of hits on Go 

Trials in order to calculate d-prime.   
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Nonverbal IQ. To measure nonverbal IQ in Grade 3, the Block Design subtest of the 

WISC III (Wechsler, 2005) was used and administered following the manual. The reliability 

of this test in Grade 3 is α .79. 

 

Verbal IQ. To measure vocabulary in Grade 3, the Vocabulary subtest of the WISC III was 

used (Wechsler, 2005). It was administered following the manual. The reliability of this test 

in Grade 3 is α .80. 

 

Procedure  

 

All children were tested by a trained research assistant in a quiet room at the university lab. 

The tests described above were part of a larger battery that was administered in Grade 3. 

Tests were administered in a fixed order. The session took approximately two hours, with 

breaks in between. Children were given a small present once the session was finished.  

 

Analyses 

 

In order to assess whether CP and phonology relate to reading- or familial risk status, 

group differences on CP and phonological tasks were addressed by means of ANOVAs. On 

the background measures, effect sizes were addressed using Cohen’s d, where effects around 

.20 are regarded as small, between .30 and .50 as moderate, and above .50 as large (Cohen, 

1988). Regression analyses were carried out to investigate whether familial risk- or reading 

status significantly predict outcomes on CP and phonology tasks.   

 

To explore a possible cascading relation between CP and phonology and reading, 

correlations between CP, phonological tasks and reading were run, where correlations 

below .30 are regarded as weak, around .50 as moderate, and around .70 as strong. 

Additionally, regression and mediation analyses were run to address the role of CP and 

phonology as predictors of reading outcome.  
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Results 

Data screening  

 

Prior to analysis, data were screened. For CP, children’s reaction times and corresponding 

responses on individual trials were coded as missing if latencies were more than three 

standard deviations from a participant’s mean. Data were screened for multivariate and 

univariate outliers on the dependent variables NWR, PA, and RAN, general outcome 

measures of the CP task (mean reaction time in the Identification task, total number of items 

correct in the Identification task, mean reaction time in the Discrimination task and total 

number of items correct in the Discrimination task), and SA. Three multivariate outliers 

were found and removed. These children belonged to the FRD group. Additionally, six 

univariate outliers (four FRD and two FRND) were identified based on z-transformed 

scores of the dependent variables and CPT (i.e., scores exceeding -3.29 or +3.29) and 

excluded from the analysis. The final sample consisted of data of 127 children, of which 49 C 

children, 41 FRND children and 37 FRD children. 

 

Categorical perception 

 

Discrimination task. The mean proportion of different responses on within-phoneme- 

category contrast (1 and 7) and the mean proportion of different responses on between- 

phoneme-category contrasts (2, 3, 4, 5, and 6) were entered into a mixed design repeated 

measures ANCOVA with within-subjects factor Category (within, between), between 

subject factor Group (C, FRND and FRD) and SA as a covariate. Greenhouse-Geisser 

corrections were applied when necessary.  

 

Results are displayed in Figure 1. A main effect was found for Category F(1,123) = 6.76, p = 

.01. Overall, while controlling for response bias, between category items yielded a larger 

mean percentage of different responses (61.57%) compared to within category items 

(50.64%). Within-category tokens were thus less often regarded as being different from each 

other. No effects of the covariate were found, and no main effect for Group. Yet, an 

interaction between Category and Group was present F(2,123) = 8.41, p < .001. Control and 

FRND children showed a lower percentage of different responses on within-category trials 

(47.74% and 49.85%, respectively) compared to FRD children (55.24%, p < .001 and p = 
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.015, respectively). No differences were found between control and FRND children. No 

differences were found on the between-category trials. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Percentage of different responses for within- and between category items 

 

For the analysis of the reaction times, a mixed design repeated measures ANCOVA was run 

on the mean RT in milliseconds of all different- and same responses on the within-phoneme 

and between-phoneme-category different trials, with within-subjects factor Category 

(within, between), Different (Yes, No), between subject factor Group (Control children, 

FRND and FRD), and SA as a covariate. An overview of RT outcomes per stimulus 

category is available in Table 2. The analysis yielded a main effect of Different, F(1,123) = 

28.74, p < .001: items that were answered to with same were responded to more slowly, 

compared to items that were answered to with different. No further main- or interaction 

effects were found.  

 

Identification task. To address correct identification of bak on each step of the continuum, 

all answers were first transformed into percentage bak answers per stimulus type (trial 1 to 

10), allowing identification curves to be plotted. They are displayed in Figure 2 and reflect 

the percentage of trials that participants identified as bak for each Stimulus type on the 

continuum. To assess differences in identification slope values, participants’ data were fitted 

to a sigmoid curve using a logistic function (cf. Medina, Hooghorst, Bogliotti, & Serniclaes,  
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 Table 2  

Descriptive Statistics (Mean,SD) for the RT data on the CP Discrimination Task 

  Within-Phoneme Category  Between-Phoneme Category 

  Different 

 

 Same 

 

 Different 

 

 Same 

 

Group  M (SD)  M (SD)  M (SD)  M (SD) 

C (n = 49)  853.45 (124.86)  1125.51 (132.93)  865.28 (70.96)  1207.03(105.89) 

FRND (n = 41)  862.74 (121.03)  1168.34 (147.74)  896.61 (89.72)  1234.46 (121.97) 

FRD  (n = 37) 

 

 909.43 (227.35)  1152.34 (122.65)  907.35 (143.57)  1194.61 (78.36) 

Note., C = controls, FRND = familial risk nondyslexic, FRD = familial risk dyslexic, Different = trials answered with different,  Same = trials answered with same. 
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 2010). A univariate ANOVA with dependent variable slope, independent variable Group 

(Control, FRND, FRD) and SA as a covariate yielded no significant effects, indicating that 

the identification curves of each group were equally steep (total M(SD) = -.78(.19)) and that 

attention did not influence the outcomes. To assess differences in classification on endpoint 

trials, a mixed design repeated measures ANCOVA with within subject factor percentage 

bak answers per Stimulus type (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 and 10), between subjects factor Group 

(Control vs FRND vs FRD), and SA as a covariate was carried out. As expected, based on 

the absence of a difference in slope, this analysis revealed no significant main effect for 

Group or Group*Stimulus type interaction, indicating stimuli were not identified differently 

between groups. Post hoc comparisons revealed Stimulus types 1 through 3 to yield 

significantly higher percentages of bak classifications than Stimulus types 4 to 10 (all p < 

.001), and Stimulus types 7 through 10 to yield a significantly lower percentage of bak 

classifications compared to Stimulus types 1 through 6 (all p < .001).  

 
Figure 2. Percentage of times that participants have identified a stimulus as /bak/ 

Next, a mixed design repeated measures ANCOVA was run on the RTs with within 

subjects factor Stimulus type (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10), between subjects factor Group (Control 

vs FRND and FRD) and SA as a covariate. No main effects or interactions were found, 

indicating that the participants did not differ in how fast they answered in response to each 

stimulus in the identification task F(2,123) = 1.67, p = .19. 

 

In sum, whereas all groups are equally apt at identification of stimuli in the identification 

task, the control and FRND children perform more poorly at distinguishing within-

category items than the FRD group. 
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Phonology  

Group means and standard deviations on the percentage of items answered correctly on the 

PA tasks in Grade 3 and 6, the accuracy scores on NWR, and scores on RAN in Grade 3 

were assessed using ANOVAs with post-hoc Bonferroni tests. Fluently reading children 

with and without FR outperformed FRD children on all phonological processing tasks, both 

in Grade 3 and in Grade 6. Results are displayed in Table 3. 

Categorical perception, phonology, and familial risk versus reading 

To investigate the relation between CP and phonological processing to familial risk versus 

reading, reading status and FR status were used as predictors for performance on CP- and 

phonological tasks in complimentary regression analyses. Regression analyses were run 

with the mean percentage of “different” responses per category (within-phoneme-category, 

and between-phoneme-category) on the discrimination task and phonological processing 

measures (PA, NWR, and RAN) as dependent variables and familial risk status and dyslexia 

status as predictors. To this end, dummy variables were created, indicative of the reading 

status (0 for average readers, 1 for dyslexia) and the FR status of the child (0 for controls, 1 

for FR children). For all dependent variables, FR status was entered in step 1 (Model 1) and 

dyslexia status was added in step 2 (Model 2) (e.g. Moll et al., 2013). The results (Table 4) 

suggest that performance on within category items on the discrimination task is 

significantly predicted by dyslexia status, as well as performance on PA, NWR, and RAN. 

Performance on between-category items is not related to reading or FR status.  

 

Investigating the relation between CP, phonology and reading 

Correlations. Correlations were calculated between all reading-, phonological-, CP 

measures and SA. Additionally, partial correlations were calculated between all reading-, 

phonological- and CP measures in order to control for sustained attention (see Table 5). 

Differences between these two types of correlational analyses were small.  

 

With respect to the relation between CP and phonological processing, significant weak 

negative correlations were obtained between the accuracy on CP Discrimination within-

category items rapid naming. This indicates that lower scores on within-category accuracy 

relate to a higher number of correctly named digits per minute. At first sight, no significant  



 

 

 

Table 3  

Descriptive Statistics for all Phonological Processing Measures and Statistical Group Comparison Outcomes 

 

 

 
C  

(n = 49) 

 
FRND 

(n = 41) 

 
FRD  

(n = 37) 

 
F(2,124) 

 
Cohen’s d 

Task  M (SD)  M (SD)  M (SD)    C-FRND  C-FRD  FRND-FRD 

PA grade 3  74.15 (14.88)a  70.73 (18.64)a  48.05 (17.42)b  28.07***  .20  1.61  1.26 

PA grade 6  88.95 (11.71)a  84.96 (11.82)a  71.85 (18.04)b  16.82***  .34  1.12  .86 

NWR grade 3  17.24 (4.74)a  15.68 (5.54)a  12.38 (4.57)b  10.29***  .30  1.04  .65 

RAN grade 3  112.18 (20.41)a  115.76 (24.13) a  96.14 (19.35)b  9.26***  -.16  .80  .90 

Note. C = control children, FRND = familial risk non-dyslexic children, FRD = familial risk dyslexic children. PA = phonological awareness [percentage correct], NWR = 
nonword repetition, RAN = rapid automatized naming [items/minute]. All values are given as Mean (standard deviation). Group differences were attested using ANOVAs. 
Shared subscripts are indicative of no significant difference. Significant main effects are all p < .01. 

  



 

 

 

Table 4  

Outcomes of Linear Regression Analyses with Dependent Variables PA, NWR, RAN, and CP 

  PA  NWR  RAN  CP Within  CP Between 

Predictor  ΔR
2
 β   ΔR

2
 β   ΔR

2
 β   ΔR

2
 β  ΔR

2
 β  

Step 1   .12***   .08***   .02   .05*   .03  

 FR   -.34***   -.28***   .14  . . 22*   -.16 

Step 2   .19***   .06**   .09***   .04*   .004  

 FR   -.08   -.14   -.04   .10   -.20 

 Dys   -.51***   -.28**   .36***   .20*   .07 

Note. PA = phonological awareness, NWR = nonword repetition, RAN = rapid automatized naming, CP Within = categorical perception, discrimination task within-category, 
CP Between = categorical perception discrimination task between-category. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001



 

 

 

Table 5  

 

Correlations between WRF, PWF, CP- and Phonological Processing Measures while Controlling for SA (below diagonal) and without 

Controlling for SA (above diagonal).  

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 

1.WRF grade 3  .84*** .43*** .60*** .37*** -.24** -.07 -.13 -.25** -.13 -.26** .23* 

2.PWF grade 3 .83***  .35*** .63*** .30*** -.18* -.07 -.17 -.16 -.07 -.18* .20* 

3.RAN grade 3 .42*** .34***  .19* .01 -.28*** -.16 -.13 -.20* -.15 -.20* .09 

4.PA grade 3 .57*** .61*** .17*  .46*** -.16 .005 -.08 -.05 -.07 -.07 .26** 

5.NWR grade 3 .37*** .29*** .01 .46***  -.07 .13 -.05 -.17 -.17 -.17 .07 

6.CP Within -.28** -.21* -.30*** -.20* -.08  -.30** -.07 .02 .24** .21* .13 

7.CP Between -.09 -.09 -.17 -.02 .13 -.29***  -.04 .13 .21* .20* .07 

8.CP Within RT -.16 -.19* -.14 -.11 -.06 -.06 -.05  .36*** -.11 .39*** .07 

9.CP Between RT -.27** -.18* -.20* -.07 -.18* .009 .13 .36***  -.12 .39*** .08 

10.CP Ident Slopes -.12 -.06 -.15 -.05 -.16 .23** -.21* -.11 -.12  -.23** .09 

11. CP Ident RT -.28** -.19* -.20* -.09 -.17 .21* .19* .39*** .39*** -.23**  .03 

12. SA - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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correlations were found between CP within-category items and PA or NWR. However, 

when controlling for SA, a weak negative correlation was found between within-category 

items and PA. A weak negative correlation was present between within-category and word 

reading fluency, indicating lower scores on within-category accuracy relate to higher scores 

on word reading fluency. With regard to the relation between reading and phonological 

processing, significant moderate to strong positive correlations were observed between all 

phonological processing measures and reading. 

 

Regression analyses. Based on the correlation analyses, the relation between CP 

Discrimination within-category scores, phonology, and word reading fluency was further 

explored using a mediation analysis. We did not include SA in this model as this did not 

relate to CP.  

 

Conforming to step one of the mediation model (Baron & Kenny, 1986), three separate 

regression analyses were conducted in order to assess whether CP individually predicted 

PA, NWR, and RAN. As expected, based on the absence of correlations, CP did not 

significantly predict scores on NWR, hence no mediation was possible. Despite the presence 

of a weak correlation between CP and PA when controlling for SA, CP did not predict PA. 

Hence, no mediation was possible here, either. However, CP significantly predicted RAN (β 

= -.28, t(125) = -3.26, p < .001). In the second step, we found that CP also significantly 

predicted word reading (β = -.24, t(125) = -2.72, p  = .008). The third step of the mediation 

model, where both CP and RAN are entered as predictors for reading skill, revealed that 

only RAN significantly predicted Grade 3 reading skill (β = .39, t(125) = 4.68, p < .001). 

Direct effects of CP on reading thus disappeared when RAN was entered into the model, 

suggesting that effects of CP on reading are fully mediated by RAN. This was attested by a 

significant Sobel test (Baron & Kenny, 1986; z = -2.67, p = .007, see Figure 3).  

 

To be able to compare the role of CP within- versus between-category items, we also 

assessed whether the scores on between-category items could predict phonological skills 

and reading, using a mediation analysis. However, as expected, based on the correlations, 

this was not the case. Between-category scores predicted neither phonological nor reading 

skill, hence no mediation was possible.  
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Figure 3. Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between CP within-category scores and 
reading skill as mediated by RAN. The outcome in parentheses refers to the standardized regression coefficient 
for CP and reading when both CP and RAN were predictors in the model. 

 

Correlations were present between CP Discrimination within-category items accuracy and 

reading, and between all individual phonological processing measures and reading. In order 

to assess the individual contribution of each dimension of phonological processing (PA, 

RAN, and NWR) and CP to the variance in reading fluency separately, a hierarchical 

regression analysis was run. The dependent variable was WRF in Grade 3. SA was entered 

into the model as a control variable in Step 1. CP was added to the model in step 2, and 

RAN, NWR and PA were added in step 3. Results (Table 6) show that once PA, RAN, and 

NWR are entered into the model, CP ceases to predict WRF outcomes and that PA, RAN, 

and NWR are all individual predictors for reading skill.  

 

CP 

 

 

 

-.24** 

(-.13, n.s.) 

-.28*** .39*** 

RAN 

Reading 
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Table 6  

Hierarchical Regression Analyses with Dependent Variable WRF Grade 3 

Word reading Grade 3 

Predictor  ΔR
2
  β 

Step 1    .05*   

 SA    .23* 

Step 2   .07**   

 SA    .26** 

 CP    -.27** 

Step 3   .37***   

 SA    .09 

 CP    -.08 

 PA    .43*** 

 RAN    .31*** 

 NWR    .16* 

Total R
2
   .49***   

 
Note. SA = sustained attention, CP = Categorical Perception Discrimination task within-category scores, PA = 
phonological awareness, RAN = rapid automatized naming, NWR = nonword repetition. * p < .05, ** p < .01, 
*** p < .001 
 
 

Discussion 

This study aimed to gain more insight in the way in which categorical speech perception 

and phonological processing relate to dyslexia and familial risk. This was done by 

comparing FR children with and without dyslexia on categorical perception and 

phonological processing measures and by exploring whether a cascading relation between 

CP, phonology and reading could be found. Findings show that CP and phonological 

processing (PA, RAN and NWR) related to reading status. However, findings do not point 

towards a clear cascade from CP to phonological processing to reading: although there was 

a relation between all three dimensions of phonological processing and reading, we only 

found a predictive relation between CP and RAN. A predictive relationship between CP and 

PA and CP and NWR was absent.  

  

The role of CP as a factor that relates to reading status or to FR status was investigated by 

comparing the performance of 9 year-old Dutch FRD, FRND and control children on CP, 

PA, RAN, and NWR. CP results were not clear-cut. As opposed to previous findings 
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regarding reaction times on CP tasks (Pisoni & Tash, 1974; Poeppel et al., 2004; Van 

Beinum et al., 2005), no group differences were found on RT on the identification task. No 

differences in RT were found between within- and between-category performance on the 

discrimination task, either. On accuracy, no group differences on the identification task were 

found. On the accuracy measure of the discrimination task, however, significant differences 

were found between good readers (controls and FRND children) and FRD children. The 

group of FRD children was more sensitive to within-category contrasts, which is reflective 

of poorer CP. Groups performed equally well at discerning between-category contrasts. 

Poor CP performance on the discrimination task thus seems related to dyslexia, rather than 

to FR status.  

 

The CP results extend those of Boets et al. (2011) and Gerrits & De Bree (2009), whose 

studies showed poor CP performance for the FR group in a pre-reading stage. Our results 

suggests that poor CP performance extends into 3rd Grade, when children have already 

started to read, and becomes specific to poor readers. Our results are also in line with 

studies observing CP deficits in adults (see Noordenbos & Serniclaes, 2015). This contrasts 

with findings by Noordenbos et al. (2012a), who found that difficulties in CP at the 

behavioral level disappeared after a year of formal reading instruction (but see Noordenbos 

et al., 2012b). The outcome that within-category contrasts are better discerned by children 

with dyslexia are in line with e.g. Serniclaes et al. (2001), suggesting that within-category 

items are perceived as allophones of the same phoneme. Yet, because no differences between 

controls, FRD, and FRND children are found on the identification task, and because there 

were no differences between these groups on between-category items and on reaction times 

of within and between-category performance, our results do not fully support the allophonic 

perception theory.  

 

Moll and colleagues (2014) have previously shown children’s attention to relate to tasks 

tapping processing speed and verbal working memory. These findings were based on a 

parental questionnaire. In our study, we used an experimental task to measure sustained 

attention. SA was anticipated to relate to CP, as CP taps into processing speed. The 

relationship was, however, not attested, neither for RT nor on accuracy (cf. Breier et al., 

2001). This could be due to the design of our study (Protopapas, 2014): other studies have 

used adaptive CP designs, increasing task demands (e.g. Messaoud-Galusi et al., 2011) or 

have used more trials to determine CP performance, increasing task length (e.g. Van 
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Beinum et al., 2005). The fact that our task was non-adaptive, and contained few trials, 

might account for these different findings. 

 

Regarding the relation between reading and phonological processing, the results show that 

deficits in phonological processing relate to reading status. As expected, FRD children 

performed poorly on tasks tapping phonology. They were outperformed by both FRND and 

control children on all three dimensions: on PA, RAN, and NWR. FRND children did not 

perform more poorly than control children on tasks tapping phonology, in line with 

previous findings by Snowling, Gallagher and Frith (2003) and Snowling, Muter, and Caroll 

(2007). Often, however, a stepwise pattern in performance is found on phonological tasks, in 

which FRND children outperform FRD children, but perform more poorly compared to 

controls (e.g. Moll et al., 2013; Pennington & Lefly, 2001). This was also true for Dutch 

children in Grade 2 (Van Bergen et al., 2012). Similarly, De Bree et al. (2010) show that 

both poorly and averagely reading FR children perform more poorly on NWR than 

controls. Possibly, the absence of a difference between FRND and control children in our 

study is due to the declining predictive value of phonology for reading in Dutch as a 

function of age (De Jong & Van der Leij, 2003). This interpretation is further supported by 

our finding that differences in PA are not visible between controls and FRND children in 

Grade 6 either. Though a stepwise pattern is present in another DDP study at Grade 2 (van 

Bergen et al., 2012), it does not surface in later grades. However, differences in diagnostic 

criteria might explain the difference, since participants in the study by Van Bergen and 

colleagues were categorized on Grade 2 and 3 reading scores, only. In all, our results 

suggest that deficits in PA, RAN, and NWR at this point in development all relate directly 

to reading fluency, and thus, that they are factors related to reading status rather than to 

familial risk.  

 

To explore whether a cascading relation between CP, phonology and reading was present, 

correlation- and regression analyses were conducted. In line with the literature on 

phonology and dyslexia (e.g. Moll et al., 2013; Vellutino et al., 2004) and the group 

comparisons reported in this study, we found a clear association between phonology and 

reading, confirming the results from the group comparisons. Phonological skills 

significantly predicted reading skills. However, unexpectedly, given the previously reported 

relation between CP within-category discrimination scores and dyslexia, the relation 

between CP and phonological processing was not clear-cut. Relations between CP and 

NWR were absent, which does not align with the expectations of a cascade. We found a 
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weak correlation between CP and PA, in line with other studies that have reported relations 

between CP and PA (Noordenbos et al., 2012a; Boets et al., 2007; Hazan et al., 2009; 

Messaoud-Galusi et al., 2011). However, although a correlation was present, no clear 

evidence for a cascading relation from CP to PA to reading was found in a follow-up 

mediation analysis, since CP was not a significant predictor for PA.  

 

Surprisingly, correlations were found between CP within-category accuracy and RAN, 

where lower scores on within-category accuracy implicate a higher number of digits named 

per minute on RAN. To investigate the presence of a cascading relation between CP, RAN, 

and reading, a mediation analysis was carried out. The findings of the mediation analysis 

indicate that reading skill is significantly predicted by CP, but RAN fully mediates the 

effects of CP on reading (where the positive regression coefficient between RAN and 

reading shows that a higher number of digits named per minute is indicative of higher 

scores on word reading fluency). This mediation effect was surprising, as RAN does not 

specifically target phoneme representations but more so the automatic fast recall of these 

representations (Wolf et al., 2000). This could mean that reading performance is only 

affected by an impeded CP performance when a CP impediment co-occurs with an 

impediment in RAN. This suggests an additive dimension. Yet, our regression results 

suggest that poorer performances on RAN and CP are not additive, since CP does not 

predict reading skill any more as soon as RAN is entered into the model. Possibly, CP 

ceases to predict reading fluency when RAN is taken into account, due to the fact that RAN 

is reflective of reading in itself (Norton & Wolf, 2012). This might mean that good CP is not 

a prerequisite for reading fluency, despite the presence of a relation between the two. 

Alternatively, our mediation results may suggest that the underlying processes that 

determine performance on CP are most similar to those required for RAN. RAN tasks are 

timed, and in CP, stimuli are fleeting and require a fast reaction. Both tasks require fast 

access to representations stored in memory. Hence, both RAN and CP demand processing 

speed, which, in turn, has previously been shown to be a risk factor for poor reading skill 

(McGrath et al., 2011). The relation between RAN and CP within-category scores is 

difficult to interpret, nevertheless, and suggests that RAN and/or CP tap more processes 

that influence the task outcome than intended, which may signal a task impurity issue 

(Protopapas, 2014; Van der Sluis, De Jong, & Van der Leij, 2007).  

 

Our findings do not provide conclusive evidence for a cascade from speech perception to 

phonological processing to reading. It appears that CP, RAN, and reading skill are related, 
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but the relation between CP, PA, and reading, and CP, NWR and reading is less evident. In 

all, our findings fit with the multiple deficit model of dyslexia (Pennington, 2006), but not 

with the idea of a cascading relation between speech processing, phonology and reading. 

Risk factors assessed in the current study relate to one another and to reading, but they are 

not cascading per se. If anything, the different patterns of findings regarding the relation 

between CP and phonology stress the importance of addressing multiple dimensions of 

phonological skill in order to disentangle the relationship between CP and phonological 

processing and reading. It must be noted that we addressed concurrent, and not 

developmental, relationships. Had we explored cascading relations longitudinally, the 

possible influence of emerging literacy skill on the relation between CP and phonology 

could have been addressed. However, in a previous study that addressed the relation 

between CP and PA longitudinally, Boets et al. (2011) did not find strong evidence for 

either a persistent deficit in CP, or a cascading relation between CP, phonology and reading. 

Taking these results into consideration, it might just be possible that in Dutch speakers, the 

relation between CP, phonology and reading skill is not strong enough to surface 

persistently.  

 

To conclude, categorical speech perception seems to relate to reading fluency, since deficits 

in CP are found in FRD children only. Attenuated phonological skills also surface only in 

FRD children. PA, NWR, and RAN are thus factors that relate directly to reading status at 

age 9, and thus are important markers for dyslexia. Furthermore, no conclusive evidence 

was found for a cascade from speech perception, to phonology, to reading as CP did not 

relate to PA and NWR. CP related only to RAN, possibly because of speed demands in both 

tasks. Overall, our results suggest that a deficit in speech processing as measured by a 

categorical perception task is a factor that contributes to the manifestation of dyslexia. The 

evidence for a cascading relation between CP, phonology and reading, however, is limited. 
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Chapter 6 
 

 

General Discussion 
 
 

 

Whether or not dyslexia manifests itself depends on a great variety of factors. For a child, 

the risk of developing dyslexia greatly increases when one, or both parents are dyslexic 

(Carrion-Castillo et al., 2013). However, in children with a genetic risk, it is not clear which 

factors contribute to them eventually becoming dyslexic, or not. This thesis aimed to 

further our knowledge of factors that contribute to the manifestation of dyslexia, by 

examining familial risk (FR) children who did and did not become dyslexic. Auditory- and 

speech processing factors were the specific focus. The following paragraphs discuss the 

results of the neurophysiological studies on basic auditory processing and speech processing 

(Chapters 2 and 3). Following, results regarding lateralization of speech processing are 

examined (Chapters 3 and 4). Lastly, results regarding a possible cascading relation 

between speech processing, phonology, and reading are discussed (Chapter 5). 

 

Neurophysiological indices of basic auditory and speech processing 

 

In the study described in Chapter 2, basic auditory processing, specifically amplitude rise 

time (ART), was assessed in FR children with and without dyslexia. ART, frequency, and 

intensity (INT) processing were measured using event-related potentials (ERPs). ERP 

components of interest were the mismatch negativity (MMN) and the late discriminative 

negativity (LDN), both reflective of change detection (Cheour et al., 2001; Näätänen, 1995). 

LDN results indicated that all groups of children were sensitive to differences in ART. To 

frequency deviants, FR children showed an attenuated MMN compared to control children, 

but a normal LDN. Changes in INT were not detected by the auditory system of FR 
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children as indicated by an absence of MMN and LDN response. Control children, on the 

other hand, did have a significantly larger LDN to intensity than FR children. 

 

Our results regarding basic auditory processing diverge from previous studies. Remarkably, 

we did not observe any group differences on ART processing, while other ERP studies 

investigating ART processing found smaller LDN amplitudes at age 9 (Hämäläinen et al., 

2008) and smaller N1s (reflective of sensory processing; Hämäläinen et al., 2007) in poor 

readers. Behavioral findings point toward differences in ART processing between dyslexic 

and typical readers (e.g. Richardson et al, 2004; Goswami et al., 2002; Muneaux et al., 2004). 

In these studies, adaptive paradigms are frequently used that require a high cognitive load. 

It is thus likely that the task demands of these behavioral studies may have influenced the 

outcomes, especially given the comorbidity of attention problems in dyslexia (e.g. Moll et 

al., 2014). Since our study has measured basic auditory processing pre-attentively we do not 

have such a confound. Possibly, the different findings regarding ART processing are caused 

by the fact that other studies did not control for family risk for dyslexia. If ART processing 

deficits, or any type of deficit, is visible to an equal extent in FR children with and without 

dyslexia, then this deficit is not specific to the manifestation of reading problems. It is thus 

possible that not including FR children without dyslexia could have let to too strong 

conclusions regarding the relationship between ART processing deficits and reading 

problems. Regardless, our results suggest that there is no deficit at all in ART processing at 

age 11, irrespective of familial risk or reading status, and that a deficit in INT processing is 

related to familial risk status, not to reading fluency. When connecting these results to the 

main question of this thesis it appears that basic auditory processing problems are not 

crucial to the manifestation of reading problems.  

 

In the study described in Chapter 3, auditory speech processing was investigated in order to 

examine the influence of speech processing on the manifestation of reading problems. 

Children were presented with a natural speech vowel contrast (/a:/ vs. /o:/), and with 

words, specifically the verb zie (“see”) vs. its inflected form ziet (“sees”). These types of 

stimulus contrasts were used to assess the role of lexicality. Additionally, it enabled us to 

address lateralization of speech processing in dyslexia – as processing of inflected verbs is 

thought to lateralize more strongly than processing of vowels (Shtyrov et al., 2010; 

lateralization is further discussed in the next section). There was no difference between the 

LDN amplitude of vowels and words, indicating no effects of lexicality. However, overall 

smaller LDN amplitudes were observed for the FRD group compared to controls and 
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FRND children. Dyslexia status was predictive of a lower LDN amplitude when processing 

speech. Contrary to findings in the realm of basic auditory processing, results from this 

study tentatively suggest that attenuated speech processing is related to reading problems, 

not to familial risk.  

 

The findings of these two neurophysiological studies imply that processing ART does not 

relate to reading or FR, whereas processing of linguistic information like speech is deficient 

in FRD children only, irrespective of the lexicality of the stimulus. In light of previous DDP 

studies, these findings are of particular interest. Plakas et al. (2013) found ART processing 

to be impeded in 41-month-old children at FR for dyslexia. FRND as well as FRD children 

showed an attenuated sensitivity to changes in ART. From our results, it seems that FR 

children overcome this deficit as they grow older, since all groups of children were able to 

discern subtle differences in ART at age 11. The results of these two studies combined 

suggest different developmental trajectories for basic auditory processing in FR children 

compared to controls, resulting in a longer time needed to attain similar levels of 

processing. This would have to be confirmed by a longitudinal analysis. Note that ART 

processing, however, does at neither age relate to reading problems that dyslexic children 

have, since all children at familial risk display this pattern for ART processing.  

 

Regarding speech processing, our study corroborates previous DDP findings by Van Zuijen 

et al. (2013), who found electrophysiological evidence of speech processing to be impeded in 

2-month old FR infants who would later become dyslexic. Although we were not able to 

address auditory- and speech processing longitudinally in the same group of children, the 

findings of Van Zuijen et al. (2013) and Chapter 3 combined suggest that infant speech 

processing deficits are a precursor of reading problems, and that speech processing deficits 

are also present at the end of primary school in children who have dyslexia. Evidence from 

other studies shows that these neural deficits in speech perception in dyslexia even persist 

into adulthood (e.g. Schulte-Körne et al., 1998), although in the latter study differences 

between FRND and FRD groups were not assessed.  

 

Speech processing and hemispheric lateralization 

 

The studies in Chapters 3 and 4 investigated lateralization of speech processing, to examine 

whether atypical lateralization contributes to the manifestation of dyslexia. To shed more 

light on the contribution of lateralization of speech processing to reading problems, 
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lateralization of speech processing was investigated using ERPs and dichotic listening (DL). 

In our ERP study, we included an inflected verb in our stimuli, next to a simple vowel 

contrast, to be able to address the influence of lexicality on lateralization, since previous 

findings indicate inflected verbs to lateralize most strongly (Shtyrov & Pulvermüller, 2002). 

Chapter 4 addressed lateralization of speech processing behaviorally, using the DL method 

with speech stimuli in Grades 3 (digits) and 5/6 (CV syllables). The two time points allowed 

us to address lateralization of speech processing over time.  

 

Results from the ERP study in Chapter 3 suggest processing of speech to predominantly 

take place in the left hemisphere for FRD, FRND, and control children, as all groups have a 

dominant left hemisphere LDN. Contrary to previous findings (e.g. Shtyrov & 

Pulvermüller, 2002), a simple vowel contrast yielded similar results as a grammatically 

inflected word pair. Left lateralization was thus independent of stimulus lexicality. The ERP 

outcomes from Chapter 3 converge with the results in Chapter 4, that show no differential 

lateralization of speech processing in a DL paradigm. All groups of children show a right 

ear advantage, both in 3rd and 5th/6th Grade, implicating a dominant role for the LH in 

speech processing for all groups. Overall, our results show that more symmetrical 

lateralization of speech processing is not a factor that distinguishes poorly reading children 

from fluently reading children, and that it is not a characteristic of FR children, either. 

Reading problems cannot be ascribed to more symmetrical processing of speech. 

 

Interestingly, our DL results showed a reduced number of reports from the left ear in the 

FRD group, in line with findings by Moncrieff and Black (2008) and Morton and Siegel 

(1991). FRND and control children were significantly better at correctly reporting items 

from this ear. Therefore, a reduced left ear report is associated with reading skill. This 

possibly indicates an enlarged left laterality, which may stem from reduced right 

hemisphere activity. Results from the directed attention (DA) paradigm in Chapter 4 show 

that, despite an increase in the amount of left ear reports as a function of a left ear probe, 

FRD children always report less from their left ear compared to FRND and control 

children. In other words, when asked to focus on the left ear, the FRD group does not attain 

a similar amount of left ear reports compared to controls and FRND children either. These 

results tentatively suggest that the lower amount of left ear reports might stem from 

impediments in right hemisphere higher-level processes such as attention (Kershner & 

Morton, 1990). Previous work in fMRI in healthy adults has demonstrated the involvement 

of frontal right hemisphere networks in a DA-left condition, versus areas associated with 
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phonology in the LH in a DA-right condition (Jäncke & Shah, 2002). This suggests that 

different processing activity underlies the two different conditions. Whether the reduced left 

ear reports in poor readers indeed stem from lower activation of right hemisphere networks 

associated with attention, will have to be further explored by a DL study that incorporates 

neural and behavioral measures of DL as well as attention measures in a familial risk 

population. Nevertheless, our finding that overall, right ear reports are being made most 

often, shows that attentional control is not the only variable controlling right- or left ear 

responses. This is likely due to the LH dominance for processing speech, that results from a 

‘hard wired’ connection between the right auditory cortex and left hemispheric areas 

responsible for linguistic processing (Scott & Wise, 2004; Hugdahl et al., 1998). 

 

Although in line with the idea that in most individuals, speech processing is lateralized to 

the LH (Dehaene et al., 1997), generally, our results regarding lateralization do not 

converge with other ERP studies that found different patterns of activation in dyslexia (e.g., 

Lovio et al., 2010; Lyytinen et al., 2005) or with other neuroimaging results that have 

shown lesser activity in specific LH areas such as the visual word form area (e.g., 

McCandliss & Noble, 2003; Shaywitz et al., 1998) or more activity in RH areas in dyslexia 

(e.g., Sandak et al., 2004). Neuroimaging methods, however, allow for a more exact 

localization of activity, which facilitates better identification of lateralization differences. 

Neither scalp ERP measures nor dichotic listening are able to pinpoint the exact locus of 

activity, and are therefore less sensitive. In the current studies, possible differences in 

lateralization might have been overlooked. Though our findings clearly suggest differences 

in lateralization to be absent, neuroimaging studies using fMRI or DTI in conjunction with 

behavioral DL measures could shed further light on the role both hemispheres assume in 

speech processing in dyslexia.  

 

Speech perception and its relation to phonological processing and reading 

 

To deepen our understanding of the relations between speech processing, phonological 

processing, and reading, categorical perception (CP) of speech and its relation to 

phonological skills and reading were assessed in Chapter 5. The contribution of a deficit in 

CP to the manifestation of dyslexia was assessed, as well as the existence of a possible 

cascading relation from deficits in speech perception to phonology to reading.   
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We investigated CP in 3rd graders. Our results show that FRD children are better at 

perceiving within-category phonemes compared to good readers. This is indicative of poorer 

categorical perception, since differences between within-category tokens are not phonemic 

in nature and therefore, being able to perceive these differences is superfluous. These results 

suggest impaired CP to contribute to the manifestation of dyslexia. The results converged 

with, and extended findings of other studies that have observed CP impairments in young 

FR children at a pre-reading age (Boets et al., 2011; Gerrits & De Bree, 2009), showing that 

deficits in CP persist in FRD children after reading onset. Placing these results in the 

context of similar findings in adults with dyslexia (e.g. Messaoud-Galusi et al., 2011), this 

could mean that CP deficits exist throughout the lifespan.  

 

Chapter 5 also assessed the cascading relation between speech, phonology, and reading. In 

case problems in speech perception are at the root of phonological problems and reading, we 

expected deficits in CP as well as deficits in phonology to surface in the FRD group. We 

indeed observed such a pattern. In line with previous studies, problems in phonological 

processing skills such as phonological awareness (PA), rapid naming (RAN), and nonword 

repetition (NWR) proved to be specific to poor readers, underlining the importance of apt 

phonological skills in acquiring reading ability (e.g. Vellutino et al., 2004; Moll et al., 2013). 

Another prerequisite for a cascade to be present, was an observed relation between 

measures of CP and phonological processing and reading. Yet, CP did not predict NWR or 

PA, which was remarkable since we had expected to find relations between these variables. 

However, CP did significantly predict RAN and reading. Results of a mediation analysis 

indicated that the relation between CP and reading was fully mediated by RAN. CP thus 

ceases to predict reading skill when RAN is taken into account. Possibly, this is due to the 

fact that RAN builds on the same basic processes like reading, such as automaticity, and is 

therefore highly similar to reading in itself (Norton & Wolf, 2012). Another interpretation 

is that performance on RAN and CP is determined by similar underlying processes, such as 

processing speed, which has previously been related to reading skill (McGrath et al., 2011). 

Overall, due to the absence of relations between CP and two out of three measures of 

phonological processing, PA and NWR, the results of our CP study do not convincingly 

support the cascading theory.  

 

The other studies presented in this thesis do not provide clear evidence that a cascading 

relation between basic auditory or speech processing, phonology and reading is present 

either. In Chapter 2, firstly, the measure on which we thought to find differences between 
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good and poor readers, ART, did not yield any group differences. Secondly, ART MMN and 

LDN amplitudes did not correlate with behavioral measures of phonological processing or 

reading ability. Despite speech evoked LDN amplitude differences reported in Chapter 3 

between FRD children and good readers, an explorative analysis of correlations between 

speech processing LDN amplitudes, phonological skills and reading, showed no relation 

either (see Appendix). Chapter 4 results show that, despite differences between good and 

poor readers, correlations between the lateralization index of speech processing, 

phonological skills and reading in Chapter 4 are absent in Grade 5/6. In Grade 3, the 

lateralization index correlated with reading measures, but not with phonology. A study by 

Ramus and colleagues (2003), investigating the relation between auditory processing and 

phonology in dyslexic readers, demonstrated that relations between a general compound 

measure of auditory processing and phonology are present. However, despite the fact that 

this general measure of auditory processing did contribute to the variance in phonological 

tasks, no consistent relations were identified between individual auditory processing 

constructs (such as rapid auditory processing or speech processing) and phonological 

processing, as measured by RAN, NWR, and spoonerism tasks. The authors therefore 

concluded that some aspects of auditory processing might affect aspects of phonology more 

so, than others. Our findings are in support of this view, since they show that generally, the 

speech processing factors measured in our studies do not seem to act on phonology at all, 

except CP on RAN.  

 

The results of the studies in this thesis are in agreement regarding the role of phonology in 

reading. All chapters show phonological skills to be consistently impaired in the FRD 

group. Moreover, phonological skills correlate with word- and pseudoword reading fluency. 

These results are in line with the literature on phonology and dyslexia (e.g. Vellutino et al., 

2004; Moll et al., 2013), and underline the important link of phonological skills and reading. 

Overall, the presented studies do not find clear evidence for basic auditory processing and 

speech processing to be part of a cascade of problems, serving underlying processes that act 

on phonological processing (e.g. Tallal, 1980). This could mean that the level of 

phonological processing might thus be the lowest level at which deficits can occur that lead 

directly to reading problems. Any deficits observed in speech processing are possibly 

separate problems acting on reading processes. This idea fits nicely with the multiple deficit 

model for dyslexia, that points toward an interaction of several genetic, neural, cognitive, 

behavioral and environmental factors that together contribute to a reading problem 

(Pennington, 2006). In the context of the aim of this thesis, this means that pre-attentive 
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speech processing, CP, as well as a decreased left ear report in dichotic listening are factors 

that in their own way contribute to the manifestation of dyslexia, parallel to the ‘usual 

suspects’ RAN, PA, and NWR, where the relation between CP and reading is mediated by 

RAN. Deficits in basic auditory processing on the other hand, are characteristic of being at 

FR for dyslexia and not specifically related to reading fluency. In cases where deficits are 

present in all FR children, dyslexia might become manifest if these deficits co-occur with 

other deficits (Pennington, 2006). Alternatively, deficits relating to FR could in the end just 

be an epiphenomenon of genetic risk and not be related to eventual reading skill. After all, 

genes associated with reading ability do not exclusively relate to reading ability. More so, 

they are implicated in complex processes such as neuronal migration, a process not specific 

to neural networks associated with reading, but which might ultimately affect reading 

circuitry (Fisher & Francks, 2006). 

 

Implications and future directions 

 

The outcomes of the presented studies show that basic auditory processing problems were 

related to familial risk, not to reading. Importantly, ART processing, our measure of 

interest, related to neither FR nor reading. This might have important implications for 

practice, such that auditory processing interventions (e.g. Thomson, Leong, & Goswami, 

2013) might not be very beneficial in elevating reading fluency. Regarding speech 

processing, the presented studies have clearly shown that differences between good and 

poor readers exist on multiple aspects of speech processing and multiple levels (neural, 

behavioral) of measurement. This implies that there is a variety of speech processing deficits 

that may occur in poor readers, that are all aspects that distinguish them from averagely 

reading children at familial risk. For FRND children, this could mean that unimpaired 

speech processing might be one of the factors that compensates their genetic liability for 

reading problems. On other (early) language related measures, such as expressive and 

receptive vocabulary, FRND children have been shown to outperform FRD children as well 

(e.g. Torppa et al., 2010). Language development in a more broad sense may thus serve as a 

protective factor. From our studies, however, it does not become clear whether the 

identified speech processing deficits are precursors for dyslexia, since the data we report 

were collected in Grades 3, and 5/6. This means that our results cannot be used for 

purposes of early identification of reading problems. Additionally, though the facets of 

speech processing assessed in this thesis separate FRND from FRD children, using them for 

diagnostic purposes is, given their relative influence on and relation to reading outcome in 
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comparison to phonology, probably less important compared to the assessment of 

phonological skills. A deficit in phonology still seems to be the most important denominator 

in determining reading problems in familial risk children.  

 

The findings of this thesis stress the theoretical importance of continuing the investigation 

of the relation between speech processing, familial risk and reading ability. ART, the basic 

auditory processing measure of interest, is according to theory important for detecting 

rhythm in speech (Goswami et al., 2002). In our study, differences in ART presented 

through basic tones proved to be discernible, independent of reading level or familial risk 

status. However, linguistic information like speech (e.g. neural speech processing, 

categorical speech perception) consistently separated FRD from FRND and control 

children. Overall, these results show that, within the age-range specified in our studies, 

suprasegmental features of speech that are presented without any speech context, like 

rhythm (measured by ART processing), do not contribute to reading skill. In contrast, 

linguistic information conveyed in a speech context, such as cues on formant transitions, or 

lexical or phonemic information, does contribute to reading skill. Possibly, this 

differentiation finds its origin in processing networks. The findings could indicate that 

suprasegmental features, especially when presented outside of a speech context, are not 

primarily treated as speech by the brain. Suprasegmental features like pitch and rhythm 

have previously shown to be predominantly processed in the right hemisphere, whereas 

linguistic (phonemic) information is predominantly processed in the left hemisphere (e.g. 

Liem, Hurschler, Jäncke, & Meyer, 2014; Poeppel et al., 2004; Rinne et al., 1999). Given 

these findings, it is of interest to deepen our understanding of the relation between reading 

and speech processing in the future, thereby taking the distinction between suprasegmental 

and phonemic or lexical information in speech and their respective relations to reading skill 

as a starting point. 

 

How reading and speech processing are connected exactly, still remains unsure. In our 

studies, clear (cascading) relations between speech processing, phonological skills, and 

behavioral reading outcomes are absent. Possibly, the connection between speech 

processing and reading thus mainly exists because of shared cognitive and neural processes 

(Ziegler et al., 2009). After all, current models of speech perception (Hickok & Poeppel, 

2007) and studies investigating reading networks in the brain (e.g. Schlaggar & 

McCandliss, 2007; Pugh et al., 2008) identify similar brain regions that are involved in both 

reading as well as speech processing. How this overlap in networks for speech perception 
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and reading then contributes to reading ability should be addressed in future studies, since, 

as noted above, proficient speech processing might compensate a child’s genetic liability to 

develop reading problems. Stages in and aspects of speech perception that might be crucial 

for reading should be identified using both behavioral and neuroimaging methods. In doing 

so, it is important to continuously address the relation of speech perception to behavioral 

reading- and reading related skills, such as phonological processing. By placing this in the 

context of familial risk, future studies could paint a more complete picture regarding which 

speech processing factors relate to reading, and in which manner these contribute to the 

manifestation of dyslexia.  
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Appendix 
 

Appendix to the study on neural speech processing in Chapter 3. No relations are observed 

between word reading and LDN amplitude. No relations are observed between phonological 

awareness and LDN amplitude. Relations between reading and phonological awareness are 

all attested.   

Table 1 

 

Correlations between WRF, PWF, phonological awareness and average LDN.  

 1. 2. 3. 4. 

1.WRF Grade 6     

2. PWF Grade 6 .71***    

3. PA Grade 3 .40** .55***   

4. PA Grade 6 .45*** .50*** .65***  

5. LDN -.17 -.12 -.11 -.14 

Note. WRF Grade 6 = word reading fluency Grade 6, PWF Grade 6 = pseudoword fluency Grade 6, PA Grade 3 = 
phonological awareness (percentage correct) Grade 3, PA Grade 6 = phonological awareness (percentage 
correct) Grade 6, LDN = amplitude of late discriminative negativity, averaged over vowel and word condition.  
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.
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Summary 
 

 

Dyslexia affects approximately 3 to 10% of the population. For children with a dyslexic 

parent, the risk of developing reading problems is significantly higher: 40 to 60% of children 

at genetic risk becomes a poor reader. What exactly causes reading problems is unclear, 

though deficits in phonological skills are generally acknowledged to relate to dyslexia. 

Knowledge about the phonological structure of language is extracted from the speech 

signal. Unsurprisingly, auditory and speech perception are thus often thought to be 

important for the development of apt phonological skills. Moreover, neuroimaging and 

neurophysiological research has demonstrated that brain networks that are employed for 

processing auditory information like speech, and networks employed for phonological 

processing and reading, largely overlap. Based on this information, a link between dyslexia 

and auditory and speech processing is expected. Indeed, several studies have shown speech 

processing deficits in dyslexia to be present. Yet, most of these studies did not include 

children at familial risk with and without reading problems. It is of importance to do so, to 

exclude the possibility that speech processing deficits, like deficits in phonological 

processing, are shared between familial risk children with and without dyslexia. If the latter 

is the case, these deficits might not actually contribute to the manifestation of reading 

problems, but be a characteristic of familial risk instead. Thus, the fact that most studies did 

not investigate children at familial risk for dyslexia may possibly have been a confounding 

factor. The studies in this thesis aimed to investigate whether auditory and speech 

processing are factors contributing to the manifestation of dyslexia, thereby taking familial 

risk status into account by including three groups of children: a control group without 

familial risk, a familial risk group without dyslexia (FRND), and a familial risk group with 

dyslexia (FRD). Studies were carried out on a behavioral as well as a neural level.  

 

First, pre-attentive basic auditory processing was assessed in 11-year-old children (Chapter 

2). Using ERPs, processing of amplitude rise time, frequency and intensity was assessed. 
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Amplitude rise time detection is implicated in the perception of rhythm in speech, which 

provides important cues about syllable onset and rime. This may influence the perception of 

phonemes, and therefore affect reading skill. In our study, no differences in amplitude rise 

time processing were found at all. All three groups were able to discern rise time differences 

at age 11. Intensity processing, however, was problematic for the two groups of FR 

children. Only control children were able to discern intensity differences. Difficulties in 

processing intensity thus appeared to be a characteristic of familial risk children. Amplitude 

rise time processing is not implicated in reading ability or familial risk at age 11 at all.  

 

After basic auditory processing, the next step was to investigate pre-attentive speech 

processing (Chapter 3). Adults and infants who would later develop dyslexia have been 

shown to have impaired speech processing on a neural level. In our study, processing of 

vowels and inflected words was examined using ERPs, to investigate whether complexity of 

the stimulus, i.e. lexicality and grammatical inflection versus a simple phoneme contrast, 

affected neural processing of speech. The results showed that, independent of lexicality, 

poorer speech processing was associated with dyslexia. Familial risk children without 

dyslexia and control children were better at processing vowel contrasts and words.  

 

The ERP method in Chapter 3 allowed for the investigation of lateralization of speech 

processing. Evidence from neuroimaging literature suggests more symmetrical processing 

(i.e. activity in the right and left hemisphere, instead of a left hemispheric specialization for 

speech) to give rise to dyslexia. More symmetrical processing is associated with inefficient 

processing networks. Therefore, in Chapter 3, lateralization of speech processing was 

addressed as well, taking into account the lexicality of the stimulus (vowels versus words), 

since inflected words have been demonstrated to lateralize more strongly. However, results 

showed that both vowels and words lateralize to the left hemisphere. More importantly, no 

differences in lateralization of speech processing could be found between our three groups. 

Lateralization of speech processing on a neural level is therefore not associated with familial 

risk and dyslexia.  

 

Chapter 4 also investigated lateralization of speech processing, using the behavioral dichotic 

listening method. In dichotic listening, participants are presented with a different stimulus 

to each ear simultaneously. The ear which is reported from most often, is dominant. It is 

thought that information is processed contralaterally. For example, if the right ear is 

dominant, this indicates left hemisphere dominance. As such, dichotic listening can provide 
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a behavioral index of lateralization and support and extend neuroimaging findings. In our 

study, dichotic listening was measured at two timepoints, in Grade 3, and in Grades 5/6. At 

both time points, it was found that speech processing was lateralized to the left hemisphere 

in all groups. However, looking at the reports from each ear, we found that the FRD group 

was poorer at reporting from their left ear, which could indicate impeded right hemisphere 

processing. Reduced left ear performance thus relates to the manifestation of dyslexia. 

Lastly, categorical speech perception was investigated (Chapter 5). Poorer categorical 

perception has previously been related to dyslexia and has also been found at a pre-reading 

age, indicating it is a possible precursor of poor reading. The current study investigated 

categorical perception in FR children in Grade 3, after determining the reading level of the 

children. We found impediments in categorical speech perception skills to be specific to poor 

readers, and thus to contribute to the manifestation of reading problems. Controls and 

FRND children performed at an equal level. Additionally, we investigated whether 

cascading relations between speech processing, phonological processing and reading were 

present. No clear evidence for a cascading relation between speech processing, phonological 

skills, and reading was found.  

 

Taken together, the findings of the reported studies suggest that deficits in basic auditory 

processing relate to being at familial risk for dyslexia. On the other hand, impeded speech 

processing, both on a neural and behavioral level, contributes to the manifestation of 

reading problems. Yet, it appears that these speech processing deficits are generally not 

related to phonological skills. The implications of these findings are further discussed in 

Chapter 6.  
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Samenvatting 
 

 

Dyslexie komt voor bij ongeveer 3 tot 10% van de populatie. Kinderen van ouders met 

dyslexie lopen een verhoogd risico om zelf ook leesproblemen te ontwikkelen: 40 tot 60% 

van kinderen met een genetisch risico leest zwak. Waar de precieze oorzaak van 

leesproblemen ligt is onduidelijk, maar tekorten in fonologische vaardigheden worden in het 

algemeen gerelateerd aan de totstandkoming van het leesprobleem. Kennis over de 

fonologie van een taal wordt opgedaan door het luisteren naar spraak. Om deze reden wordt 

vaak verondersteld dat auditieve perceptie en spraakperceptie gerelateerd zijn aan de 

ontwikkeling van goede fonologische vaardigheden. Neuroimaging en neurofysiologisch 

onderzoek heeft daarbij aangetoond dat er een aanzienlijke overlap is tussen netwerken in 

het brein die verantwoordelijk zijn voor het verwerken van auditieve informatie, zoals 

spraak, en netwerken die verantwoordelijk zijn voor de verwerking van fonologische 

informatie en het lezen. Gegeven deze informatie kan verwacht worden dat er een verband 

bestaat tussen dyslexie en auditieve en spraakverwerking. Verscheidene studies hebben dit 

verband inderdaad aangetoond. Echter, deze studies hebben niet specifiek gekeken naar 

verschillen tussen kinderen met een familiair risico (FR) op dyslexie met en zonder 

leesproblemen. Het is van belang dit te onderzoeken, om uit te kunnen sluiten dat tekorten 

in verwerking van auditieve informatie en spraak, net als tekorten in fonologie, aanwezig 

zijn in FR kinderen met en zonder dyslexie. Als dit het geval is, kan namelijk niet gesteld 

worden dat een dergelijk tekort exclusief bijdraagt aan de manifestatie van leesproblemen – 

het is dan een kenmerk van het hebben van een familiair risico op dyslexie. Het feit dat de 

meeste studies mogelijke verschillen tussen FR kinderen met en zonder leesproblemen niet 

hebben onderzocht, kan de conclusies over de rol van auditieve en spraakverwerking in 

dyslexie dus mogelijk vertroebelen. De studies in deze dissertatie bekijken daarom of 

auditieve verwerking en spraakverwerking factoren zijn die bijdragen aan de manifestatie 

van dyslexie, met inachtneming van familiair risico door drie groepen kinderen te 

includeren: een controlegroep zonder familiair risico, een familiair risicogroep zonder 

dyslexie (FRND) en een familiair risicogroep met dyslexie (FRD). Studies zijn uitgevoerd 

op zowel neuraal- als gedragsniveau.  
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Allereerst is gekeken naar de neurale verwerking van basale auditieve informatie in 

elfjarigen (Hoofdstuk 2). Specifiek werd de verwerking van amplitude rise time (ART), 

toonhoogte, en intensiteit onderzocht middels event related potentials (ERPs) die gemeten 

kunnen worden middels een electro-encefalogram. Het kunnen opmerken van verschillen in 

ART is belangrijk voor de perceptie van ritme in spraak, wat belangrijk is voor de perceptie 

van fonemen. Hierom wordt gedacht dat de perceptie van ART belangrijk is voor 

leesvaardigheid. Echter, resultaten van onze studie laten zien dat er geen verschillen 

bestaan in de mate waarin elfjarige kinderen verschillen in ART waarnemen. Het verwerken 

van verschillen in intensiteit was echter problematisch voor de twee groepen kinderen met 

een familiair risico: Alleen de controlegroep nam verschillen in intensiteit waar. Uit deze 

bevindingen kan geconcludeerd worden dat moeilijkheden bij het verwerken van verschillen 

in intensiteit inherent zijn aan het hebben van een familiair risico op dyslexie. Echter, 

deficieten in de verwerking van ART spelen geen rol in de totstandkoming van 

leesproblemen en kenmerken kinderen met een familiair risico niet.  

 

De volgende stap was het onderzoeken van spraakverwerking (Hoofdstuk 3). Van 

volwassenen en baby’s die later leesproblemen zouden ontwikkelen, is op neuraal niveau 

aangetoond dat zij problemen hebben in het verwerken van spraak. In onze studie bekeken 

we middels ERPs de verwerking van klinkers en woorden. Er is voor twee typen stimuli 

gekozen om te kunnen onderzoeken of de complexiteit van de stimulus, zijnde lexicaliteit en 

grammaticale inflectie versus een eenvoudig foneemcontrast, van invloed was op de neurale 

verwerking van spraak. De resultaten wezen erop dat FRD kinderen zwakker waren dan 

goede lezers in de verwerking van spraak, ongeacht het type stimulus.  

 

Dankzij gebruik van de ERP-methode in Hoofdstuk 3 was er ook de mogelijkheid de 

lateralisatie van spraakverwerking te onderzoeken. Er is aangetoond door neuroimaging en 

neurofysiologische studies dat symmetrische verwerking (activiteit in de linker- en 

rechterhemisfeer, in plaats van een gespecialiseerde linker hemisfeer voor taal en spraak) 

gelieerd is aan dyslexie. Symmetrische verwerking wordt gezien als inefficiënte verwerking, 

wat mogelijk ten grondslag ligt aan het leesprobleem. Om deze reden is in Hoofdstuk 3 ook 

lateralisatie onderzocht, daarbij de lexicaliteit van de stimulus in acht nemend (klinkers 

versus woorden), omdat woorden met grammaticale inflectie sterker links lateraliseren. Uit 

de resultaten bleek dat klinkers en woorden in gelijke mate verwerkt worden door de linker 

hemisfeer. Daarbij bleek ook nog dat er geen verschillen waren tussen de drie groepen 
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kinderen. Lateralisatie van spraakverwerking op neuraal niveau relateert dus niet aan 

dyslexie, noch aan familiair risico.  

 

Lateralisatie van spraakverwerking werd ook onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 4, middels dichotisch 

luisteren. In een dichotische luistertaak krijgen deelnemers tegelijkertijd in ieder oor een 

verschillende stimulus te horen. Het oor waar uit het meest gerapporteerd wordt, is 

dominant. De informatie wordt verwerkt in de contralaterale hemisfeer. Dit betekent dat als 

het rechteroor dominant is, de informatie verwerkt wordt in de linker hemisfeer. Dichotisch 

luisteren kan een gedragsmatige index van lateralisatie geven, en bevindingen van imaging 

studies ondersteunen en uitbouwen. Dichotisch luisteren werd gemeten in groep 5, alsmede 

in de groep 7 en 8. Op beide meetmomenten bleek dat alle groepen kinderen een dominant 

rechteroor hadden. Met andere woorden, verwerking van spraak was links gelateraliseerd. 

Echter, als de rapportage uit het linker- en rechteroor onafhankelijk bekeken werd, dan 

bleek dat de FRD groep significant minder rapporteerde uit het linkeroor dan de twee 

groepen goede lezers. Mogelijk relateert dit aan verminderde activiteit van de rechter 

hemisfeer. Uit de bevindingen kan geconcludeerd worden dat een verminderde rapportage 

uit het linkeroor relateert aan leesproblemen. 

 

Categorische perceptie van spraak werd onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 5. Eerder is aangetoond 

dat zwakkere categorische perceptie relateert aan dyslexie. Daarbij is zwakkere categorische 

perceptie ook gevonden bij familiair risico kinderen voor aanvang van leesinstructie, wat 

suggereert dat zwakke categorische perceptie wellicht een van de voorspellers van 

leesproblemen is. Hoofdstuk 5 onderzocht categorische perceptie in familiair risicokinderen 

in groep 5, nadat hun leesniveau al vastgesteld kon worden. FRD-kinderen waren inderdaad 

zwakker in categorische perceptie dan goede lezers. Zwakke categorische perceptie kan 

daarom gezien worden als een van de factoren die bijdragen aan het leesprobleem. In dit 

hoofdstuk werd daarnaast onderzocht of er een cascade-effect te observeren was tussen 

deficieten in spraakverwerking, fonologie, en lezen. Er is geen overtuigend bewijs gevonden 

wat betreft de aanwezigheid van een dergelijk effect.  

 

Samenvattend suggereren de bevindingen in deze dissertatie dat tekorten in basale auditieve 

verwerking relateren aan het hebben van een familiair risico op dyslexie. Tekorten in 

spraakverwerking, zowel op neuraal- als gedragsniveau, relateren aan de totstandkoming 

van leesproblemen. Echter, over het algemeen relateren deficieten in spraakverwerking niet 
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aan tekorten in fonologische verwerking. De implicaties van deze bevindingen zijn verder 

besproken in Hoofdstuk 6.  
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Dagge bedankt zij, da witte… 

Graag wil ik via deze weg enige persoonlijke aandacht geven aan behoorlijk wat mensen, die 

op de een of andere manier hebben bijgedragen aan de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift. 

Allereerst wil ik alle kinderen (inmiddels alweer tieners) die deelgenomen hebben aan het 

Dutch Dyslexia Programme bedanken. Zonder jullie was dit proefschrift er niet geweest. 

Veel dank voor jullie inzet tijdens de testsessies, voor jullie gezelligheid en voor jullie trouw 

– die is al levenslang! Keer op keer stonden jullie en jullie ouders voor mij en mijn collega’s 

klaar. Aan alle ouders ook mijn grote dank. Zulke fijne proefpersonen wens ik iedere 

onderzoeker toe. 

Dan de “officials”. Dank aan mijn promotor Aryan. Zonder jouw vertrouwen, naar 

aanleiding van een sollicitatieprocedure die begon in Groningen, had ik hier nooit gestaan. 

Dank voor je input tijdens mijn traject. Dank ook aan mijn promotor Ben. Weliswaar op 

afstand in het hoge noorden, maar fijn dat ik altijd bij je terecht kon voor vragen. 

Commissieleden Judith, Frank, Maurits, Ludo en Peter, fijn dat jullie de tijd hebben 

genomen mijn proefschrift te lezen en om te opponeren. Aan Peter en Helma: ontzettend 

bedankt voor de interesse die jullie altijd in mij hebben getoond de afgelopen vier jaar. 

Groningse collega’s Natasha en Ellie, bedankt voor de prettige samenwerking. En 

natuurlijk mijn begeleider Titia. Mijn nerdniveau is dankzij jouw geweldige ERP kennis 

naar een hoger level getild. Dank voor alle goede besprekingen, het fijne contact, de extra 

hersencel die je me gaf, en de gezelligheid de afgelopen vier jaar. Ik puzzel rustig verder, 

zowel met data als met stukjes . 

Er zijn een aantal mensen die ervoor gezorgd hebben dat ik een carrière in de wetenschap 

überhaupt ben gaan overwegen. Op University College Utrecht waren dat Rosemary en 

Jocelyn. Dankzij jullie inspiratievolle lectures en fijne persoonlijke begeleiding gaven jullie 

mij het zetje richting de linguïstiek. Frank, jouw rol was ook ontzettend belangrijk. Je was 

betrokken bij mijn bachelor- én masterscriptie, en je gaf me een baan in het Babylab tijdens 

mijn research master. Jouw vertrouwen in mijn kunnen heeft altijd veel voor me betekend. 

Dankjewel. En natuurlijk Elise. Lieve Elise, ik zie een soort rode draad in mijn academische 

carrière. Ik verzamelde data voor de nameting van jouw promotieonderzoek tijdens mijn 

bachelor. Ik schreef mijn masterscriptie onder jouw begeleiding na een geweldige tijd in het 

Babylab. En later kwam jij bij de UvA werken terwijl ik daar aan het promoveren was. Ik 

ben je ontzettend dankbaar voor je ontembare enthousiasme, je luisterende oor, je 
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flexibiliteit (8:00 meetings in Voorburg, why not) en je waardevolle kritische blik. Het 

bolletje met rode draad is wat mij betreft nog lang niet op – en Lot heeft anders nog wel een 

voorraadje liggen . 

Mijn collega’s hebben er voor gezorgd dat ik me thuis ben gaan voelen op de UvA. Graag 

wil ik dus Suzanne (Sjakie!), Lisette, Gabriël, Mark, Sanne, Anna, Haytske, Elsje, mijn 

kamergenoten in D8.12, en alle andere collega’s bij POWL bedanken. En, een universiteit is 

natuurlijk geen universiteit zonder studenten. Een speciaal bedankje gaat dan ook uit naar 

masterstudenten Els, Linda, Leonie, Floor, en, last but not least, Wendelien. Dank jullie wel 

voor jullie hulp met de dataverzameling voor mijn project. 

Collega’s binnen mijn onderzoeksgroep, lieve lieve lieve lieve lieve OLPeople van het eerste 

uur en van later, dankzij jullie is mijn tijd op de UvA er een met een gouden randje.  

Bettina, roomie, dankjewel voor de fijne tijd in G0.07 en later. Je nauwkeurig getimede 

briljante opmerkingen en spionage-activiteiten (“oh, daar heb ik nog wel een filmpje van”) 

zorgen nog steeds voor een grijns op mijn gezicht. Marjolein, allerliefst vroegspook. Ik 

denk dat een van onze grootste successen is geweest dat we kasten een nieuwe functie 

hebben gegeven: Je kunt er namelijk ook zeer goed overheen hangen en kletsen met de 

achterbuurvrouw. Dank voor je gezelligheid en voor het immer uitwisselen van 

kattenverhalen – ish goed. Debora, d’n Debster! Jij bezit echt alle cruciale kenmerken van een 

gezelligheidsdiertje: 1) je leeft op bij het woord borrel 2) je wil het liefst altijd borrelen en 3) 

je hebt een bier-app. Ik zie enige overeenkomsten met mijn eigen gedrag. Dankjewel voor 

alle fijne gesprekken onder het genot van een biertje. En bij dat biertje horen borrelhapjes 

zonder inktvisringen – Roeter, bedankt! Dan Marloes. Marlie, bedankt voor het regelen, 

vooral die keren dat ik er niet om vroeg . Wat hebben we een lol gehad, op de UvA, in 

Breda, in Lunteren, in Eindhoven, in Hoogwoud, in Egmond… en natuurlijk in de keuken, 

cooking together, of together apart! If all else fails weet ik je te vinden voor dat 

cateringbedrijf. Adoptiezusje Maaike, fijn om jou er bij te hebben, zowel bij de gezellige 

dingen als bij de serieuze inhoudelijke besprekingen. Lieve eiland-buurvrouw Sietske, het 

Guildfordse orakel zat er met zijn voorspelling niet naast: wat een fijne toevoeging aan de 

club was jij! Ik heb erg veel zin in onze toekomstige, nader te bepalen BS projecten . Laat 

dat whiteboard maar komen. En dan onze nieuwste aanwinsten. Janneke, Jans, leuk dat een 

mede-UCer met bowlingtalent de UvA onveilig is komen maken. Alexander, zoals het 

klokje op de UvA tikt, zo tikt het nergens. Komt vast door de speciale Klepel! Loes, baas, 

‘nuff said . Met jullie erbij gaat de groep gezellige tijden tegemoet. Een speciaal bedankje 
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gaat ook uit naar Team Leverworst (in alle mogelijke samenstellingen): dank jullie wel voor 

onvergetelijke pubquizzes. En natuurlijk Madelon. Lieve Madelon, onmisbare M van BAM. 

De afgelopen 4 jaar hebben we niet alleen samen een artikel gepubliceerd als het duo 

spacetrees en letter****, maar ook, lief, leed en veel woordgrapjes gedeeld. Fijn om iemand 

op de UvA te hebben met wie ik zowel kan werken, als netwerken. Berry many important. I 

wanted to miss that for no gold. Ik ben blij dat jij als paranimf aan mijn zijde staat tijdens 

mijn verdediging. Proost op nog vele jaren BAM! … You’re welcome.  

Gelukkig ben ik er in geslaagd om buiten de UvA ook nog te leven, dankzij mijn geweldige 

vrienden en familie. Ruben, ook al woon jij in de schaduw van de Martinitoren en ik onder 

de Dom, het is fijn dat jij er altijd bent. Dank voor je altijd goede gezelschap. Djaina, lieve 

pinda, leuk dat we altijd zo goed kunnen praten over ons werkveld (of juist niet), met bier 

(of niet), binnen of buiten BT. Niels en Frederieke, jullie zijn mijn Utrechtse familie. Fijn dat 

de wijn altijd koud staat, zowel in goede als in slechte tijden. Fre, jij kent mij door en door. 

Ik ben blij dat je als mijn paranimf aan mijn zijde staat tijdens mijn verdediging. Mag je me 

daarna te kakken zetten – dat vertrouw ik je graag toe . Lieve andere vrienden bij wie de 

deur ook altijd voor me openstaat, Sanne, David, Femke, Nadia, Brechtje, Minette, Indra, 

Shos, Lieke, Annejet, Lili, Steph, en Julien, dank jullie wel voor jullie interesse, begrip en 

steun. 

Luc, Dorien, Marthe; als schoonfamilie kregen jullie ook het een en ander mee van mijn 

promotietraject. Dank voor jullie hartelijkheid, goede zorgen, en begrip als ik weer eens 

achter mijn laptop kroop in jullie gezelschap.  

Jan en Jessica, lieve broer en bellezus, dank voor alles. Dank in het bijzonder voor het lenen 

van jullie huis als ik kinderen kwam testen in Nijmegen. Het liefst zou ik iedere week bij 

jullie komen bowlen . Papa en mama, jullie zijn de beste. Met jullie steun in de rug is alles 

makkelijker. Van dit laatste ‘afstuderen’ maken we samen een feest. Dank jullie wel voor 

alles. Ik hou van jullie.  

En Charlotte, lieve Lotje. Bedankt voor alle steun, al je goede zorgen, je geduld en al het 

liefs, en niet te vergeten, voor alle hamsters op de cruciale momenten.1 De mistress2 is de 

deur uit hoor. All yours again.  

                                                      
1
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEWVSPMFKUc, de perfecte pick-me-up.  

2 Mijn proefschrift, a.k.a. “de mistress” voor intimi .  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WEWVSPMFKUc
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